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We are requested by the city authorities
to give notice that coasting will be permitted on Washington, Bridge and Union streets,
on Pearl from Congress to; Court, and on
any other hills after 9 p. m. It is understood of course that this applies only to the
streets. Coasting on the sidewalks at any

Passed peacefully from this life in the
night of Dec. nth, Margaret A., widow of
the late Jacob W. Eastman. She resided
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. A. E.
Page, High street, whose loving care gave
oomfort to her declining years. Mrs. Eastman was bom in Bristol, Me., in 1840, the
daughter of Enoch Erskine. She was mar-

Miss Emily F. Miller, cuunty president
W. C. T. U., sends The Journal the follow-

ing:
“Among the many interesting

women at
the two W. C. T. U. conventions in October
I remember Mrs. Harrison Lee, a bright,
pretty little woman, who started in ample
time, as she thought, to reach Boston for
the world’s convention. Storms and Ameribut she reached
can distances delayed,
Hartford and the National W. C. T. U. conan
vention, giving
eloquent address on Sunday evening. She remains in America three
months and spends the week of Deo. 28th.
Jan. 3d, in Maine, speaking one evening in
Belfast. I hope the city’s people will give
her a large audience. Exact date to be given
next week."
At the recent annual meeting oi trie Belfast & Liberty Telegraph Co. the name of
the corporation was chaugeil to that of
Liberty & Belfast Tel. & Tel. Co., and the
capital stock increased from $5,000 to
$7,000. The line has now some 100 subscribers and has over 100 miles of poles.
T. R.
The newly elected officers are:

l’earson, president, Morrill; Volney
vice president, Montville; S. W.
Shibles, secretary, Morrill; I). F. McFarland, treasurer, Montville; Edward Evans,
general superintendent, Waldo; M. M.
Wentworth, Montville, A. J. Skidmore,
Liberty, J. A. Cilley, W’aldo, and V. A.
Simmons, Searsmont, directors.

Thompson,

Hello! Few people have any idea of
the magnitude and growth of the telephone
business in our locality. The Belfast exchange is at present equipped for two local
and four toll operators, but the business
h is grown so much that the number must
be increased, and there is to be a new section added, which will accommodate three
But one will be needed at
more operators.
present, however, giving seven chairs in
constant use, with a place for two more
when required. The Belfast office is doing
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DECISION FROM THE LAW COURT.

following note from
Emulus Plummer vs. Wentworth Pease et
city concerning an als. Rescript, Spear, J. (No opinion).
This case involves a bill in equity amt
under this heading
to be determined
on

.cation from Grand
:
g to the same matter
Mr. Adams
column.

meeting.
Half

a

comes up
report
the bill, answer and

upon

proofs.

Having fully

considered the pleadings and the evidence,
we arrived at the following conclusions:
First—As a matter of fact that I. C. Libby, Emery Whitten and Emulus Plummer
each received one-third of the S300 given by
Andrew Pease as bonus to said Libby,
Whitten aud Plummer, for making arrangements for the liquidation of the debt which
tlie Plummer heirs held against the Pease
farm.
Second—That Libby, Whitten and Plummer, as a matter of law, became by virtue
of their title to the Pease farm, joint owners
of the debt against the farm.
Third-That I. 0. Libby acted as agent
for Whitten and Plummer in eollectii g and
distributing the payments of principal aud
interest made by Pease in liquidation of the
claim of these joint owners.
Fourth—That the joint debt of Libby,
Whitten and Plummer, and interest thereon, was fully paid to I. C. Libby on March
13, 1894, whereby the interest of Libby,
Whitten and Plummer in the Pease farm
became extinguished.
By stipulation of counsel, it is agreed that
defendant’s answer shall be taken as a cross
bill without answer. It is, therefore, ordered that the plaintiff, Emulus Plummer, be
required to execute aud deliver to Wentworth Pease a quit claim deed of one undivided third interest in the Pease farm as
set forth and described in the plaintiff’s
bill, within 30 days from the date of filing
the final decree in this case.
Defendant’s cross bill sustained with
costs.

Case remanded to the court below for
decree in accordance with this opinion.
Received Dec. 12,1900.
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Banner Lobster County.

Century.

14.
Over 2,000,000
lobsters were caught in Knox county for
c
the year ending Nov. 30, according to the
5
official report made up today by Fish War1;
den Levi E. Wade. This is an excess of
167,000 over last year’s catch and sustains
Knox county’s reputation as one of the banli;
ner lobster districts on the New England
pprenticed to John J. coast.
^
blacksmith, whose busi-j Of the total catch in this county 1,500,000
th the lumbermen, shoe-1 lobsters were handled by three wholesale
•»
Img sleds and wagons. dealers in this city. The prices received by
Mi, all th S unknown for work in the the fishermen were about 20 cents per lobN
nauiiiig being done with ster on the average, and the reports show
■» lack
smith shop had its that the income of 550 men engaged in the
lobster industry was $340,000.
r
►os and nails were unMany of the fishermen have power boats
0,1 came in three sizes of
and the value of the smacks thus engaged
V'
J8bar.v
su°e8
is
d
were
on
the
forged
upward of $60,000. The catch of ground
JV! j,
»>ade from the rods by fish in Knox county waters shows a falling
tools ,'
*?c
a time.
•Vih
off from last year’s record.
M: i' J lu‘ apprenticeship of three
Industrial School For Girls.
Ist f-r »}.M .f'v11 worked awhile in Bel>
..?eYen Mansfield, and then,
business
in
ntV.
for
himself
The
annual
P'Mh!,,
report of the trustees of the
e'S be,ow
Bangor on the Maine Industrial School for Girls, filed Deo.
14th, shows that during the past year 26
,,f one year. 1870, girls have been admitted to the school and
I* "r the government at Fort at the present time there are 143 inmates,
19 he
>8U proprietor of a black- seven more than a year ago. During the
Fli'as
‘orseslioei rig shop a full half year 19 girls were discharged, including 15
klurj
Jn
187’ t
who became of age. The trustees state that
kl^anciw"'1^1 out the Mansfield they must ask the legislature for an increasbusiness in Bel- ed appropriation for current
f’tnhtji t,Ilie*hoeing
expenses, as
0,1 Heav»*.J ear moved to the brick the
prices for all kinds of provisions and
“"W ~h(la. str?et- wh*re be has sinoe supplies have su advanced as to make this
"oston Sunday Globe.
need Imperative.
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ried in Tbomaston in 1860 and came to Belfast three years later, where she had sinee
resided. Her husband was a well known
building contractor and served on the police
force for fourteen years.
Mrs. Eastman
was a woman of the old school, motherly,
kind-hearted, essentially home-loving, rarely going out, finding true pleasure in her
domestic duties. She was an exceptionally
active woman and a great reader of current events. To the young people who erred
she had words of advice and possessed
strong religious beliefs. For the last several
years her health has been poorly, but having unusual vitality she kept about. The
final illness was pneumonia. There were
bom to her eight children, three of whom
survive—one daughter, Mrs. A. E. Page of
this city, and two sons, Berry of Lynn,
Mass., and U. G. of West Somerville, Mass.
Two sisters also survive—Mrs. O. H. Gloyd
of Rockland anu Mrs. Clementine Robinson of Providence, R. I.
Her husband died
in April, 1899. 1 he funeral was held Friday
afternoon at 3 o’clock, Rev. J. W. Hatch officiating. The floral offerings were numerous and beautiful. Thu bearers were Henry
W. Marriner, L. Fletcher, George W. Frisbee
and William Irving.

Sarah Maria, widow of the late A mos R.
Boynton, died at her home in the Frye
block on Court street, Monday, Dec. 17th, at
noon, after an illness which confined her to
her bed only one week, although she had
suffered from exhaustion for over two years.
She was born in Northport, Sept. 20, 1819,
the daughter of the late Jonathan and
Mercy Wilson Frye. She came to Belfast
in early life with her parents and married
Mr. Boynton, formerly of Bangor, who was
of Belfast’s most ‘skilled contractors
and builders. He died April 19, 1892, after
an illness of 16 years of paralysis, during
one

larger toll business than ever before,
while the local girls are kept busy, han- which he bad the unremitting devotion of
his wife. A few years previous to his death
dling an average of 140 calls an hour. In the
their golden wedding. One
busy season they sometimes take 160 or 170 they celebrated
calls an hour. The new telephone books daughter, Annie Celia, died Dec. 1, 1886,
will be distributed immediately, and, as aged 39 years. Of her father’s family of
there will be numerous changes, it. will be two sons and four daughters, two sisters,
Mrs. Lucy A. Bennett and Miss Esther C.
necessary for subscribers to consult them
of this city, survive.
Mrs.
for a while, until the new numbers are Frye, both
Boynton had a sunny, cheerful disposition
learned.
and won the respect and esteem of all who
FROM GRAND SECRETARY DYER.
knew her. She was always staunch and
In speaking with
To the Editor of The Republican loyal in her friendships.
Journal:—Dear Sir : In your issue of the a friend the Saturday previrus to her death
13th inst.. I find the following:
she intimated that her interests were in the
“It is currently reported that Russell G.
Beyond and that she was willing and ready
is
to
the
of
of
Portland
resign
position
Dyer
Grand Secretary, I. O. O. F., because of ill to jo!n her family there. While in health
health, and that Samuel Adams of this city Mrs. Boynton was an attendant at the Uniw ill he a candidate for the place.”
tarian church, aud in the absence of a pasI wish to say the above paragraph is
false, even without the semblance of truth, tor Revs. John W. Hatch and G. G. Winsand its publication will work an injury to low conducted the services at her late home
my standing in the order. I never had a yesterday at 2.30 o’clock.
thought of resigning, and your “currently !
reported” statement is the first indication | John T. Owens of this city, who had been
of the kind to come to my knowledge. It is
in failing health for about two years, died
true that my health is far from being perfect, but my physical condition is fifty per Dec. 17th in Bangor of pneumonia, aged 52
Tbe Grand years. He was born in Belfast, a sou of the
ceut. better than one year ago.
Lodge at its session iu October considered late Terreuce and Margaret Owens. Ileatmy health sufficiently sound and my capacity for labor good enough to warrant a tended the public schools and when a young
handsome increase in my salary. You could man was employed as a earpenter in the
have verified this statement by consulting local
shipyards. In 1878 he entered the emMr. .Samuel Adams of your own city, who
ploy of Wm. C. Marshall, dealer in groyou say will be a candidate for my place.
I trust you will give this denial the same ceries, grain, etc., aud continued there unpublicity you gave the unfouuded rumor.
til 1891,when he weut into partnership with
Fraternally,
his brother, Charles E., who had establishRussell G. Dyer,
Grand Secretary, I. 0. 0. F. of Maine. ed a clothing business one year before,
under the firm name of Owens Bros. About
Portland, Me., Dec. 14,190(1.
The item referred to was, as stated, “cur- two years ago ill health compelled his rerently reported” and came to The Journal tirement aud his interest was bought by his
Mr. Owens was twice married.
from so many different sources that we had partner.
His first wife was Edith, daughter of the
no reason to doubt its correctness. It would
late Capt. Ephraim W. aud Mrs. Ryder. She
not otherwise have appeared in print.—Ed.
a
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Rockland, Me., Dec.

died some years ago and about three years
ago he married Miss Dora Casey, who survives him. He is also survived by three
sisters and one brother, Margaret, of Bangor, ‘Mary, Lizzie and Charles £. Owens of
this city. Mr. Owens’ active business life
made him well known to a large number
and he had many friends who will learn of
his death with regret and extend sympathy
to the bereaved. The funeral service was
held yesterday forenoon at the Catholic
church in this city.
miss

Inez

m.

renaieion, ageu

Gov.

tainments and Sunday school, being ever
ready to speak or sing as the case might be.
She suffered much, but with it all her solicitude for those who tended her was something fine and unusual. The funeral was
held Thursday afternoon, Rev. Harry Hull
officiating. The floral offerings were many,
among them one piece from her schoolThe relatives have the deep sympamates.

thy of all.—Com.
John Gilbertson died quite suddenly last
He
at his home on Forsythe Place.
stricken with an apoplectic shock at
lie
10 o’clock and passed away at 11.45.
had not been feeiing well for the past few
days, but his condition was not considered
Mr. Gilbertson was born
at all dangerous.
in Carlyle, England, in 1852, and came to
this country in 1872. lie was a stone cutter
by trade and has been employed at Jones
Ill-others’ plant for several years. He had
resided in Barre for the past twenty years.
He was a former member of the oid Barre
band and was well known in this city. He
leaves a widow, three sons, William J.,
Joseph and David, and four daughters,
Mrs. Annie Hall of Montpelier, Mrs. George
Newman of Boston, Mrs. Harry Gipson of
Hallowell, Maine, and Miss Hannah GilHe also leaves a
bertson of this city.
mother and three sisters in England, a
brother, William, of East street, this city,
and a half brother, James Daw of Quincy,
Mass. The deceased was a member of the
Manchester Unity, Odd Fellows. The funeral arrangements have not been completed—Barre, Vt., Daily Times, Dec. 4th.
Mr. Gilbertson was formerly of this city
and married Abbie Perkins, a sister of Mrs.
E. B. Murpby of Belfast.

night
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Prin. Hatch of Fort Fairfield High school
left here Saturday for Brunswick, where he
will spend a few days with some of his college friends, after which he will go to Boston to visit friends and later will visit bis
parents in Belfast, returning to open the
winter term of school Jan. 3d. Mr. Hatoh
seems to be the right teacher in the right
school. He has already become very popular with his pupils; and,in fact, with the
patrons of tbe school very generally.—Fort
Fairfield Correspondence Bangor Cornmer-

r

Burleigh in Washington

PERSONAL.

A recent dispatch from the Uni ersity of
Maine contained several items of interest to
The meetings at the Union Rescue MisBelfast readers.
Caleb S. Burns, ’07, of
Miss Isabel Ginn went to Boston MonTHE
sion will oontlnue in the future every THE SHIP SUBVENTION BILL.
Fort Fairfield, a brother of Mrs. D. L. Wilfur a short visit.
day
HOLIDAY ADJOURNMENT. SENATOR
son of this city, was awarded the first
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday evenings
prize
Ernest Webber is at home from the Phila- of $10 for an
at 7.30, and Sunday afternoons at 2 o’clock.
HALE AT THE HELM.
essay on Stable Sanitation,
Dental College for the holidays.
delphia
the
Maine
given by
State Dairymen's AssoChristian Science servioes are held at J.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 17. The advent
Mrs. Walter I. Neal and Mrs. O. G. Lord ciation.
John H. Burleigh ’07, of South
F. Fernald’s, No. 87 Cedar street, every Sun- of a session of Congress always brings rewell known in Belfast and Searsday morning at 11 o’clock and Wednesday newed interest for the people of the third were gnests of friends in Bangor Thursday. Berwick,
Miss Evelyn Wilson of Poor’s Mills is port, has been elected president of the newevening at 7.30, to which all are cordially Maine district, for it brings Gov. Bnrleigh,
formed dramatic society.
Mrs. C. D.
welcome.
its representative for the past ten years, spending the week with friends in this eity. ly
Woods was one of the reoeption committee
The services at the Baptist church will be back here. The Governor and Mrs. BnrMr. and Mrs. Edgar F. Hanson have gone
at an informal reception given by the memas usual. Rev. Hugh R. Hatch of Colby leigh came this year a few days before the to housekeeping in A. W. Doe house, 43
bers of the Bound Table to the students, in
College will occupy the pulpit Sunday session opened. By the time the Speaker’s Cedar street.
the new library, last week. J. D. Clement
fell
in
the
House
the
Governor
had
gavel
morning and evening. The servioes will
Miss Leonia Achorn, Colby ’10 arrived of Belfast, W. D. Hall of Bockland and
settled down to his work. He is now rebe appropriate to Christmas.
Tuesday
evening from Waterville for the Miss Alice B. Farnsworth of West Sullivan
as
of
one
the
most
memgarded
experienced
Rev. R. B. Mathews, the new pastor of
Christmas vacation.
were among the students who attained a
the Congregational church, with his wife bers, knows everybody, and was welcomed
L. G. Hatch of Islesboro attended the rank of 90 per cent or over in German, and
and two children arrived yesterday. They by Democrats and Republicans from every
Coburn night exercises of Coburn Classical were invited into the membership of the
will remain at the Ainerioan house until section of the
country on the opening day.
the parsonage is ready for occupancy.—EllsInstitute in Waterville.
Deutscher Verein, the' German honorary
Gov.
looks
his
work
in
the
Burleigh
upon
worth American.
Charles Ripley has returned to Boston, society.
House as only a part of his duties as a ConThere will be services in the chapel at
Officials in the departments where he is employed, after a visit to his
About 1852 Moses K. Sanborn of this city,
gressman.
East Northport Sunday, Dec. 23d, at 10.30 a.
know him as well as do Senators and mem- old home in Searsport.
an older brother of Ebeu M. and Percy A.
m., with a sermon on “Christmas Thoughts”
He cultivates their acquaintance
bers.
Mrs. George A. Mathews and son Ashley Sanborn, went to California and never reby the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow. Sunday
quite as much, for a large part of his activi- of Thomaston are visiting her parents, Mr. turned to his native place. He married
school at 11.30 a. m. Services in the Woods
ties are among them. The Governor became and Mrs. W. H. Clifford.
there and oil his death was survived by his
schoolhouse at 2.00 p. in.
a daughter and
aware, soon after he reached Washington
Mrs. Marion E Brown and Miss Louise wife and four children,
The services for the week at the North as a uew member of the House, that one
The daughter is married and
H. Ferguson were in Portland last week three sons.
Congregational church will be as follows: can do as much for his constituents outside for a
lives in San Francisco, and a few years ago.
short visit with friends.
Junior C. E. meeting Thursday at 3.00 p of the Capitol as he cun inside of it. Many
mrougn me auuuuin geneaumgy, sue obriucipai w. c. Adams ot the Belfast tained the address of Eben Sanborn and
IHCUIUCIO
ui>
iuu»uiuB
IUC
JUtCUUUUB
its
H1CII
uiccbiug at i.au
icgoiu
worship Suuday at 10.45 a. in.; Sunday leisure time. They take things easy until High school wil spend the three weeks’ wrote bint. The youngest son, whose home
school at 12 m.; Children’s Christmas Con- noun, the hour when the Mouse convenes, vacation at his home in Bowdoinham.
is in Pasadena, California, came to PhilaA. K. and G. C. Trimrn have returned to delphia recently for medical advice for his
cert Sunday at 4. p. m., followed by C. E and instead of attending the sessions of the
meeting; subject, “flow can we carry the House devote most of their afternoons to Montana, where they are engaged in ranoh- wife, and he concluded to come east and see
Luke 2 correspondence and other business which ing, after a visit at their home in Islesboro. his relatives. They arrived here WednesChristmas spirit through 1907?”
8-20; evening worship at 7.30.
Hon. R. F. Duuton and F. W. I’ote at- day evening, Dec. 12th. A resident of Calihappens to be pressing.
It has long been Gov. Burleigh’s pro- tended the Democratic conference and fornia, and for seven years in Japan, he had
At the annual
of the First

meeting

Bap-

tist church last Thursday evening the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Maud E. Mathews, clerk; Cbas.
H. Twombly, treasurer; O. E. Frost, superintendent of Sunday school; Clarence
Hall, assistant superintendent of the Sunday school; Ralph D. Herrick, auditor;
Charles H. Twombly, George H. Robertson, Alton K. Braley, B. B. Greenlaw and
Charles E. Rhoades, board of assessors.
A special Christmas service will be held
at the Methodist Episcopal church neXf.
Suuday morning as follows:
Miss Isabelle Ginn
Organ Voluntary,
Sudds
Anthem, 0 Holy Night,
The People
Apostles Creed,
Rev.
J.
VV.
Hatch
Prayer,
Response, O Hear My Prayer.
Responsive Reading, l’s. 146.
The Gloria Patria.

Offertory.
Solo, Christmas,

Henry Rowe Shelley
Miss Elizabeth Chamberiain.
C. A. Havens
Anthem, Angels of Light,
Pastor
Sermon, The Angel’s Message,
Hymn.

Beuediction.
Postlude.
ounaay scnooi at noon; prayer meeting
at 6.30 p. m.; Life of Christ, illustrated
with stereopticon, at 7.30 p. m. All members of the congregation and interested
friends are invited to attend the Christmas
observance by the Sunday school in the

vestry Tuesday evening.
Christinas service at the North
church, Rev. D. L. Wilson, pastor, will be
as follows:
Voluntary, Hallelujah Chorus from the
Handel
“Messiah,”
Anthem, Angels from the Realms of Glory,
The

Neidlinger

Doxology.

Invocation.
Gloria.

Responsive Reading, Isaiah 40:1-13.
Hymn 185. Portuguese Hymn. J. Reading
Lesson.

Anthem, Still is the night in Bethlehem,
Spence
Prayer.
Mascagni
Response, solo, “Ave Maria,”
Mr. John Parker.

Offertory.

R. Storrs Willis
Hymn 197, Carol,
Sermon.
Rosales
Solo, The Angel’s Message.
Mrs. Cleora H. Read.

Prayer.
Hymn 192, Regent Square.

H. Smart

Postlude, Marseh Athalia,

Mendelssohn

Benediction.

There will be a Christmas service at the
Universalist church next Sunday morning,
with the following program:
Organ Voluntary, Arie aus Stabat Mater,
(D. Krug Op. 196 No. 13.)
Von Rossini.
Mrs. Herbert F. Drinkwater.
Christmas Carol, “Ileaveu’s Own Song,”
Norris.
Universalist church choir.
Miss Marian Wells, Soprano.
Miss Emma Skay, Contralto.
Mr. Ralph I. Morse, Tenor.
Mr. Luther A. Hammons, Bass.
Psalm, Responsive, Minister and Congregation.
Anthem, “The Angels are binging,"
Universalist church choir.
Scripture lesson.
The
Virgin’s Lullaby,
Solo,

Lacey.

Dudley Buck.

Mrs. C. W. Wescott.

Prayer.
Respoose.
Hymn, Church Harmonies
Choir and congregation.

Christmas sermon,
Dicken’s “A Christmas Carol.”
Rev. Ashley A. Smith.
Hymn, Church Harmonies.
Benediction.
Postlude in C. Minor (Op. 20 No. 6.)
Duncan.
Mrs. Herbert F. Drinkwater.

The first Missionary Institute to be held
in Waldo county took place in the Methodist
church Thursday afternoon and evening,
December 13th. A brief devotional service,
led by Rev. D. L. Wilson, opened the aftersession, after which he introduced Mr.
Harry Wade Ilicks of Boston, one of the
associate secretaries of the American Board
of Foreign Missions, who led an interesting
conference on The Promotion of Mission
Study. The benefits resulting from such
study, and the methods to be pursued were
forcefully impressed upon the listeners.
Miss Ethel D. Hubbard of Wellesley, Mass.,
secretary of the Greater Boston Missionary
Union, was introduced, and skilfully transformed the audience into a mission studyclass, which discussed the third chapter of
the newly issued text-book “The Christian
Conquest of India,” dealing with the people
of India, and bringing out strongly the call
of India’s millions to the Christians of
America. Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine was
the leader of a conference which discussed
Missions in the Sunday School, and no listener conld doubt, after hearing the points
brought out by Miss Hazeltine, that mission
noon

study was a logical and necessary addition
to a Sunday school curriculum. The evening service opened with a devotional service
led by Rev. J. W. Hatch, after which Miss
Hubbard spoke very interestingly and convincingly on “Giving,” emphasizing .the
we have is held in
that systematic giving is
stewardship
necessary to insure the best results. Mr.
Hicks’ address, in which he took up some
of the essentials for mission study work,
closed the Institute, and was a most able
The Institute was
and interesting talk.
truly an inspiration and stimulant to better
work along all sorts of missionary lines, to
individuals, Sunday schools and churches
and It is to be regretted that more were not
able to take advantage of it.

ideas that

gramme to rise early, get his correspondout of the way by the time that many
lawmakers are getting their breakfasts, and
then start off for a round of the depart-

ence

to execute the errands his constituents have entrusted to him. He is one of
the most frequent of Congressional visitors
to the pension office, which is a bureau of
the interior department, and to the post
office department, where there are always
many little matters affecting the convenience of third district people in securing an
mail service.
efficient
The governor
brought a big bundle of pension papers
from Maine, which he has been presenting
at the pension office. It has occupied much
of his time since he reached Washington in
disposing of these pension cases and informing the Maine applicants what success
ments

he has had.
Many in the Congressional circle were
very glad to welcome Mrs. Burleigh, who
was seriously ill during most of the last
session. She has a host of Washington
menus,

sixteen

years, died last Monday evening at eight
o’clock after a lingering illness of two years
with tuberculosis of the lungs. She was
the daughter of of Mr. and Mrs. Doddridge
L, Pendleton and had three half sisters, all
of whom were with her at the the time of
decease. During the long sickness her hopefulness and ready appreciation of what any
friend did for her endeared her to all. In
former days she was active in school enter-
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everything
and

wuo

were

granneu

to Know

mat

she has well nigh recovered. Thegreetings
she and Gov. Burleigh received at the Richmond Hotel, where they spend their winters in Washington, was especially cordial.
The Maine men in the House are much
discouraged over the prospects of the ship
subvention bill, which as passed by the
Senate would have been of some benefit to
the sailing vessels along the Maine coast.
The cargoes these vessels carry in the foreign trade would have come witjliii the
terms of the Senate bill. But the House is
plainly determined to eliminat cargo sube

sidies entirely. Representative Littlefield,
who is a member of the Merchant Marine
committee, has been working with his colleagues around the committee table in the
hope ot having some feature that would
help Maine vessels retained, and Gov. Burleigh has been working with the general
membership of the House. The hostility
of Speaker Cannon, who comes from the
Mississippi Valley, wheie, of course, there
is no shipping, except what goes up and
down the river, has been the chief obstacle
to the legislation.
Gov. Burleigh has been one of the most
earnest friends of shipping in the House
and, in his effective way, has cooperated in
urging every important shipping measure
that has come before the House during his
service there. He believes that there is as
much reason for building up the ship building and the ship sailing industry of the
United States as there has ever been tor
building up almost any other industry that
now contributes to the country’s prestige
The Senate bill would
and prosperity.
probably have helped the Maine shipbuild-

materially. They may gain something
from a subsidy bill, such as is uow comtemplated, but it will be in only a minor

ers

way.
The

principle of the subsidy now proposed by Speaker Cannon and some of his
supporters is for payments solely to vessels
carrying mails and by the speed prescribed,
tUHBC

VCBBCia

UlUBt

UC

Btcaiu

VCBSCIO.

the subsidies proposed are solely for lines
to South America, on both coasts, and to
the Orient, it is improbable that any of the
ships would be bui.t on the Maine coast,
unless it should be a ship or two for service down the Atlantic coast of South
America.
Maine has had a fight, extending over
many years, in behalf of better conditions
for American ships. Most of the shipping
legislation of the last twenty-five years
that has passed Congress has been largely
the work of Maine men.
They are not
likely to give up the fight, whatever the result this session with the ship subsidy bill.
They would like to see another race of sea
captains along the Maine coast such as
there was a half century ago and believe
that proper encouragement of our merMaine’s
marine would increase
chant
prestige on the ocean.
which
is
the
big event
Congress,
always
of the ye:r in Washington, has hardly
come before it is about ready to go again—
It will come back again
for the holidays.
after the New Year, but then there will be
only two months left,as the present Congress
will expire by constitutional limitation
March 4th. With the activity that now engages the national Capital during a session
two mouths fly by almost like so many
weeks.
At the very outset the House defeated the
pilotage bill, which is a bit of legislation
the State of Maine, with its many sailing
vessels, touching at Southern ports, wanted
badly. If the old adage about a bad beginning presaging a good ending holds true,
Maine ought to get something pretty good
within the next two months.
Senator Hale of Ellsworth is at the helm
this session at the north end of the Capitol.
They now look to him to lead and he has
been blazing the way in a number of matters.
Although waiting for the appropriation bills to come over from the House,
where they must first pass, the senior Maine
Senator is very much of a watchdog over
all general legislation that comes before
the Senate. The other day he put a paragraph in the Algeciras treaty, which will
that this country
serve as a declaration
does not intend to become involved in European politics, especially as they relate to
Africa. The Senate has already realized
the wisdom of his attitude from the start
regarding insular possessions and therefore Republican Senators flocked to his
standard when he insisted on a saving
clause in this treaty that affects our commercial relations with Morocco. So strongly did he present the case, that it was
shown the treaty could not bave been ratified unless his provision for non-interference had been accepted.
The session of Congress thus far has been
full of ginger, although most of the prophets thought it would be decidedly dull. The
Senate and House have been engaged upon
interesting debates and the outlook now is
for plenty of politics, which always adds to
the interest here. Both parties are sparring for political advantage.

V

State committee meeting
week.

in Augusta last

Mrs. F. C. Pendleton, Bowdoin Pendleton and Miss Phebe Pendleton of Isleboro
left Monday for New York to spend the
winter.
Mrs. Wm. B. McTaggart, who has been
ill in this city, has gone to Brooks to spend
the winter with her mother, Mrs. Isabel

Boody.
Col. and Mrs. T. H. Anderson of Portland
and Miss Flora Reed of Skowhegan were
guests last week of Mr. and Mrs. F. G.

Spinney.
Miss Georgie Wentworth of Knox left
Saturday for Boston, where she will spend
a few weeks with her sister, Mrs. Chas.
Wether bee.
Miss Alice Whitten is at home from
Kent’s Hill Seminary to spend the holiday
vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Whitten.
Monday, nee. r. tn, was the uutn mrtnaay
of Mrs. Mary J. Noyes, and many of her old
friends called on her to extend congratulations and best wishes.
Orrin J. Dickey, although he had several
advantageous offers to go South, will remain at home this winter and attend to his
newspaper correspondence.
Miss Alice P. Poor,
rived Tuesday night to
mas vacation with her
Mrs. C. 0. Poor, Church

Wellesley, '08, arspend the Christparents, Mr. and
street.

Fred Coombs of Islesboro has gone to
New York, where he has a position for the
winter as engineer of a steamer running between Battery Park and Liberty Island.
J. W. Slaght of the New York World,
the reporter who wrote up the “Christian
Science” article for that paper, was in Belfast Monday, to interview Mr. George A.

Quirnby.
Horace W. Hall and Eliza E. Pendleton
married Saturday evening at the Universalist parsonage by Rev. Eben H. Chapin.
They will reside on State street, this city.—
Rockland Star.
were

Arthur March is employed with a Bangor firm that has a contract to pipe for
steam a large lumber mill in Drew Plantation, which is 76 miles E. N. E. of Bangor
on the Maine Central.
The

basketball

season has started in
the University of Maine, and the
Bangor News recently had the following
comment on a Belfast boy: “Black is one of
the best men in the Maine squad.”
earnest at

Miss Mary Mason, principal of the Gramschool of the village, left Saturday
morning for her home in Montville, in the
eastern part of the State, where she will
pass the Christmas vacation.—Bridgton
News.
mar

A. B. Danforth of Freedom was in Skowover last Wednesday night, leaving
for his home this morning. He has been a
cook for SO years, the most of the time on
vessels, and has visited every country in
ihe world.
Since last July he has been
shipw recked twice.—Bangor News.

hegan

The annual hates college catalogue has
just been issued. It contains the names of
the following Waldocounty students: John
Scott Pendleton, Northport; Albert Granville Proek, Lincoluville; Charles Everett
Koseland, Unity.
of the Trull Hospital, Hiddegave a brilliant ball, which
added $150 to the fund for a nurses' home.
Among those mentioned as assisting in
making the event a success was Miss Henrietta Gerry of Searsport.
The

nurses

ford, recently

The many friends of Clyde Holmes, B. H.
S. '05, will regret to hear of his illness with
typhoid fever at Biltmore, N. C., where he
is takiug a course in forestry/ The fever
had not been high and at last advices he
was doing well.

Capt. W. H. Anderson has resigned the
position of quartermaster at the Soldiers’
Home, Togus, on account of ill health and
will be succeeded, Jan. 1, 1907, by George
A. Mitchell, the treasurer’s chief
clerk.
Capt, Anderson is a native of this city, the
son

of Governor H. J. Anderson.

Carl 11. Stevens of Northport, formerly of
Belfast, was one of the thirteen initiates
from the Maine Medical School into Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Phi Chi in Portland last
Saturday. The initiation was followed by
Dr. Richard C.
a bauquet, after which
Cabot of Boston spoke on “Medicine versus
Surgery as a Profession.”
A number of Bates students are to teach

during the winter term, some of them in
Waldo county. Guy Tuttle, '08, of Bellows’
Fall, Vt., will teach in Lincoluville; George
A. Doe, ’08, of South Effingham, N. H., in
Palermo; Charles H. Pratt, '08, of Keen’s
Mills has a position in Searsport; Charles
L. Harris, ’09, of Detroit and Arthur H.
Tasker, ’10, of Clinton, Mass., will both
have schools in Palermo.
In a write-up on Florida politics the Jacksonville Metropolis says of a gentleman who
has many friends in this city: “Senator Taliaferro, it is believed, can stay in his present
official position as long as he desires, nis
great service for Florida has rendered him
conspicuous among the great national lawmakers. He is a credit to the State, and it
is not believed that he will have opposition
when he seeks indorsement in the year 1910.”

except upon the mountain
tops and although there was a slight flurry
in Chicago and traces on Boston common
his first experience of the real thing was in
Burnham and his first sleigh ride was from
never seen snow

the station to the home of his uncle Eben.
lie has since enjoyed sleighing and does not
complain of the cold.
Charles II. Black, formerly of Swar.ville,
has for many years been prominent in business and politics in Chelsea, Mass., and is
At the meetnow an alderman of that city.
ing of the board last Monday evening he
attacked the committee that investigated
charges of graft made early in the year.
This committee recommended that the evidence be referred to the district attorney
and that five aldermen, one of whom was
Mr. Black, resign. The latter at once introduced an order providing for a committee
of three to investigate the investigating
committee. The order passed the board, but
no meetings of the committee have been
held. Monday evening Alderman Black introduced an order appropriating $200 for
the expenses of this committee and it was
passed to a second reading and referred to
blit? nuance

vuimimin.,

quotes Mr. Black

•*-**'-'

follows:
“I’m not ashamed of anything that I have
done as a member of the board of aldermen
and stand ready and willing to have my
every act and vote given the most careful
scrutiny. I wish the chairman of the committee was here tonight in order that I
might ask him a few questions.
“In that investigation we were condemned without a hearing and now I propose if
possible to see that the committee’s actions
are looked into.”
as

NEWS OF THE GRANGES
Hillside Grange, East Thorndike, will
elect their officers next Saturday evening.
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, will
Pomona
Waldo County
the
entertain
grange Friday,Dec. 28th. The regular date
would have been Christmas day, so it was
postponed to the 28th.

Equity Grange, Belfast, lias elected

offi-

for the ensuing year as follows: W,
M., Charles II. Waterman; 0., Clarence
Wight; L., Maude Herrick; S., George L.
McCorrison ; A. S., Harold Herrick ; ( hap.,
Sadie Edgecomb; Tr„ Percy S. Edgecomb;
Sec., Mabel Miller ; G. K., George Hart; C.>
Tillie Toothaker; P., Ada Elms; F.. Gladys
Coombs; L. A. S., Carrie Elms.

cers

That the membership of the
?r^[,grate
the United States is increasing at
,
of ten per cent a year in its t0,00<a
bv
was the substance of the
rema^cbH,(lel
National Master Nahum J.
the
governor of New
o{ the
the
of
session
day’s
anm^ ,n Pr„vi(lence
Rhode Island State grang
last week.
-it Searsport, has
Granite Grange, No/ffioers f(jr tbe
eugu.
the
elected
following ;,
Nickersou; 0 F.
i“« year:
Mathews; S„ Charles
L. Trundy; L„ W. lr Nlckerson.
fhap., 0.
Keller; A. S., Artty «jtingou
Lec., K. WinJ’
Mrs. F. M. Nickerson ;
TsOu; K., Mrs. VV. J. MatAl'StA
I>., Mrs.
]iaUie M, Nickerson,
tliews;
yerj, prosperoUs
Granite Grange
lie, Searsmont, elected the
ictoi
at its annual meeting;

I'at
st.’co„(,
Hampshiremeeting
..

Ma9te,r'

Ca9S.;. lrraS A'.,
Organ#js

i^^irs
offljftMter.
v

foUowing
U.G. Wood,.

M„bury Hunt, OverWood, Lecturer: Fred
Mabel?aid. Jiaynard Cushman, Asliutler, Ste»ar(1. Mrs. Lizzie Wood
llap.
sistant
Treasurer; Ethei Luce,
E.
II.
lain,
£rnest Campbell, Gate Keeper;
Secretary ;mani Ceres; Olive M. Wood,
Inez
<-'Uo,j.'rances Betts, Flora; Berth,i M.
Pomona; y Asst> steward.
Paine, Lull.,
-ange, North Searsport, has

seel,

ste^lolnjeSt

Gianite

Syiowing
adopted the fot 9
p)eased Divine Providence
Whereas it l:a
our
midst oui b. .tiier,
resolutionsol respect:

rroii/.,,,re, be it
Joshua Lane; tin Granite grange, No. 1:0,
Resolved, Thatreaved family its lieartfelt
extends to the be-,- affliction and eommends
sympathy in thei doeth all things wed.
them to Him whit our charter l>o diaped
to remove

Resolved,

Tlij0r

thirty

days

a

copy

in
mourning ions he sent to Cm family
of these resole, our records, and also one
and one put >al papers,
sent to the
jfBANK tBUKDy, 1 Committee
on
Cabbie Stinson, >
A. O. Stevens.
) Resolutions.
.he annual meeting of the Maine State
irange opened in Augusta last Monday
'veiling with a large attendance. The re'eption was held in City Hall, which was

crofusely decorated

for the

occasion.

It is

'Miniated that nearly 2500 grangers were
ed'n in the city and Tuesday’s trains added

'*";ely to the

number.

The business ineetand continues
lng V
Thursday night. A feature of the
untl
Ttion will be the report of the eoniconvei.
reso|atjons. Some lively discusmittee c, expected on the general
policy of
sions are p, the
question of resubmitting
the
grangjtory liquor law to the people,
the prohib..,„* wild lands and the extermithe taxation 01 ,Wn tail and
gypsy moths,
nation of the bro ddress of State Master
The ninth annual a.
Tuesday, treated at
Gardner, presented
legislation, discusslength on taxation and-1, rendum and coned the initiative and refe. Gramm to the
sidered the relation of the laced himself
subject of prohibition. He p!?|i.d unre011 record as “being entirely an -vf the
servedly in favor of the enforcement u
prohibitory law of Maine.”

.tjiegau Tuesday morning

ii__

as
A Bowdoin student is reported
while playhis
“fractured
jaw
having
We thought
ing basket ball recently.”
in which
base ball was the only game

r

the jaw

was

used.
from

decision

receut

A

Androscoggin

Court in an

the

Law

case

rules

that liquor cannot he seized in transit
and that the transit dees not end until
to
the carrier has had an opportunity
deliver the goods from the car to the
the
consignee. This decision is one of

important relating

most

Sturgis Deputies To Be Withdrawn.

OBITUARY.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

to the

prohibi-

this State
tory liquor law rendered in
is by
The
rescript
time.
for some

Judge Savage.
Snow ending in rain is not

bad

so

ice ponds.
this for a
We can
while We want to do some ice busias well as
ness that will pay this winter
last.
Thus speaks the ever optimistic, ever

filling up our
stand quite a lot of

after all for

THEIR
of the best known
at
retired master mariners of Rockland, died
his home in thatcity Dec. 3d. He was born
uxof
Hartford,
town
the
,
July 20, 1822, in
ford county, and was the son of George and
|
Abigail Parsons Shaw. He came to Rockthe
|
land when quite young and followed
Capt. Shaw was al- (
sea for many years.
and probablj
ways a very industrious man
commanded more vessels than any other
captain who ever sailed from Rockland.
were
Among the schooners he commanded
the Sion, Meridian, Bangs, Pilot, Ansto,
Uncle Sam, Fredona. Victory, Essex, Convoy, Martha Orbit, Richmond, Leo, Synne,
Lucy Blake, Sisters, Alnomack, Albion
Marblehead, Ned Sumpter, B. L. Kenney,
Ira E. Wight, lie was the first captain to
take out a license from the present customCapt. Shaw retired
house in Rockland.
from the sea about five years ago. He was
His first wife was
four times married.
a sisNancy El well of St. George, who wassecond
well. His
El
ter ot Capt. Samuel
wife was'Lois Moore of Sedgwick and the
Uis present
third wife, Nancy Franks.
wife, who was formerly Caro Whittaker,
still survives him. Capt. Shaw is also survived by two daughters, Mrs. Charles
Sweetser and Mrs. James Wood of Rockland. He had four sons, but one of whom
survives, Charles Shaw of Bostou.

Capt. Zenas Shaw,

one

The following letter issued from the
office of the enforcement commissioners confirms the rumors which have
been rife for the past few months that
the new sheriffs who will take office
January 1 will be given an opportunity
to enforce the prohibitory liquor law
without the aid of the enforcement
deputies working under the Sturgis
law' passed at the last session of the
legislature. The announcement, which
is in the form of a letter from Governor
Cobb, follows:
State of Maine.

Waldo Pettengill, Norman L. Bassett
and Alfred H. Lang, enforcement commissioners, Augusta, Maine.
Gentlemen: Chapter 92 of the Public
Laws of the State of Maine for the year
1905 is “an act to provide for the better
enforcement of the laws against the
manufacture and sale of intoxicating
liquors.” This act is the so-called Sturgis law and it created the enforcement
commission. It also specifies the powers and duties of that commission and
states that the authority of the latter
shall be exercised “with the advice and
under the direction of the governor.”
Inasmuch as nothing in the act in
question relieves the local officials of
any responsibility assumed by them
when they took their oath of office, it
was hoped that its mere enactment by
the legislature would call the attention
of such officials sharply to the fact that
the people of the State resented both
nullification of the prohibitory law and
illegal local option. In some counties
its enactment immediately corrected or
lessened the abuses against which it
was aimed; in others it produced no

...

is

right

in

demanding

that

immediate steps should he taken to corthis outrageous state of affairs. It
rect

says further:
This class of vessels

evidently needs
government supervision in eveiy de-j
tail, ih'st, as to seaworthiness, secondly
and third-,
as to being properly manned,
with
lv as to being thoroughly equipped
ample life saving appliances, boats,

Executive Depart-

ment.

Justin V. Jackson was called to Newport
cheerv, editor of the Boothbay Register.
Dec. 1st by the death of his father, Eli S.
Bro. Kendrick is always on the sunny
failJackson, who died suddenly of heart
side and himself a dispenser of sun- ure, aged 71 years and 4 months. Mr. Jackin
the
lived
son was born and had always
shine. He
until about four years
run- town of Montville
in
the
books
in
since
trees,
aud
“Finds tongues
ago, when he went to Newport,
ning brooks,
that time had resided with his daughter,
Sermons in stones, and good in everything.
Mrs. G. F. Dinsmore. lie is survived by
his widow, Mrs. Effie Jackson, the daughter
The American Shipbuilder reeeutly above mentioned and two sons, Justin \
conJackson of Pittsfield and Clarence L. Jackconditions
the
called attention to
N. H. He also leaves three
which go to sou of Ashulet,
Joel
coastwise
barges,
cerning
brothers, Leander Jackson of Pittsfield,
Jackson of
under manned and unequipped. Jackson of Liberty and Williamwere
sea
at
held
masts or Waterville. Funeral services
They might as well be without
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Dinsmore,
reTuesday afternoon at 2 o clock.—Pittsfield
sails, as their equipment in these
and if they Advertiser.
spects is of no practical use,
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse bimnion
break adrift from the tug in a gale they
De pained to learn of the
sea and the of Old Town will
are a prey to the wind and
death of Mrs. Simmons at Long tteaon,
oi
death.
Calif., Dec. 3d. Mrs. Follett, the motheranhelpless crew go down to certain
a
despatch
no more Mrs. Simmons, received
is
usually
carried
boat
The
her death, after a long illness.
raft nouncing
than a frail skiff; they have no life
Mrs. Simmons was formerly Fannie Follett,
and
eldest daughter of the late J. B. Follett
or life preservers; and the American
of

Shipbuilder

COMMISSIONS WILL EXPIRE
DECEMBER 31, 1906.

marked change.
.Since the appointment ana confirmation of the commission in April, 1905,
you have been satisfied that there has

been no occasion to put the law in operation in any county in the State except the following, namely, Androscoggin, Kennebec, Oxford, Knox and Sagadahoc, and i:i this opinion, with full
knowledge of the facts 1 have concurred. I believe, too, that the same reasons that first prompted you to exercise
your authority in the above named
counties exist today, and that your
presence there now is altogether justi-

age
wife of Milford. She was 30 years
an
and leaves besides her husband and
mothher
Gladys,
eight-vear-old daughter,
one sister, Mrs. Lari
er, Mrs. Abbie Follett,
L.
B. Tozier, and three brotheis, Granville
N.
B., Charles Follett
of
Somerville,
F'ollett
of West Gouldsboro and William Follett of
Stockton Springs.

fiable.

But on January 1, 1907, as a result of
the September election, every sheriffelect must take his oath of office and
no one has any right to assume that
such sheriff-elect will be faithless to the
trust imposed upon him by a majority
of the citizens of his county.
In three of the five counties now requiring your services new sheriffs have
been elected. In all fairness to them,
and in full accord with what I conceive
to be the real purpose and spirit of the
law, there can be no question but that
you should withdraw from those counties January 1, 1907, in order that such
Hie Noble Heed of a Greek Sailor.
sheriffs may have full opportunity to
A tale of heroism at sea unsurpassed
their intention and ability to enin the history of mariners of this coast prove
force the law.
was brought to Providence Dec. 10th
In the remaining counties the sheriffs
by the tug Walter A. Luckenbach. have
beerqreeleeted, and it may be arguthe
on
board
man
other
When every
there is no good reason for bein
an effort ed that
life
his
to
risk
refused
tug
that they would change the
to rescue two men on the foundering lieving
course pursueu uy iiiemar me nine iue
barge Buena Ventura, which was be- commission was created, and the course
Uic
ing lowed wiui twu ULI1C1S uy
and finally caused you to
that
Luckenbach, Mitchell B. Bruso, a take logically
action in those counties. But in a
to
Captain
Greek seaman, stepped up
sense they, too, are new officials. They
John Dailey and said that be would
at least take a new oath of office, and
make the trip alone. Bruso stepped inin view of the public attention hereto a small boat and at the height of a
tofore focussed upon the conditions
fierce northeast gale he rowed to the
there, it may not be expectbarge and rescued the captain, OUe prevailing
too much to believe or hope that if
Owarsond, who was frozen to the top ing
withdraw from their counties also,
of one of the masts of the barge. When you
will undertake January 1,
he bad placed the helpless captain on they, too,
enforce the prohibitory law
board the tug, Bruso, without a mo- 1907, to
and determination. Surely
ment’s rest, and with his body covered with vigor
no harm can come from affording to all
with a coating of ice from his head to
the
same opportunity to begin
sheriffs
his feet, put out into the storm-tossed
the new year under precisely the same
sea once more and picked up seaman
Charles Martin, wiiose body was frozen conditions.
I am convinced, therefore, that in all
to the top of a hatch on which he had
fairness to the officials in question and
escaped from tire sinking barge. These out of
regard for this particular law it
two men, of a crew of live, were the
is for the best interest of the State that
only ones to escape death. The drownenforcement
ed were: S. Peterson, engineer, address you notify every deputy
commissioner that his service will terunknown; John Mallett, deck hand, adhis eomthat
and
Dec.
minate
31, 1900,
dress unknown; deck hand, known as
; mission will be withdrawn. I advise
Jack, home in Fall River, Mass.
in which ; and direct that this be done.
manner
The successful
Beginning January 1, 1907, the sheriff
Bruso effected the rescue of the two
in every county in Maine will b') the
men, who were apparently doomed to
master of his own opportunity, and it
death, is as remarkable as the terrible
will be for him to demonstrate, as he
suffering lie endured and the persistwhether he possesses
ence lie displayed when it seemed that properly should,
to enforce the
i
liis little boat would he swamped by botli desire and capacity
without aid or intertlie mountainous seas through which laws of the State
ference.
lie guided her.
The enforcement commission itself
When the tug arrived at Providence
in full authority and
after one of the worst trips ever made should be retained
power ready to act as before should ocby tier captain, Bruso remained quietly S casion
require, for I believe more firm
on board and when the tug left for New
better
York three hours later he was at his ac- ly than ever that until some
measure can be devised or until our
customed place on deck.
laws are changed,
The barge on which the three men present prohibitory
that commission, demet their death was before being con- the law creating
other
verted for the coal carrying trade used signed as it was for no purpose
than to prevent nullification, will ultias a tramp vessel under the flag of
win its way and completely
Spain and she was the first prize of the mately
United States navy immediately after justify its existence.
Very truly yours,
the war with Spain broke out, the gunWillian T. Cobb, Governor.
boat Nashville capturing her while she
was bound for Cuban ports.
E. C. DeVVitt & Co. of Chicago, at whose
The last of a string of three barges,
laboratory Kodol is prepared, assure us
the Buena Ventura left Norfolk, Va., that this remarkable digestant and corDec. 5 loaded with coal in tow of the rective for the stomach conforms fully to all
of the National Pure Food and
tug. The tow was off Montauk Point
when the barge went down.
>rug Law. The Kodol laboratory is a very
large one, but if all the sutferers from inNotice to Our Customers.
digestion and stomach troubles could know
the virtues of Kodol it would be impossible
We are pleased to announce that Foley’s for the manufaciurers to keep up with the
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung demand.
Kodol is sold here by K. 11.
troubles is not affected by the National Moody.
Pure Food and Drug Jaw as it contains no I-opiates or other harmful drugs, and we
Freak Spelling Turned nown.
recommend it as a safe remedy for children
and adults.—R. H. Moody.
Washington, Dec. 12. The House
of Representatives
today went on
Soldiers’ Home, Togus.
record in opposition to the new spell| ing as recommended by the President.
Togus, Me., Dee. 15. The tri-monthly I By a vote of 142 to 25 the following
Home
shows
that
report at the Soldiers’
! will be adopted as a substitute to the
there are now present for duty, four com- i
item reported by the appropriation
! missioned officers, 42 non-commissioned ! committee
in the legislative, executive
officers and 1187 members; 420 members are
and judicial appropriation bill:
on extra duty, 46 members are sick in the
“No money appropriated in this act
hospital and 112 members are sick in quarters.
Two members are in arrest, one non- shall be used in connection with printwithout !
commissioned officer is absent
ing documents authorized by law or
leave, 481 members are absent with leave, ordered by Congress or either branch
41 are in the government hospital for the inunless the same shall conform
The tot alpresent and absent is 2561. thereof,
sane.
to the orthography recognized and used
MTh
by generally accepted dictionaries of
the English language.”
For hours today the debate on simplified spelling held the attention of
Veterinary Specifics 'cure diseases the House and a score or more members took part in the discussion.
of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
Poultry by acting directly on the sick pabts
It is a mistake to use a violent cathartic to
without loss of time.
will
open the bowels. A gentle movement
Inflaming*
accomplish the same results without causCongestion.,
A. A.) FEVERS.
cures) tions, Lung Fever, Milk Fever.
ing distress or serious consequences later.
DeWitt’s Little Early Risers are recomB. B.) SPRAINS, Lameness, Injuries.
mended. Sold by R. H. Moody.
cures J Rheumatism.

The late Col. Charles II. Lewis of Camden married Orianna Pendleton of Belfast,
Me. Some of her people were shipbuilders
at Searsport, Me. She died in Brooklyn19
litIn : years ago. They had six children ; two
pumps, life rafts and preservers.
tle sons were taken away, and three sons
surbe
as
carefully
should
loss.
their
short, they
and a daughter live to .urn
vived and inspected as any class of1 His bioilier, William Lewis, died very sudvessels that go to sea, for it is the denly recently at Camden, Me. His widow
that all and daughter live at Sagamore Farm, which
spirit of vessel inspection laws
estate of the late
classes of floating property shall be as they purchased from the
the pioneer millionaire to
safe for the sailor as it is for the pas- ; J. li. Stearns,
build at Camden.—Camden Herald.
senger.
HEROISM AT SEA.
The municipal election in Boston last

week furnished texts for many Sun-,
these pulpit
day sermons, and some of
utterances are not without interest at
this time in Maine, where there is a
between the
never-ceasing contest
liquor interest and the temperance

Roxbury Presbyterian
James J. Dunlap, the pas-

In the

people.

church, Rev.
tor. spoke on “The 12 O'clock Bill”—
a bill to extend the time for the sale of
liquor from 11 o’clock p. m. to midHe said, in

night.

part:

the removal of the
opposed
restrictions on the sale of liquor at an
hour of the night when the agencies of
impurity and immorality, which, owllike, hide fiom the daylight, walk
abroad under cover of the night.
I am opposed to it because of the
absolute certainty that a concession
here would he the signal for further attack upon other wholesome restrictions.
The next step would he the extension
of the 12 o’clock privileges to all hotels
and saloons. After that would come
the sale of liquor at all hours of the
We
dav and night and on Sunday.
wouldn’t be provincial then; we would
he quite metropolitan—in the moral
‘■I

to

am

sense.

"it

is

monopoly

the

of

greed,

the

tricking of politicians and the tyranny
of appetite that is back of this demand.”

"Throwing

the

Searchlight

on

Hos-

topic of Rev. William W.
the Dudley street Baptist

tel:" was the

Phljustaid at
mark'i'klh and

in the course of his recommit he gave his views on the school
Anuee question and the 12 o’clock
bill
•The

sea111!?other things

lie said:

hetpchlight

would reveal the
dren of Bosti'ter education for the cliilthe public schooii. We are not running
families and Ugils for the sake of a few
relatives, hut fonhe benefit of all their
!1the public good of the
children.
"To others the H
need ot keeping tight would reveal the
liquor within the li-Mie time for selling
The liquor Bruits of the present
law.
seeking privileges fo. usiness is always
granted to no other r itself which are
know that intemperaulbusiness. We all
of crime and that midiiqe is the mother
the most frequent and jght crimes are
Less restriction hardest to detect.
drinking, which means l, means more
The city may issue all t; more crimes,
cares to, hut it cannot ffiRie licenses it
thing that is wrong. If lake right the
name and commercial iute jjoston’s fair
on the selling of liquor at i^ests depend
many claim, then the quiekyndnight, as
Ver she loses
both the better it will he.
The measure was carried h

need of

a

10,417 to 21,20:1.
_—-irnnj£ti

“-

*11

hen you have a cough or cold
one what is good lor it,ia_ (j0 uot ask
danger in taking some unknm as there is
tion.
Foley's Iioney and l ll,jP Wn preparaand prevents
colds,
l>,,ieb' jures coughs,
The
genuine is in a yehow paf imolJia<
Moody, rjkage.
substitutes.—U.
Refuse
-0
SW ASVILLK CENTER,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jd
\Yinterport spent Sundaywett ami son of
Mrs. Hosea White ...Ephra with Mr. and
Littlefield of Waldo loaded im and Joshua
for the Belfast Fuel & IIay Co. car of wood
E. A. Robertson and 11. P. Whm^ently....
their ice—Mr. and Mrs. rrauk »,ave cut
of Intervale, N. H., are visiting his c^ thby
Mrs. David Moou*sn
Mrs. Ed. Maiden
Robertson yvery much better.Janies
Frankfort was in town recently to visit ai%
sister_Miss Ethelyn Moody has returnee
to Belfast_Abram Curtis has lust return^
ed from Boston with five horses for sale...;
Mrs. James Knowlton is visiting her so,i
recovered
Llewellyn.... Horace Warden has
from his illness and is at work.• •Mig
Mrs.
Llewellyn Kno<~3
Charles Marr and
in
ton spent Saturday and Sunday
Bam^
CL
and Orono with relatives.. Freeman
in
Brothers
Pike
is at work for the
be.ark
port—Mrs. Susau Curtis Fairbanks h^arg_
is very poor this winter....Nellie Mhealth
of
8CQrr hag
just finished her second term
Argyle, Me.
,o-l°o1 in
W

some

f-

—

______
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Brevisions

j

HUMPHREYS’

C. C.
cures

{SORE

Distemper.

)

♦I.

I *
For Infants _L ^
and Children.
i/s-j Vah

The Kind

Yo^srta¥e AjwayS Bought

Bears ti,

/

»

_~

Quinsy, Epizootic.

WORMS. Rota. Gru*.
COUGHS, Colds, Influenza, Inflamed
curbs | Lungs, PI euro-Pneumonla.
E. E.)
F.

F.)COLIC, Bellyache. Wind-Blown,

cures

) Diarrhea, Dysentery.

Prevents MISCARRIAGE.

G. G.

CASTCoia

THROAT,

CURES

! Kin\EY

A BLADDER DISORDERS.

1.1. ? SKIN DISEASES. Mange,
cures) L'lcers. Grease, Farcy.
J. K.
cures

Eruptions.

I BAD CONDITION. Staring Coat.
Indigestion, Stomach Staggers.

)

60c. each; Stable Case,
Specifics, Book, Ac., $7.
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
Humphreys' Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets, New York.
Ten

IF* BOOK MAILED FREE.

Maine River

Improvements.

Sec. Taft has sent to Congress the reof Col. W. M. Black, engineer
corps, of his surveys of the Penobscot
river near Frankfort, Me., and of Hendricks harbor, Me., with a view to their
improvement. The former improvement, it is estimated, would cost $35,000
and would effect only a saving of about
$3300 a year in freighr rates on granite
blocks. The latter improvement, Col.
cost
$1600.
Black estimates, will
Neither project will be of sufficient
public benefit, Col. Black reports, to
warrant being undertaken by the federThe board of review
al government.
and war department indorses Col.
Black’s conclusions.

ports

SMITHTON (Freedom.)
Riley Penney ia quite aiek with a heart
trouble...-Mrs. Fred Davis is gaining....
Dr. Lee has gone to New York and the
house is closed.Mrs. Florence WentSEAR8MONT.
Mr. worth is thinking of moving to Rumford
Miss Alice E. Simmons of Boston and
is at
home Falls next month....Selden Penney
Harold P. Cobb of Kents Hill are at
work for Frank Penney of Beaver Hill—
who
Lassell,
a
business
Lydia
has
done
for the holidays...Miss
Mrs. Ora Downer
quite
this fall picking ferns for a Boston florist
has been quite sick, is slowly recovering.
now gathering spruce boughs and
is
and
the
at
concert
There will be a Christmas
cones for Christmas decorations.
Church next Sunday evening. The morning
service will be along the lines of Christmas THORNDIKE.
Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and Mrs.
giving... Miss Ora Robbins left Monday
will
for Medfield, Massachusetts, where she
W. S. Dolloff in the loss of their daughter
Miss
Blanche
Tayler
winter
spend the
Abbie, who died at their home Wednesday
has gone to West Upton; also Miss Mary night. Funeral services were held at the
McCorrisou and Josephine Knight....Mr. home Sunday. Rev. David Brackett spoke
Charles Ripley has returned to Boston after words of comfort from Rev. 21-7. Flank
a two weeks visit to his father.
Fairbanks of Unity was undertaker. The
and large
profusion of beautiful flowers
MONROE.
gathering of friends were testimonials of
Mr. Allen Colcord has been drawn to the love and esteem in which she was held.
....Mrs. Charles Heath is quite sick with
serve ou the traverse jury at the January
Dr. Hurd attends her—Mrs.
the grip.
WilStella
term of court in Belfast—Miss
passed Sunday
Bert Stevens of Unity
the
is
spending
with her grandmother, Mrs. Nancy Prenliams from Massachusetts
Robin- tiss_Report says that Mr. Bean of Unity
Mrs.
Hattie
her
aunt,
with
holidays
son....Miss Amy Staples spent last week in has bought the Coffin & Shibles building at
Frankfort visiting friends.Mrs. Frank the station and that the store will be openHamm has been in Wiuterport the past two ed sometime in the future—Joseph Peaweeks caring for her aunt, Mrs. Naomi Mayo, body lost his pocketbook the other day.
who is ill.Mr. and Mrs. Harry White Fortunately Mr. Charles Cox found it in his
have gone to Boston for a short stay... M rs. blacksmith shop and restored it to Mr. PeaJohn Twombly has gone to Boston to spend body_Miss Emma Wren, who has been
the holidays with her daughter, Mrs. Everett in Bangor several months, returned home
Grant .The High school began Monday, Saturday for a two weeks’ vacation. ..Fred
Dec. 17th, with the same teacher, Mr. Fred R. Cole lost a valuable cow last week....
Mrs. A. 11. Higgins, who has been with her
Nickerson.

County Correspondence.

Crawford
COOKING RANGES
AND PARLOR

Heaters

—

wanm

daugnier,

CENTKK MON TV1LLK.

Soloman and Charles Palmer went to Dixmont last week to pack and ship a lot of
apples they had bought for market. They
packed and shipped 50 barrels and returned
Charles OxFriday_Wesley Wentworth,
ton and Jesse Hill worked for George Edfirewood-Or.
muuds last week chopping
Pearson bought some hay in town last week
and Charles King hauled it to him. Other
buyers of hay were in town last week.
Miss Orrie Pearson, teacher in the Plains
school district, went to Morrill last Friday
night to spend Sunday with her uncle,
Thomas Pearson. ..George Edmunds is makLiberty.
ing a set of sleds for John Fuller of Palermo
_Cora A. Goodwin is going to
this week to spend a week with friends
Lyman Maddocks of Appleton has engaged
run
George Edmunds to train his hound to
foxes.

dcii),

WILL MEET THE NEEDS OF THE HOME THIS
COLD WINTER AS NO OTHERS WILL

Our Lioe of Hardware, Paiits, Oils,
Tia and Apts Wars
ARE COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE.

Arthur Linscott is at home from Bates
The High school
College for the vacation
will take a vacation next Monday aud Tuesday_Thomas Mitchell is visiting his sons
in Connecticut.Arthur liagley has gone
to Connecticut, where he has employment.
..George Carter has returned from Benton
and is now employed by Dana Moody.
Harry Kowe, principal of the High school,
the fuwas in Pittsfield Sunday to attend
neral of Mrs. Richmond.E. P. Hopkins
has rented a store in Benton, where he will
begin business Jan. 15th. His neighbors at
the Center deeply regret his removal..
Mrs Lizzie Hopkins was taken ill last week
aud was moved to the home of Miss Nellie
Danforth to be cared for until she recovers.
.Messrs. Nelson and Edwin Garcelou
went to Lewiston last week to attend the
funeral of their cousin, ex-Governor Garoel„u_There w ill be a Christmas entertainment at the schoolhouse in \\ est Troy......
Thomas Caverly, who has been camping
last
out at Lake Onawa, returned home
week with a deer_Loreu Harding recentRogers a
ly bought, a new piano, and L. L.Mrs.
G. A.
new phonograph.Dr. and
are
enjoying
of
Stockton
greatly
Stevens
their Florida home. They write that they
“have two open fires and no use for them.
Think of Waldo county people sitting on
the veranda these evenings 1 The Dr. intends to return before long.
—

Rev. E. E Morse visited in Portland last
week and attended some of the meetings of
the celebrated evangelist “Gipsey Smith.”
....N. K. Cross has been sick the past fortMrs. George
night with rheumatic fever
Collins has been seriously ill the past ten
days....Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Paul, Mr.
and Mrs. John Berry and Miss Bertha
Hatch are attending the State Grange in
is
Angusta this week-Mrs. Lottie Mureh
with her
spending a few weeks in Augusta,
from
friend
a
(laughters... .Guy Gray aud
Camden are visiting his grandfather, frank
ChristGray, and will remain through the and
his
mas
holidays... .A. W. Holman
will have a
school
the
of
High
pupils
in
the
Christmas tree and entertainment,
school room Christmas evening..... Miss
Lizzie Blake is teaching school in Waldo.
_Clarence, youngest son of Fred Bryant,
lias been very sick with pneumonia.... Mr.
Nickerson, who moved his family into the
house lately sold to Mr. Townsend by Mrs.
M. P. Wood, has moved back to Swanville.
.Maurice Pearson visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. G. YV. Pearson, last week....
Lewis Winchenback is visiting in Augusta
this week.Delbert Paul sent a carload
Our lumberof hay to Boston last week
of
men and millmen are taking advantage
the good sledding, and its looks as though
stocked
as
well
be
would
mills
our steam
Eggs are selling
with lumber as usual
here for 41 cents per dozen, hut the genera,
biddies
the
that
utterly reis
complaint
fuse to .produce ‘hen-fruit”-Rev. Will.
next
Sunday at
Vaughan will preach here
the usual hour.
—

for several weeks, returned home Dec. 12th.
_Mrs. Emma Chase, who was called here
by the serious illness of her nephew, James
Clement, returned to her home in Beverly,
Charles White, James
Mass., Saturday
Gilliatt and 11. M. Small harvetsed their ice
crop last week. The ice is of good quality
and comes from the J. G. Cilley pond....
Mrs. Charles Patterson and little daughter
passed several days in Brooks last weea....
V. N. Higgins and S. F. Files passed Thursday In Belfast....Carl, Gertrude and Velma Hogan are attending the High school
in Jackson_Richard C. Higgins sold two
nice veal calves to John Ward Thursday.
Arthur L. Ward, V. X. Higgins and Mrs.
Eliza Philbriek are attending the State
Grange in Augusta this week.

—

IIN1IV.

Many changes have taken place in
the past few weeks in the way of moving.
Elias Fowler bought James Libby's resiMr. Libby
dence and moved at once.
bought the Mosher stand, recently vacated
by W. A. Giles and family, and toon possession last week. George Roseland and famfor the
ily, who rented the Clifford house
winter, have made different arrangements
and moved to Amander Rackliff’s for several months' stay. W. A. Giles has rented
the Clifford house and moved his family
there. He talks of building in the spriug.
Mr. Waning, who bought Elias Fowler’s
farm, has not yet moved on account of the
illness of his son-George Carter from
Benton stopped with friends in toijrn while
oil his way to Dixmont, where he has secured employment witli Dana Moody for the
winter.John Waning, who has been in
had two severe
poor health for some time,
attacks of appendicitis receutly and it is reail operation
will
he
undergo
that
ported
very

soon.

ui.

....

“A"-

■

tending physician.... Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
Nutt went to Bangor Monday for a few

weeks’ visit with relatives.... Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Whitehouse are rejoicing over tile arrival of a little daughter at their home,
]>tc. 15tli_Mrs. Augilette Thompson died
recently at the home of her son, Lewis
Thompson, aged 88 years. She was born in
She had enjoyed good
Canaan in 1818.
health, with faculties well preserved, and
retained an interest in the household affairs
of her son until within a few weeks of her
death. Mrs. Thompson has lived with her
unson Lewis for 25 years and has had the
remitting care of him and his wife in her
The family have
old age and last sickness.
the sympathy of all in their great sorrow.
Funeral services were held at the home,
Interment
Rev. C. W. Ross officiating.
was in Pond cemetery-Alonzo D. Jackson began on the Turner Center Creamery
ice house last week, lie is building a house
32 by 42 and 22 foot posted-The following Chapter Masons attended the meeting
of the St. Omer Commandery, K. T., No. 12,
in Waterville last week : W, G. Fuller, Fred
Whitehouse, Frank Bartlett and E. E,
McCauslin. E. D. Chase aud Charles Stevens went to China last week and finished
taking the degrees of the Dunlap R. A.

Chapter_Arrangements

are

nearly

com-

entertainment and Christmas
tree to be given at the church Christmas
in charge are putting
committee
eve. The
forth every effort possible to make the affaii
a success_A goodly number of members
from the Favori Rebekah lodge attendee
the funeral of Wilbur Dolloff’s daughter it
Thorndike last Sunday. She was a valued
member of the order at the time of hei
death....The Libby Lumber Co., located ir
Greenville, Me., have hired a crew of met
here and will begin operations the coming
Among those hired are Lefores!
week.
Webb, Washburn Mason, Si. West and sot
Bub, who has taken his family and wil
keep house there.

pleted for

an

Back-ache, cold hands and feet, rheuma
tism and kindred ailments caused by ini
of the kidneys yield readily
proper action
to a short treatment of DeWitts Kidnei
Pills.
They quickly drive thi
and Bladder
I
poisons from the system and thus afforc
relief. A week’s treatment for 28c. Recom
R.
H.
sold
by
Moody.
mended and

Wof|

goodhue & co., Stockton siriigx. in

—

Masonic
Telephone

60
Barley F bu.,
J
Cheese F lb,
14al5
Chicken F lb,
14,
Calf Skins, per lb.
Duck F lb,
20}
40
EggsF'loz.,
12
Fowl F lb.
Geese F lb,

May P ton, 10.00^12.00
Mules p lb,
9*
lo
L.amb P lb,
75
Lamb Skins,
8
lb,
Vlutton p
40
Mats p bu., 32 lb,
50
Potatoes p bu.,
8
tound Hog,
8.00
Straw p ton,
-Ga-28
turkey p lb.
3
tallow p lb.
teal P lb,
8&9
28
Wool, unwashed,
4.00@4.5u
Vood, hard,
3.00
Wood, soft.

Retail Price.

Retail Market.

50a75l
Apples F bu.,
7
dried, F lb,
2.00&2.25
Beans, pea,
Yel’eyes,2.00a2.25
23@25
Butter F lb,
7^8
Beef, sides, F lb,
**

Beef fore

quarters,

5at>

ment.

|

The heart Can’t Stand
Rheumatic Acid

Poisoning.
a

Uric-0

There is great danger in those sharp, shooting
pains through tile chest around the region of the
heart. It means that poisonous uric and rheumatic acid are there ready to spring anu grip tightly
Don't
the muscles controlling the heart action
neglect these warnings, they are the danger signals Nature flashes to you lor help. You must
neutralize and drive these dangerous poisons from
the system, or sooner or later they will overcome

y°Tiie

(

lily true way to

cure

Sheriffs Sale.
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
Taken this twelfth day of December, A. D.
1906, on execution dated the ninth day of October, A. D. 1906, issued on a Judgment rendered
by the Supreme Judicial Court within and for
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, at the
term thereof begun and field at Belfast, in said
County, on the third Tuesday of September A.
D. 1906, in favor of diaries A. Kelier of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, against Charles O.
Fernald of said Searsport, in said County of Waldo, aforesaid, for seventeen hundred twentyeight dollars and forty-one cents, debt or dam-

age. and costs of suit taxed at fourteen dollars
and eighty-nine cents, and will be sold at public
auction at the office of Dunton & Morse, in Belw&zitaL
last-, 111 SrtlU V>OUIIiy ui »» rtiUU.
bidder, on the nineteenth day of January, a. D.
1906, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the following
described parcel of real estate and all the ight,
title and interest which the said Charles O. Fernald has in and to the same, or had on the twelfth
day of December, A. D. 1906, at -4 o’clock In the
afternoon, the time when the same was seized on
said execution, to wit: A certain lot or parcel of
land, with the buildings thereon, situated in
Searsport and Swanville, in said County of Waldo. bounded northerly by Goose Fond, so-called;
easterly by land of William .1 Mathews and the
town road; south by the < ounty road and land of
James Marden: and westerly by land of T. 1).
Nickerson. Excepting and reserving therefrom
three-fourths of an acre formerly needed to Mary
H. Rosenbaum by william J Dodge; said real
estate seizeu on said execution being the same
conveyed to the said Charles O Fernald by lVrcis
A. Fernald, by her warranty deed oated June 14,
1895, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 243, Page 428.
Dated this twelfth day of December, A. I> 1906.
AMOS F. CARLE LON. Sheriff.
3W51

Notice ot Foreclosure.
Warner C. Tower of Lincolnville,
in the County of Waldo and State ot Maine,
by his mortgage deed, dated the sixteenth day of
November, a. D. 1899, and recorded i:i Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 256, Page 191.
conveyed to the undersigned, the Camden Savings Rank, a corporation duly established by
law, and located at Rockport, in the County of
Knox and State of Maine, three-quarters of all
the lime rock on the following described premises or parcel of land lying in said Lincolnville,
and bounded and described as follows: Reginning at an oak tree standing on the southerly
line or bank of said premises or quarry; thence

WHEREAS,

south 21° west fifteen rods and eight links to the
center of the ditch or drain leading from said
quarry; thence north 1° west nine rods and nineteen; thence north 14° east seventeen rods
to a pine stump; thence south 67°east thirteen
rods; thence south 89° east sixteen rods to a
bass-wood tree; thence north 79°east nine rods
to the drain leading from said quarry; thence
north 58° east twenty-three rods; thence south
27° east thirteen rods; thence south 69° west fiftyfive rods, moie or less, to the place of beginning;
with all the privileges of a convenient cart road
along th* southerly line of said premises as near
the line as can be convenient, but bars or a gate
to be kept across said road ; see deed Lincolnville Coal and Marble Company to Warner C.
Tower, dated Mav 5,1855, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 93. Page 418; and where
as, the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, the undersigned, the
Camden Savings Bank, claims a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated tills twentieth day of November, A. D.
1906
THE CAMDEN SAVINGS BANK.
By W. A. Holman, Its Treasurer, duly autbozed.
SwSl
d.

..

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
OF

^

At a Probate Court :i
for the County of
day of December, A. !
4
certain instrument
A will aud testaim
late of Waldo, in said
ed, having been preset
with a petition pta\
may be appointed adu
gaid deceased, with sa.
Ordered, That notu
interested by causim
published three weeks
licau Journal, puhli«h.
may appear at a i’t.
Belfast, within and t
Tuesday of January m
fore noon, and show
the same should not m
lowed.
OEo L
A true copy. Attest
CHAS I

M. K. KNOWLTON.
TRUE (i. TRUNDY

3w49

1.05@1.15
Beef,corned, F lb, 87il0 ame p bbl.,
4
18aJ0« )at Meal p lb,
Butler Salt. 14 lb,
3
65 < )nions p lb,
Corn F bu.,
<
)il
Kerosene, gal.,13£14
Cracked Corn, F bu, 62
5
62 Mdlock >*.
Corn Meal, F bu.,
11
17®18 ?ork p ib.
Cheese, F lb,
1.13
Cotton Seed, F cwt., 1.70 Master p bbl.,
3
8;S9 it ye Meal p lb,
Codfisli dry, F lb,
1.35
12 Shorts p cwt.,
Cranberries, F Qt.,
6
15 Sugar p lb,
Clover Seed.
4
4.75a5.50 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
Flour. F bbl.,
5
1.80 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed F bu.,
Meal.
Wheat
3&4
12!
Lard, F lb.

To Free and Correct the Blood
Treatment is Advised.

Partnership.

hereby given that the partnership
lately existing between M. K Knowlton and
True G. Trurdy, both of Searsport, under the
flim name of Knowlton & Trundy, was dissolved
on the first day of December, 1906, by mutual
consent. All debts due the said partnership are
to be paid to the said True G. Trundy, and all
demands against the said partnership are to be
presented to the said True G. Trundy for pay-

rivet>

juarxei.

3m46*

Notice is

CURRENT.

Corrected. Weekly for The Journal.

Tampe. Belfast. Mo.

171-2

Dissolution of

A vegetable corrective for the stomachs of babies and children with the name
of each ingredient in plain English on
< ascasweet, the ideal
every bottle, that is
medicine for the little ones. Contains no
Conforms fully with National
opiates.
Pure Food and Drug Law. Write E. C.
DeWTitt & Co., Chicago, 111., for the “Baby
Book.” Sold by R. 11. Moody.

Produce

A

DENTIST,

■.

BELFAST ERICK

At a Probate Court l.,
for the County ol Wa
of December, A. D. 1
certain instrument.
will and testaim
of Belfast, in said <
having been presentcil 1.
Ordered, 'l bat notice I
terested by causing a
published three weeks
lican Journal, publish.
may appear at a Probat.
fast, within and for sa:
Tuesday of January
before noon, and sin w
why the same should
and allowed.
CFO. I
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. i,

GEO ff. STODDARD, MS,

Rheumatism is to
get at it from the inside with Uric o. It acts
with marvelous swiftness upon tile muscles, kidClears out the sand-like deneys and blood
posits in the muscles, forces the kiuueys to perform those duties for which they were designed
and neutralizes the acid within the blood.
Your physician will admit that this is the only
tine wav to cure Rheumatism permanently, and
should know that Uric-o is the one remedy that
will do it successfully, and permanently. Uric-0
: is a liquid taken internally a times daily and does
i not contain.! drop of alcohol, oi him or other dangerous poisons. It is good for Rheumatism ill any
form. Sciatica, Muscular, Inflammatory and Articular Rheumatism all yield readily to Urlc-O.
The store of R. H. Moody is the home of Uric-0
in Belfast, and if von call on him he can tell you
of many wonderful cures that Uric-0 has made
right here in your own home town, lie sells it
for 75c. ami $1.00 the bottle or you can obtain a
trial bottle free by writing to the makers of Urictown
O, the Smith Drug Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

—
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PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

—
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,

and

Furnace

Plumbing,

|

BELFAST.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
City National bank for the choice of directors
and ll»e transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them, w.ll be held at
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January 14.
1907, at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Belfast, Dec. 8,1906.
5w50

ju!

At a Probate Court, h«for the County of \v
of December, A. 1». 1

Mh A A| "f*
_Men or women, local
ff
W I EL U
representatives for
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Washington* Njuare, New York. N. Y.

certain instrument.
will and testament

4

A

Winterport, in said
ed, having been preset •»
Ordered, That notice
terested by causing a

of

lished three weeks-m

Journal, published at IV

pear at a Probate V-ur.
within and for said < "t. ,•
of January next, at ten
noon and show cause, if
same should not be pro\c
«Eo. E
Attest
A true copy.
Chas. 1. Ha
1

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 1906.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Frederick S. Dyer, late
of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

A

At a Probate Coim
for the County of \V«» •;
day of December, A. D
certain instrument
will and testamer.t
of W interport, in saio
ceased, having been | i<--<
Ordered, Tliat notice
terested by causing a
lisheri three weeks sue.»
Journal, published at !'•*
pear at a Probate (
within and for said (
day of January next
noon, and show cause,
same should not bepn1GFo I
Attes’
A true copy.
Cl( As 1

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap

A

<

proven and allowed.
GEO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
December, A. I). 1906.
B. WALTON, guardian of I.ucius A. and
Harry B. Walton, minors of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, having presented a petition
praying that she may be licensed to exchange
certain real estate of said minors described in
said petition.
Order* d. That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8th day of January, A. Ik 1907,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

<

EMMA

At a

Probate Court held

at

for the County of Waldo,
December, A. D. 1906.

Bellast, within and
the lltli day of

on

C DODGE, administratrix of the estate
Oakes A. Dodge, late of Birnham, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for a license to sell at private
sale and convey certain real estate of said deceased, described in said petitie
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice tc
9.11 persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to beheld at Belfast, within and for said
County,ton the 8th day of January, A. D. 1907,
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be grauted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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IlfALDO SS-—In Cm
V?
fast, op the lit
T. Frank Parker, admit
Josephine E. Parker
-*
ty. deceased, having \
account of aoministrat
lowai.ee.
Ordered, that notice
weeks successively, in
newspaper published
that all persons interest,
bate Court, to be bed
of January next, ami
have, why the said alowed
GEO.
A true copy. Attest
1

(HAS. 1

E
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NOTH'T

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice
executrix of
pointed

t'l.t
the

of

BYRON L. PITCm
in the County of \\ :*i•
having demands again
ceased are desired t>. ;
tlement, and all indeMc
to make payment inmu
'•

Belfast, December

1

i.

ADMINISTRATORS’ N
hereby give noti
appointed administrate!
KRASTUS W. BENM
in the County of M ai

A

bonds as the law directmauds against the estao
sired to present the sam
indebted thereto are n

immediately.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 11th day of December, 191)6.
Steven9, administrator on the estate of
Annah J. Stevens, late of Montville, in said
Couuiy, dt ceased, having presented bis first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, iu The Republican J >urnal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
ol January next, and show cause, if any they
have, whv the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO
fast,
Eli J.

Troy, December 11, IP
EXECUTOR’S NOTH'f

I

by give notice th
pointed executor ot
of
ANNA

ment

WOODMAN
in the County of Wai*
having demands against

ed are desired to preset.■
and all indebted then
payment immediately

Searsmont, Decern be
4

YITALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belli
fast, on the 11th day of December. 1906,
Ulysses A. Ward, administrator on the estate of
Lydia E. Ward, late of Thorndike, in said County, deceased, having presented his first account
of administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in 'Ihe Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Bellast, in said County,
that all persons interested may atteno at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, ou the 8th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
88.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, ou the 11th day of December 1906.
Elmer G. Roberts, guardian of George E. Card,
late of Brooks, in said County, deceased, having
presented bis final account of guardianship for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have,why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

SS,—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 11th day of December, 1906.
Fred Atwood, administrator on the estate of Ellen
B. Lord, late of Winterport, in said County, deceased, having presented liis first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO
fast,
ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

OM1N1STKATR1N

A hereby gives not ie.
pointed administratrix
ALFRED A. SMA !
in the County of V...
bonds as the law diieet>
mands atraiust the es;:bdesired to present the
all indebted thereto an
ment

immediately.

Relfast, December 11,
NOTH Y

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that
executrix of the
pointed

1

JAMES H. DODO I
in the County of Waldo,
having demands against
ceased are desired to pi*
tlement, and al> indebted
to make payment immediat*

pt
'J

MAI
Relfast, December 11,

NOTICE
give notice that he ha>
Executor of the last will an*
LUCY ANN KNOWLTON
in the County of Wahl**
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate
desired to present the san
all indebted thereto arc re*

-*

EXECUTOR’S

ment

immediately.

p
j
®

''

FRANK

Belfast, December 11.1

EXECUTORS’NOTICE

A

•

n give notice that they h *'•
executors of the last will
SARAH W. MATHEWS.
in the County of Wald<>.
having demands against i'
ceaseu are desired to pres*"
tlement, ami all indebted
to make payment immediately

u

lL
,r
,•*

(N

CHAKI »
Belfast, December 11,1W#
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Isaac Leathers, who has again been ver]
sick, is now improving.

..

621.3 A)

moo.

252. B 56

Mrs. M. E. Miller has returned from a
visit with her son Eben in Waterville.
W7m. C. Austin, the new R. F. D. roan ot
route No. 1, began his duties last Monday
Mrs. Fanny Merritt spent last week with
her.friend, Mrs. Eugene R. Conner, in Belfast.

A man-

ir««iive amusement.
?’

H. H. Stevens, the glove man, is quite ill
at his home. He is attended by Dr. N. R.
Cook.
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into school
Kiris, too.)
none
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to say

what they do:

“it'gle.

And
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1,1

b-o'd their heads,

toggle;

*»liter,
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ir;v
titter;
;“J bounce and flounce
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Wednesday, Dec. 5th. Owing to the extremely cold weather but few members
The
from a distance were present.
meeting was called to order by Worthy
Master Parker and opened in the fifth
degree. Seven granges were reported,
all in good standing and doing good
work.

The commiltee

on

time and

Jits
men,
IH0«.824.11 24-2
Wallis, F.
a

their minds may fill

hoping

still.

take up their books

r1' 'tie girls, too!)
Hint r'" tlJ sa-v

Thev hiS18 what they do:
th‘1,nTbev latter
X£ter them,
ru,np,e’

igaMr
Pttiii-r23-*
Congregationalist
bards in

Wm. C. Austin has been appointed carrier
route No. l, to take the place of A. B.

Best Smoke You Ever Hue.
For TLo IVciDEi&y*

Sunrise Grange, Winterport,
tained North Waldo Pomona Grange,

and
cess was then declared for dinner,
other
and
beaus
good
hot
the
coffee,
were partaken of and much ap-

novel

A

!t

|
enter-

G 626
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North Waldo Pomona Grange

meeting were apalso to report the grange
of the
meeting. Suggestions for good
order were responded to by Messrs

Its work

j,

RESIDENCE OF GEO. A. GILCHREST.

on

William.
1906.
c.
w Gordon.)
of t he Kock-

»*;'

I

There is quite a little change in the time
of the trains. People must look out for it
or get left.

coni-

a

place of
pointed,

the next

Littlefield,

Ivimuau

things
preciated by

auu

iuuv.

a

ic-

enjoying a
social hour the grange was again called
to order and the fifth degree conferred
all.

After

Next in order was
the report of the committee on time
and place of next meeting. They reTime, Jan. 2, 1907;
as follows:
upon a small class.

ported
place, with Morning Light Grange,

will be
Monroe. The order of exercises
as follows:
Opening in fifth degree; refifth degree;
port of granges; coufering
of welrecess; music by choir; address
Irving
response,
Moore;
Clifton
come,
tobacco
Fogg; question, Resolved, that
farmer’s
is more of a drain on the

5o. CIGMR*
GEO. S. HARRIS & CO., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Distribetors.

The short but simple annul of the poor.
The boast of heraldy, the pomp of power,
All that beauty, all that wealth e’er gave,
Awaits alike the inevitable home:
The path of glory leads but to the grave.”
But while we dwell upon sweet verses
We
it is well not to remain too long.
have met here today to exchange words
of cheer, to manifest an enthusiasm in
the cause and to recall with one another the pleasures of past meetings.
As another year opens before us let
us work with renewed vigor and show
the outside world that we are still striving for a better existence, not only for
ourselves, but for all who may receive
the benefits of our labors.
I trust that we may in the future, as
in the past, meet with a joy iu our
hearts and a smile on our faces, and
when this privilege of today is again
offered may we throw open our doors

hearty handshake and

with

a

come

to Pomona,

a

wel-

The response was by D. M. Kimball.
to be openThen followed a recitation by Gladys
pocket book than his taxes,
ed in the affirmative by Isaac Cook; Cole, and an essay, Fidelity, by Nettie
negative, \V. S. Littlefield. Remainder Cole. The topic, What is the greatest
of program to be furnished by MorniDg foe the farmer has to contend with?
was introduced by L. W. Fredericks,
Light Grange.
was
The program of Sunrise Grange
followed by Messrs. Ritchie, Littlefield,
adthen taken up and the following
Cook, Kimball, Worthy Master and
dress of welcome was given by Ray- other.
The labors of the day being
mond F. Cole.
completed, the grange closed in regular
and
Worthy Master, Brothers
form.
Sisters: It gives me great pleasure
to have the privilege of addressing you
o A 8TO n IA
which has
on this subject; a subject
Bean the
s*The Kind You Have Always Bought
of times; one
been written on scores
which has held the attention of nearly
and one
every Grange in the Union,
suborwhich is being echoed by every
dinate Grange in the land.
11
months
Welcome Pomona! Nearly
here tohave elapsed siuce we last met
of time some
gether. During this lapse
have become unable to meet with us,
our
while a few have been taken from
midst to join that Great Grange above.
Yet while men tome ana go, wane
familiar faces m
years roll by, while
others
our midst are supplemented by
are
who, in their iniancy as it were,
destined to take up the yoke of husbandry and bear it successfully through
the fields of time, the staunch old ship,
the Grange, still braves the storms un

Edward Elwell has been drawn for traverse juror from this town for the January
term of the S. J. Court in Belfast.
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Aperfect Remedy forConstipa-

Mrs. Maranda Roberts, who has been very
ill with pneumonia, and under the care of
a trained nurse from Bangor, is now convalescent.

tion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea.

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF Sleep.

Eddie Webb and Wallace O’Brien, who
have positions in a government boat at
Portland, have been visiting friends in
Brooks.

A very pleasant entertaiument was given
in the church vestry last Friday evening
under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid
Society. Among the features were shadow
pantomines. Many of the ladies had given
Si each, which had been earned in some
way unusual to them and by pantomine
they showed how it had been done. Mrs.
E. A. Carpenter developed as a poet and in
verse more or less regular told of her troubles in renovating Ezra’s overcoat. Miss
Christine Jones rendered a solo very finely
and little Dorcas Davis favored the audience with one of her sweet songs. Other
eutertainment was given and then refreshments were served. Then a jolly crowd
started to travel to Jerusalem. A certain
ponderous lion, was the first to drop out
with a thud while a little miss of a few
summers was the one who got there. It was
a nice little affair and all hands declared
that a church entertainment had some fun
in it. We should not forget to say that
Samantha Allen was there in all her glory
and recounted, much to her own satisfaction, some of the episodes of the family life
Following is an abstract of business of of herself and her Josiah. The ladies have
the Probate Court for Waldo county, De- now paid the debt in full on the vestry.
cember, 1906:

FOB THE HOLIDAYS

JkfivcfCHdlk’SAMUELPnxittER

It has been decided to have a C hristmas
tree and entertainment in the church parlors next Monday evening for the Sunday
school.

The week of prayer will be observed in
the Brooks Congregational church, Rev. J.
W. Vaughan, pastor, beginning Jan. 6th.
Following are the topics for the week :
Sunday, 2 p in.—The Baptism of Fire.
Evening—Review of the past year.
Monday—Prayer for Homes and Schools.
Tuesday—Prayer for the Church Universal. J no. 17: 20-23.
Wednesday—Prayer for Individual Christians that they may be revived. Ps.
119 : 25, 88.
Thursday—Prayer for Revival of Churches.
Alai. 3: 7-10.
Friday—Prayer for a Quickening that
Ps. 80: 2, 3.
shall reach all classes.
Sunday, 2 p. m—The Missionary Spirit.
Evening—Consecration. 1, Chr. 29: 5
Evening services at 7 o’clock.

Bears the

NotNahcotic.

OurJBantam basket ball team played in
Belfast last Saturday and the Belfast team
will play a return game in Brooks next Saturday.

L. A. Bachelder has bought a pair of oxen
from the C. JI. Hadley estate, which he will
use at his farm.
There should be more
handy oxen in Brookt.

—OF—

I Signature

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulness andItest.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral.

Payson, who resigned.

Mrs. Hattie Rowe has rooms in the Harry
M. Brown house. Miss Winnie Patterson
of the High School also rooms there.

*®wiffusHte'Sk4 j

Choice Selection

I Always Bought

pounds.

|1 jolt ll.
their lives
,-r

A Large and

■The Kind You Have

Will Swift slaughtered a pig 1
and 7 days old that weighed, dressed, 381

537.8 B 6

iicgton.
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Mrs. L. A. Baohelder is assisting in Mr
Dow s store during the holidays.

and working
cal and spark

Mcdiis.

;i
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BROOKS.

r

.,nd coil-making.
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For Over
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SPENCER & EATON
COME■"‘1
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*ie

Estate

oi

Byron c.

OASTOHIA.
/011,8 Kind You Hava Always Bought

pitcher, late oi Bel-

probate of will filed.
Estate of Lucy Ann Knowlton, late of
Northport; petition for probate of will
granted.
Estate "of Anna Woodman, late of tjearsmont; petitiou for probate of will granted.
Estate of James H. Dodge, late of Belfast; petitiou for probate of will granted.
Estate of Alfred A. Small, late of Belfast;
petition for administration granted.
changed.
Estate of Ellen XL Eldredge, lateof Wiuwas
February 4,1882, Sunrise Grange
petition for administration granted.
terport;
that time it has
since
and
Estate of William S. Aludgett, late of
organized,
weathered many storms, enjoyed many Stockton Springs; petitiou for administration filed.
a bountiful harvest; and we are today
our
Estate of Ulmer Turner, lateof Liberty;
enjoying the fruits of the labors of
hearts
petitiou for liceuse to sell real estate granttheir
venerable ancestors. Howr
ed.
would warm, how their faces would
Norman
Estate of Lemuel F.
they, G. Woodbury, Alma S. Woodbury,
light up with fraternal love, ifNorth
Woodbury, minors,
in
take
receiving
too could
part
all of Alorrill; petitiou for license to sell
Waldo Pomona. 1 have many times real estate granted.
and
Estate of Benjamin A. Frost, lateof Belwhat
great
inspirapower
thought
tion it would have given to the father fast; petition for allowance granted.
Estate of Sarah Louise Peirce, late of
of the Grange, if he, in his toils and enFrankfort; petition praying the discharge
deavors to frame a fraternal order for the
Fidelity and Deposit Company of Alarythe farmers, could have realized the land as surety, granted.
be
work
would
his
Estate of Ann F. Johnson, late of Belfast;
perfection to which
carried; if he could have foreseen— petition for liceuse to sell personal estate
a
to
certain
filed.
he
could
believe
which I
Estate of Lydia Ai. Clements, late of
extent—the power of his plans. Would
Waldo: warrant to commissioners on disit not have been gratifying to him? and
claim filed.
puted
could we have watched the expression
Estate of Sarah W. Alathews, late of Belon the face of the worker we would fast; petition for probate of will granted.
have seen determination, a sense of
Estate of Theodore
Osgood, late of
duty, and a look of love in the counte- Palermo; first and final accouut allowed.
11.
of
Lucius
Estate
Jackson, late of
nance of A. H. Kelley.
It is often echoed by outsiders, W hy Waldo; first and final accouut allowed.
Estate of Amos Gardner, late of Palermo;
don’t the Grangers co-operate?” In an- second and final accouut
allowed.
swer to these jealous complaints I reEstate of Harry Fletcher, minor,of Thorndo profit
do
they
co-operate;
ply: They
dike; guardian’s first accouut tiled.
Estate of Rebecca B. Hatch, late of Belby the Grange stores; and, above all,
to fast ; first and final account filed.
they each and every one co-operate
the
and
women
Estate of Jonathan R. Irving, late of
give the young men
final account allowed.
most essentill of educational princi- Brooks; first and
Estate of Albert Gray, late of Afoutville:
and
ples, confidence in public speaking sons
j warrant and inventory filed.
debate. They teach the farmers’
Estate of Henry H. Cunningham, lateof
in
to
how
society,
appear
and daughters
Belfast; warrant and iuventorv filed.
tlrat they in turn may instruct and inEstate of Frances A. Russ, late of Belfluence the rising generation.
fast; warrant and inventory tiled.
Estate of Thomas Page, late of Alouroe
If the Grangers are weak in the cowarrant and inventory filed.
we
operative line, let me ask how did
Estate of Josie Forbes, late of Howard
How
get the Rural Free Delivery?
R. 1. ; warrant and inventory filed.
does it happen that the Grange is repEstate of Alary E. Weaver, lateof Winter
resented so effectively in our legisla- ] port; warrant and inventory filed.
ture? How came we to enjoy the proEstate of Loren 0. Robinson, lateof Alon
tection of our property by the fire in- roe; warrant and inventory filed.
Estate of Auzelia Ginn, late of Prospect
Is it not by cosurance comuanies?
aua inventory filed.
operation that all these privileges are warrant
Estate of Newell Bagley, late of Belfast
furnished to the patrons?
for probate of will filed.
The work of co-operation is steadily ] petition
going on in our midst and thanks to ! Waldo; petition for probate of w ill and foi
Ilim who orders all things for the best administration (with the will annexed, 1
it is increasing year uy yeai.
j :3leu.
Estate of Lucius A. and Harry B. Waltoi
The occupation of farming is ac- j
minors; petition for license ti
knowledged as one of the most import- ! of Belfast,real
estate filed.
All ! exchange
ant and oldest pursuits known.
I Estate of Oakes A. Dodge, late of Burn
classes look to the farmer for support; ham ;
petition for license to sell real estate
i
even those of poetic mind are inspired
Estate of Aunah J. Stevens, late of Mont
lias
pic- l ville; hi st and final account filed.
by scenes on the farm. What
Estate of Josephine E. Patterson, late o:
tured true farm life better than the
famous
El- Belfast; first and final account filed.
in
his
of
Thomas
Gray
pen
Estate of Ulysses A. Ward, late of Thorn
egy:
dike; first account filed.
“The curfew tolls the knell of parting day,
The lowing herd winds slowly o’er the
To Increase Pensions.
lea,
The plowman homeward plods his weary
Washington, Dec. 14. Senator McCumway,
chairman of the committee oil pensions
And leaves the world to darkness and to ber,
is
planning to press for early consideration
me.
the Senate and House the general serNow fades the glimmering landscape on the by
vice pension bill as amended by the Senate
sight
The amendments provide thal
committee.
And ail the air a solemn stillness holds;
soldier of the Civil V\ ar who has served
Save when the beetle wheels his droning any
for !I0 days, was honorably discharged and
flight
who shall havejreacbed the age of 62 years,
And drowsy tinklings lull the distant
shall receive a pension of $12 a month, to be
folds.”
increased to $15 a month when he shall
Are not these precious words in des- have reached the age of 70 years and to $2(
cribing the wonderful phenomena wit- a month after he has reached the age of 71
nessed only by the farmers and their years. It is estimated that an additional
families? Are not the quiet evenings appropriation of $10,714,400 annually would
be required to pay the increased rate proby the fireside, the sweet incense of vided
by the bill to the soldiers now on th<
the
of
the
morn
and
sociability
early
pension roll.
grange more conducive to health and
Godliness than the revels of society
Millions of bottles of Foley’s Honey and
life?
any person evei
When we as farmers consider this Tar have been sold without
having experienced any other than bene
question in its true light we will em- ficial results from its use for coughs, coldf
brace another thought of Gray, when and lung troubles.
This is because the
he said,
genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar in the yel
no opiates or otnei
contaius
low
package
“Let not ambition mock their useful toil,
harmful drugs. Guard your health by reTheir homely joys and destiny obsoure.
fusing any but the genuine.—R. H. Moody
Nor grandeur near with a disdainful smile

Bean the

lor

The Southern

Pilotage

Roger & Gallet Toilet Water,
75c. and $1.35
25e.
Soaps,
75c.
Hudnut’s Toilet Water.
37c.
23c.,
I
I'nlmtp’s
lolgatc s
) 50c. *75c.

,

-^New Goods*€-

Soaps, 5c.*iTvrA»ns
HAVE JUST RECEIVED
ALL THE NEW DESIGNS IN

WE

that

are

coming in every week.

—SOMETHING—

PROBATE COURT.

fast; petition

Peiiumes and
Toilel Articles.

[

V

I

^for every

room

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

the houses

in

GROCERIES, DRUGS

Beautiful Presents for the Holidays

and MEDICINES.

Graft.

The defeat of the anti-compulsory pibill adds another to the many
acts of injustice that Congress has perpetrated in connection with this matter.
No more extraordinary instance ot
graft can be cited than this measure,
which a powerful lobby, aided by the
united votes of Southern members, conIt imposes a
tinues to perpetuate.
heavy burden upon northern shipping
that
it will yet
and we do not despair
be wiped out. Congressman Littlefield
will not abandon the fight because of
this set-back.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.

ssn

lotage

Undertaking-.*'^;,*,
Heal & wood,

For Christmas ?
We

WeaK
Kidneys

Granite &

Kidneys, surely point to weak kidney
The Kidneys, like the Heart, and the
Stomach, find their weakness, not in the organ
itself, but in the nerves that control and guide
and strengthen them. Dr. Shoop’s Restorative is
a medicine specifically prepared to reach these
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone,
is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money as

do for you.

Druggist recommend and sell

Dr. Shoop’s
Restorative
R. H.

MOODY,

BELFAST.

Fancy Articles

Monuments,

headstones. Curbing,

larger than

are

CEMETERY WORK.

at the

prices

jgp“Now

Bridge

is the time to

call,

Street,

as we

have a

large

up.

In December.

last! Dear home, my heart aud I
Perpetual summ r know.
Blow, icy blast! Within leaps high
The fire of love’s own glow.

Belfast, Maine.

At home at last! At home to staj !
Oh, mercy unsurpassed!
God grant all wanderers find the way
Into their home at last!
—December Century.
Piles get quick relief from Dr. Slioop’s
Remember it’s made
Magic Ointment.
alone for Piles—aud it works with certainty
and satisfaction.
Itching, painful, protruding, or blind piles disappear like magic
by its use. Try it and see! Sold by J. II.
Montgomery, Searsport and R. II. Moody,

DRUGGISTS.

Christmas Notice

At

1 kneel before the grateful flame,
And, shielded, safe, and warm,
Forget the bitter way I came,
And feel no more the storm.

POOR & SON,

stock of finished work.

I* wood" I

0 sullen sky and leafless tree,
And brown field freezing fast,
And wintry wind, you chill not uie,
For 1 am home at last!

Belfast.

we

HE BEST OF WORK AND I HE LOWEST PRICES.

I

TO THE PUBLIC:

For Your Christmas Candies

!

Sparrow Empress
IS THE BEST BY THE
POUND OK IN FA' CY BOXES.

Broken

I

REMEMBER to call and see my stock
and prices. It will save you money in

buying your holiday goods.

Sweet California
Finest

Mixed Nuts, etc.

quality

MALAGA GRAPES,
Best

SWIFT & PAUL,

Ephraim

of

bright ami yellow.

BE SURE AND CALL ON

MASONIC TEMPLE,

Florida Oranges

AND

Candy,

BELFAST.

House 9 rooms and bath, store room large
closets. All modern improvements. Gas, furnace, city water, open fireplace, 35,000 feet ol
land, large lawu, fine shaue and fruit trees, 3minute walk to post office. Reasonable price.
Address A, Journal Office.
3W50*

)

Our

offer them, 15c

Headquarters for the EMERALD BLACK ukANITE.
I

wonders

quality of

GRAPE FRUIT
in the market.
A fine line of

Gilman Pardoned.

Augusta, Me., Dec. 13. The Govenor’s
council today granted a full pardon to
Ephraim Gilman who has been for fortythree years in the State prison at Thomastou, serving a life sentence for the murder
of Mrs. Harriet B. Swan. The murder was
committed in 1861 and Gilman was convicted
and sent to State prison two years later. In
his plea for executive clemency Gilman contended that as he had served forty-three
years he had paid the penalty for his crime.

high grade

CHOCOLATES

FOR^ SALE

Cream Balm is piacea into the nostrils, spread!
Over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a core follows. It is not drying-, -does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New York.

ever.

AND ALL KINDS OF

Weak

well.
If your back aches or is weak, if the urine
scalds, or is dark and strong, if you have symptoms
of Brights or other distressing or dangerous kidney disease, try Dr. Shoop’s Restorative a month—
Tablets or Liquid—and see what it can and will

stock of

as our

—and—

is

v

Nerves.

decide

to

Leather Goods

Rum Bills Uncollectable.

#

position

a

this for you

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Augusta,Dec. 12. A rescript deciding
that a bill for liquors is uncollectable ir
this State, whether the seller knows 01
does not know that the goods are to be
sold in violation of the prohibitory law,
was handed down from the Supreme
court to-day. The case is that of Sam
nel.C. Boehm and others of New York
against Calvin W. Allen of Brunswick,
the
This rescript affirms
decision,
drawn by the late Chief Justice Wis
of
Corbin
vs.
Houlehan
in
the
case
well,
in the 20th Maine report, in which the
seller of the liquors knew the goods to
sold contrary to law.

in

are

in

Christmas

packages and

in bulk.

Candy and New Nuts

of all kinds.
I have a large line of Briar and Meerschaum Pipes at lowest prices.
Full lines of Cigars

and

Smoker's

Articles.

Don’t forget to call for Three Pieces
All kinds.

of Tobacco for 25 cts.

MY STORE IS 99 HIGH STREET.

G. B. MARSANO.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<>♦ ♦♦♦♦

__

NORTHPORT HEWS.

Republican Journal.

The

1906.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20:

ubushed Every Thursday Morning by th

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
PILSBUBY,)

CHARLES A.

Manager

Congress will adjourn to-day for the

holidays.
President Roosevelt
from his bad

recovered

has

spell.

the hos-

from

Ella Priest has gone to Castine to attend
the Normal school.
George McCabe has gone as engineer in
the new schooner Northland.

To all its readers at home and abroad
The Journal wishes a merry Christmas.

juror for the January term of the S. J.

W. P. Greenlaw

The National House passed 350 pension bills Dec. 17th in less than an hour.

Andrew Carnegie is opposed to
come tax, but does not object to

an

in-

an

in-

come.

A Maine exchange says that at tins
time there is not a vessel frame ordered

building

for

in this State.

Tiiis is un-

usual if not unprecedented.
The President has sent to

Congress

an illustrated message on the Panama
Canal. He calls the canal task an epic

and

rightly

terms it a

stupendous

work.

Miss Swears, who lives on Pink
street, was before the Rockland police
A

day charged with ascrime; but
Pink street, that savors of fragrance
rather than of rtagranee.

court the other

The name lits the

sault

After 200 years of discussion the caCape Cod is to be built at
last.
August Reimont & Co. have
ns' across

taken hold of the

project,

nal is to be

within three years.

opened

and the ca-

It will cost $10,000,000.
The lobster

long since passed beyond

tiie reach of the average man’s pocket
book; it is beginning to be rumored
that lhert is danger of tiie clam becom-

extinct,
brought only

spruce gum which
75 cents a pound at whole-

and

ing

sale less than 20 years ago is now $2 a
pound. Maine, although minus pine
tree-, is still the Pine Tree State; but
what shall

we

do without

lobsters,

'■lams and spruce gum?
**

ime

governor

c olios

announce-

ment that tlie commissions of the Stur-

drawn to

was

Foot—System

All Run Down

After Six Months’
Able to

Charles Mahoney’s wife is at the Waldo
County Hospital, Belfast, for treatment.
Mrs. Harry Mitchell went to Portland recently for treatment in one of the hospitals.

Maine’s inheritance
amounted to $39,877.

on

{^USEFUL

Agony—Not

Work—Completely Cured

in Two Weeks

CUTICURA REMEDIES

Our prices will appeal to th,
nUR stock is lull of useful CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES.
trading a no
X vl conservative shopper. We recall with pleasure the past Holiday
new ones. We
hope
X hope to merit the confidence of our old patrons and secure many
X shoppers will come early. It will he easier tor you.

♦

Court.

“Words cannot speak highly enough
fbr the Cuticura Remedies. I am now
$Bventy-two years of age. My system
had been all run
down. My blood
that
was so bad
blood poisoning
had set in. I had
several doctors

Capt. Frank Herrick has hauled up his
vessel, sch. L. Snow, on the north side of

the Cove.

Capt. A. C. Batchelder is at home for the
winter, having hauled his vessel, the sch.
Charlie & Willie, up at Milton, Mass.
Capt. Joe Heald’s youngest sou lias been
seriously ill with pneumonia, but under the
skillful treatment of one of Belfast’s excellent physicians, is recovering.
Excelsior Lodge will hold a social Saturday evening, Dec. 22nd. Supper will be
furnished at a low price. Speeches, recitations, singing, etc., will be on the program.

attending me, so
finally I went to
the hospital, where
I was laid up for
two months.
My

▼

j

you can readily imagine
how I felt. I was simply disgusted
and tired of life. I stood this pain,
which was dreadful, for six months,
and during this time I was not able to
wear a shoe and not able to w ork.
“Some one spoke to me about Cuti-

not

improve,

Cura.
a set
one of

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Dec. 17, 1!)0<>:
Leon 0. Bucklin, Belfast, to F'red A.
Holmes, do.; land in Belfast.
Esther A. Carter, Belfast, to Efhe M. Wallace, Swanville; land and buildings in Belfast.
Betsey Cross, Revere, Mass., to Roscoe
Cross, Morrill; land in Morrill.
Fred Coffin, Monroe, to William A. McFarland, Winterport; laud and buildings in
were

ham.
A.

The annual meeting ot

P. West, Winterport, to James A. Hall,

tne

the sheriffs-elect who are to take the
oath of office Jan. 1st to assume that
they will regard their oaths and enforce all laws. Should they fail to do
so tlie deputies
can he set at work
again, unless the legislature should see
fit meanwhile to repeal the Sturgis law.
Di that event no douht Gov. Cobb will
find some other way to meet the emergency

Maine Sportswill be
room

OUR CHRISTMAS WINDOW
IS

hunting season in Maine
Friday at midnight. The
receipts at Bangor were about 1,300
.ess than in 1905 and
considerably below the average of the four years since
tl e non-resident license law went into

arc

WILL

IX

acting parties wem present. The ring
serva-*- was used.
The bride was gowned
an u ire- >ilk and carried a
bouquet of pinks
*1 ia rot.m was beautifully decorated with
.Vi’ ', pinks and potted plants.
A wedding
dinner was served at 7.30. The bride is one
»f \\ literport's school teachers, and the
nienin is a maii carrier on route Xo. 2.
The
bride and groom are highly esteemed
by
hi the townspeople and have the
congratulations-if a large number of friends_The
Seven Social
arranged by the Junior
League occurred Dec. 11th in the Methodist
vestry and was a success financial}-. The
proceeds will be used to furnish Bibles for
She Juniors
The winter term of schools
hi this town oegan Dec. 17th.
Miss Stella
Tailiter will teach the primary school in
District Xo. 16, Miss Lena Sprowi having
resigned. Miss Alice Sanborn succeeds
Miss Harriet Moody in District Xo.
2, Miss
Moody having accepted a position in
Caribou. Miss Moody will leave for Carioou : >ec. 29th to be ready for her duties
Dec. :>lst—Capt. Lincoln Farnsworth has
arrived home from Boston ...Two very interesting sermons were given in the Methodist chuch Dec. 16th by Kev. F. V.
Stanley
of Orrmgton
Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Crocker
of Viualhaven have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. s. K. Danielson-Mr. and Mrs. R.
s. Kuiui.ett have closed their house and
win spend the winter in
Brookline, Mass...
Ralph Cole rind two children of Montana
are vising his sister, Mrs.
Benj. Eaton....
Rev. \\ A. Luce will deliver a Christmas
^rnmn J)ec. 23rd in the Methodist church
at 1" a. in., and in the evening a Christmas
concert w:ii be given.
On Christmas eve
the usual
Christmas festivites will take
in
the
M.
E.
ve>tr\ .A club has
p‘ace
been Cnined b\ the member^ of finwmid
•<>'lge. I D. O. r., which will be known as
ibeGai field club. The offices formerly oc-1
cupied by ])r. A. Ik Baker in Odd Fellows’ I
block liave been furnished for its use. "The
officers are Frank Carleton, president; Ira
‘Young, vice president; James Carleton,
T. G. Fellows returned last
secretary
week from Bristol, Xew Hampshire, and
Boston, where he lias been 01. several weeks'
visit. ..Tile Independent Order of Foresters
will give a ball in Union ball, Wednesday
evening, Dec. 26th. Leve’s orchestra will
furnish music and an oyster supper will be
served.Mrs. Rebecca Cole, widow of
Samuel Cole, died Thursday morning, Dec.
6th, after a long illness from which she
never recovered, but the end was hastened
by a shock of paralysis. She was a lady
highly esteemed by those who had the
pleasure of her acquaintance, for she had a
pleasant word for all. She leaves three
sons, Edgar, Herbert and Fred, also a sister, Mrs. Charlotte Springer. Her age was
72 years and seven months. The funeral
services were held at her residence Sunday
afternoon, Rev. W. A. Luce officiating.
The floral offerings were beautiful.
t

I

I3XT

ODD FELLOWS’

*

H.

RINGS

them—Diamonds, Rubies,
genuine
Emeralds, Pearls; Opals, Maine Tourmalines, California Peridrtes,
Montana Sapphires, Australian Topaz, Amethyst and Garnet,
Oval Band and Signet, Children’s Rings,

BELFAST, MAI?
^——■——

f|

IWATCHES

gTHE GOODS ARE ALL NEW THIS
SEASON, AND PRICES LOWER
THAN EVER BEFORE.
CALL AND SEE THEM AT

FOUNTAIN PEN-

Ask

BENTLEMEN, I

PURCHASED ELSEWHERE.

WE INVITE INSPECTION.

I

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.

f

H. J. LOCKE & SON,

New Year’s

\

BARGAIN Sto

|

of

our

i

<;
J;
!I
;;
;!

gift

than

handsome work baskets

Safe

high quality

chocolates at reasonable

Catch Christinas Trade

prices.

L. S, SHIRO,
Phoenix Row.

Way’s Mufflers.18c. Best grade 38c.

j!

Goat Sweaters, Men’s and Boys’..98c. to $4.00
Heavy Fleeced Lined Underwear....Boys’25c. Men’s 37c.

;;
<!

Men’s and Womens’ Furs and Fur Lined Goats, $ 12.00 to $55.00
Fur Gaps, Gloves, Scarfs,
Bath Robes, Smoking Jackets, Pajamas, Night Robes.

j

“

>

guessing

The

contest is still

< *

Undertaking

;;

«j

i;

;;
!!

R. H. COOMBS & SON.

::

Men’s All Wool

Sweaters.98c.
Boys’ Sweaters..48c. to 98c.

«;

Caskets, Robes and Banal Goods

Missing From Waldo.

;;
I:

!j

Men’s and Women’s Umbrellas,

Traveling Bags, Suit Gases.

!

IF YOU WANT TO SEE THE BIGGEST STOCK

j

AND LOWEST PRICES COME TO

!

»CLARK’S

9

CORNER.^

TAIW 8MALLEY. Salesman.

J

ji
::

your cheek accounts with

Deposit

Boxes for rent for

see

for

yourselves

answered promptly either day
Telephone at house and office.
Ambulance for moving the sick.

Calls

jyffe

also carry

a

or

night.

FIJI,I, LINK of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
at lowest prices.
and do developing, printing, etc.,
Films or any size
room f -ee to all.

or

make of

cameras.

A dark

78 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

what is d<

Responsibility SI38,000

over an

us.

Any

amount starts

$3.00, equal to the

an account,

best to be obtain.

recently remodeled our rooms, affording greater convenience
B«^"Call and see us.
our patrons.

I

tion

to

“A SOUARE DEAL”

IN

an.

DEPARTM

EVERY

C W.

Wm. B. SWAN, President.

WESCOTI

DIRECTORS
WM. B. SWAN,

THOMAS W. PITCHER,

ROBERT F. DUNTON.

ELMER A. SHERMAN,

HOWES,

CENTRAL MAINE FAIR ASS'N.

__-

::

list of Securities and

CHARLES P. HAZELTINE,

LICENSED EMBALMING*-

Fancy Vests.$1.50
Boys’ Reefers and Overcoats.$2.50 to
Men’s Sheep Skin Lined Goats.$2.50 to $5.50

of M jsi

Have

ASA A.

$4.00
$8.00

to

our

on.

-AND-

I!

Open
business.

our

Write for

0»

^_Check Accounts—-

one

filled with

or

money.
Total Invested and Stockholders
purchased with the people’s money.

Nothing is more pleasing to
your lady friend for Christmas
or a

Department

City National Bank

The

,

NOTICE!
style of Plain Watches, Fobs, Cuff Links, Hat Pins, Signet Rings,
or Old English lettering is much in evidence.
The demand is so great that it is to every one's advantage to select such
goods earlv—it insures time to do the work. IVE POSITIVELY CAN-

no

Savings

City Drug Store.

THEetc., with Monogram

i

a:

Sleepless Nights, 3L % Interest
A Deposit of $1.00 or $10,000 in the
No Care,

ft
§|

As R. R. Inspector of Watches, we necessarily carry a large and complete line of all grades—both ladies and gentlemen—and guarantee them.
CHAINS, CHARMS, PINS. FOBS, CUFF LINKS, BACK AND SIDE COMBS,
LOCKETS, BRACELETS, ETC.

NOT ENGRAVE GOODS

HOWES,

*

Absolute Safety of Principle, Money Returned at

THE OPPORTUNITY OF 1906 FOR
BEST TRADES IN CHRISTMAS
GOODS IF YOU DO NOT BUY
AT

—

George Ray l’arkes of Waldo, Me., is
causing his relatives much anxiety owing to
his persistency in keeping his whereabouts
He left home Sept. 23d
a secret from them.
without giving his parents any intimation
He was traced as far as Camof his going.
den. lie is 16 years old, of medium height,
weighs about 136 pounds, has brown hair
and very prominent teeth. At the time of
his departure he carried a steel fishing rod
and wore a light colored raincoat. His relatives will be glad to secure any information
concerning him. Such information may be
sent to George E. Parkes, 442 Lebauon
street, Melrose, Mass.—Kennebec Journal.

PILLOWS.

BLOCK,

stones and we have

-WATERMAN’S

ALWAYS MOST DESIRABLE

XI.

A RELIABLE INVESTMENT

in TOILET WARE AND NOVELTIES.
CLOCKS AND ORNAMENTS, the latest.

—

—

JAMES

mr cariM

Everything

The demand is for

and Scarfs

n

n

,

.

SOFA

X

♦VIN TKKI’OKT.
■

j

^

ij Blankets and Down Puffs,
:
leather goods.
WHAT15
“~no woman has too many.._
I Silk Hosiery151

More SOLID SILVER than we have room to display.
SILVER PLATED WARE, the best we can buy.

dear.

Mim’.s;.. Dec 9, at 6.30 p. in. Miss Maude
<>m and air. Carrol] L.
Young were
mu.led '11 marriage t>\ Kev. \Y. A. Luce, at
•.be hoaje »; the bride's parents Mr. and
MHerbert cuie. Only the families of the

_

EVER SEEN IN BELFAST.

Fine Cut Glass

PRICES

GrLOV ES.«*

Doilies

Towels

Hand Decnrated China
Hu Largest stock of

POPULAR

Ribbons
Ribbons
Ribbons
_——neckwear*
Table Linens!

:

SHOW THE

Furs

AT

NEEDS

YOUR

-——

effect. Ten human lives were lost by
the use of tire arms, the overturning of
a
canoe or exposure.
Commissioner
Carleton and some others say that deer
and moose are becoming scarce. Others
account for the shortage of receipts by
un favorable conditions Tor still
hunting,
While some oid hunters say that the
animals are simply moving to new locations.
There is just one thing about
winch there can tie no difference of

opinion—deer

WE

SUPPLY

CAN

D E N T’ S

* * *

♦

MOST
BEAUTIFUL DISPLAY OF PROFESSIONAL

WHERE

last

Wl-

SEEING.

Open Evenings. Beginning Pec. 15,

The deer

closed

WORTH

_

♦

men’s Fish and Game Association
gis deputies would expire Dee. 31st do.; land and buildings in Winterport.
John M. Waning, Unity, to Harry L. held Jan. 1st at 2 p. in. in the judiciary
was somewhat of a surprise it is now
at the State House.
Waning, do.; land in Unity.
generally conceded that he lias, as usual,
done the right tiling, it is only fair to ■■■■■■■■■■■■■Han iKHrawm

are

—GLOVE S—

♦

Searsport.
|
Evelyn B. 'Towle, Gardiner, to C. F. Mitchell, Burnham; land and buildings in Burn- Legislature.

That

Furs

Furs

I

Governor Cobb lias stated that he intends
to reappoint the members of bis staff for the
ensuing two years. Mis official announcement will be made at the opening of the

PRESENTS FOR WOMEN.

CHRISTMAS (ilFTS
always acceptable and sure to please

▲

♦

Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Soap, 25c., Ointment, 50c., Resolvent, 50c. (in form of Chocolate Coated
Pills, 25e. per vial of 60), may be had of all druggists.
Potter 1'rug & Chem. Corp., Sole Props., Boston, Macs,
■■yr* Uailed 1'ree, The Great Skin Book.”

Brooks.
Fred L., Ira L., and Sarah J. Howard,
Belfast, et a!., to John Poland, Montville;
land in Montville.
Jessica Louise Roberts, Boston, to Daniel
11. Devereaux, Brunswick, Georgia; land in

ACCEPTABLE CHRISTMAS

:
J

_

Winterport.
Alonzo Dodge, Lewiston, et als., to Eliza
B. Walker, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Charles F. Foss, Monroe, to George 11.
Ryder, Brooks; land and buildings in

t♦

I

WAIST AND DRESS PATTERNS.

NEW AND DESIRABLE GOODS.

:

The consequences were I bought
of the Cuticura Remedies of
my friends who was a druggist, and the praise that I gave after
the second application is beyond
description ; it seemed a miracle,
for the Cuticura Remedies took
effect immediately. I washed the foot
with the Cuticura Soap before applying
the Ointment and I took the Resolvent
at the same time. After two weeks’ treatment my foot w’as healed completely.
People who had seen my foot during my
illness and who have seen it since the
Cure, can hardly believe their own eyes.”
Robert Sehoenhauer,
Newburgh, N. Y.
Aug. 21, 1905.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

^SILKS^E-

^DRESS PATTERNS^

♦

f

Leslie Crockett while fox hunting last
week saw a fox coming out of some bushes
and when within gunshot fired and knocked
Mr. Fox over. Then, like a real hunter, he
loaded Ills gun and saw another fox coining
after the first one, which he shot without
stepping out of his tracks. The two pelts
A good day’s work.
were worth $7.

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS™-

:

foot and ankle were
almost beyond
recognition. Dark
blood flowed out of w'ounds in many
laces, and I was so disheartened that
thought surely my last chance was
slowly leaving me. As the foot did

James E. White has received an increase
of pension, from $10 to $12 a month. It is
He is seventy years
an old age pension.
old He served in Co. G, 2(>th Me. Vol. Inf.,
in Capt. Wadsworth’s Company.

GIFTsI

CHRISTMAS

♦

MIRACULOUS CURE BY

serve as

I

JAMES H. HOWES’

From Dreadful Pains From Wound

pital, and gaining.

1902

in

tax

HWFULJPIIIE■ |

ployment.
Fred Wadlin is at home

|’USjm.ss

AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.
MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT

TIRED OF LIFE 1

O. A. Dickey is confined to the house by
illness.
Lena Bird is attending the Castine Normal school.
Everett Burd has gone to Boston for em-

At the annual meeting of the Central
Maine Fair Association in Waterville, Dec.
E.
13th, the following officers were elected:
P. Mayo of Fairfield, Pres. ; Geo. R. Fuller
of Winslow, Sec.; Martin Blaisdell of Waterville, Treas.; Cyrus W. Davis, George E.
Terry, Dr. J. F. Bill, Frank Redington, H.
Union, E. E. Gifford, F. A. Wing, Jules
Gamaehe, Mauley Morrison, W. H. Stobie,
J. L. Robinson, Dr. H. M. Moulton, Frank
I. Bessey, J. F. Buker, Geo. R. Fuller, Harold E. Cook, Wm. T. Haines, A. F. Gerald,
E. P. Mayo, Elmer E. Smith, W. S. Keene,
W. R. llunnewell, Rev. E. F. Pember, Lyman Blair, C. F. Johnson, H. W. Greeley,
E. L. Gove, Dr. M. S. Goodrich, J. W. Bas-

sett, Martin Rlaisdell, 0. A. Lombard and
Arthur Richardson, trustees.
Treasurer Elmer E. Smith and Secretary
H. E. Cook both retired from the official
board this year by reason of private business affairs.
Pres. Mayo in his annual address spoke of
the growth of the association and the sucHe suggested that the
cess of its exhibits.
fair next year be held Sept. 9-14; that there
be a division of the animals that have won
blue ribbons at any State fair from the animals that have never won a blue ribbon,
and that the bylaws be changed so that the
annual meeting will not conflict with the
annual meetings of the State dairy association and the Maine state poultry association.
Pres. Mayo gave notice that he would not
be again a candidate for the presidency.
Treas. Smith reported receipts of $20,88347, disbursements of $12,558.72, premiums
ready to be paid and bills due $4776.35,
leaving a balance of $3548.40 from this year’s

CLARENCE E
CHARLES W.
WINHELD S.

O,

L

Aj

fair.

A dinner in the cm
lowed the meeting, pi*!-”

Speeches

were

made

“■

Ccts: “Resources of V
■■
Jhadbourne of Bidden
E. L. White of Bar
futui
look for the near
of Vassalboro; “More
at our fair,” Editor
Maine Farmer; “The
llolsteins,” WT. S. Keene
past and present,” "
“Fairs, east and west,
“R
Springfield, Mass;fan
the central Maine
e
“Ladies
of Bangor;
Mrs. E. L. Marsh of
grange and the fan,
Fairfield, and “Manual
Bowman of Watorvile
were L. C. Bateman of
W. D. Hurd of Orono.

*

j

1

■

■

,j]
*

j
l

K
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j
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There vtlll be a sale of food and useful
and fancy articles in the Univershlist vestry,
tomorrow, Friday, afternoon, at 2.30 o’clock.

OF BELFAST

jjjfNEWS

Some good catches of smelts have {been
made from the wharves of late, and the ice
above the lower bridge is now getting in
condition to bear the usual collection of
The catch last season
fishermen’s tents.
was small, but better luck is hoped for this

GIFTS.

Though thy gifts be small,
be a giver ;

I

,, the little founts
..... eels the river;
;lie river’s gifts
soon will he
0 tlieir waters out,

s
!

■.

season.

a sea.

I

again,
showers,
the fount imparts
!itj

draws its

....

powers,
cvcle born
>11 around.

new

Is

blessing given

.e-

,

IS

rig

,.S

found.

and provision stores will
Christmas day.

,,„.er>
,!i

lection New England Order of
M inday evening, Dec. 24th.
in fseaside Grange hall today, evening with music by
rhestra.
i Machine Works, C. M. Read
to instal a hot water plaut in

I;,nee

,.

f (.

apt. J. 1’. Stowers, Sandy-

Woudbury Burgess, while engagg hay last Tuesday, fell from
sustained

1

be
! ,i

a

fracture of the left

Yule-tide Cotillion at the
Christmas afternoon, from 4
Music by Keyes Orchestra
a

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. \V. R. Fletcher, No.
27 High street, Monday afternoon, December 24th. The subjects for study will be
chapter thirteen of the “English Government” and Acts II and III of Shakespeare’s
play “Romeo and Juliet.” Roll-oail, quotations on Christinas; singing the “Christmas
Carol,” December Chautauquan Magazine.
Belfast and Searsport people who remember the death in the Waldo County hospital
last summer of Horace Parlin of Searsport,
formerly of Bangor, will regret to hear of
the death, Dec. 12th, of his only son, Archie
Parlin, at his home in Bangor. The only
surviving member of the family is the
daughter Ethel, who was married to Carlos
Dorticos, U. of M., ’03, last June shortly Jbefore her father’s death. Mr. and Mrs. Dorticos reside in Schenectady, N. Y., and
Belfast when notified of her
to
came
father’s serious illness, arriving just as he
had expired. Another sad circumstance in
connection with the family was the suicide
in Portland, this year, of Mr. Dorticos’
father, who was a well-known and much
respected resident of that city. No cause
has ever beeu found for his act.
The Young Men’s Club.

licensing hoard completed its
■;ti, liaviug granted ten licenses
and victualers and for a
s.
Hus week

win

see

ice

young

from preparatory schools
and there will he “things do-

•me

cown.

week City Clerk M. W. Lord
r marriage intentions, which
former full year by four and

At the meet-

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. E,
F. Littlefield, 138 Main street, tomorrow,
Friday, afternoon. A full attendance is
desired.

Dec. Kith the ooaru

oi

uireciors

ana

com-

wnari.me

the railroad

rsain

I

the

X

X
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SIGNS

New Advertisements. Ileal & Wood
manufacturers and dealers in granite
mouuments and all kinds of cemetery work,
and their shop on Bridge street is head-

Z
a

help you to avoid taking cold.

9

rfoc.

jP

AND SI.OO.

E

located
new store,

are now

at our

friends and

to

to

show

Come in.

every evening
the Holidays.

L. S. SHJrtfO,
Phoenix Row.
contest is still oo.

N.unu its way

mro a soc.ai

gain-

One reported
had been found in a church in
How did they find him? auired. Why, the bell rang was

following guise.

s

■

dug—in The Journal—pays. At
the inference to be drawn from
■rous
enquiries concerning the
.'■rtised for sale last week. These
ally and over the telephone; bht
mil was not authorized to answer
enquiries, which should be sfd“A," Journal office.

Saturday

a

received from Massachu.ng that The Journal’s advertiss are read away from home,
V”

was

'1 lie keel has already
been laid. Six men will work on the vessel,
which will be launched about May 1st.
Sch. J. M. Morales will not make her trip to
Kondout with staves this season, she could
not get up the liagaduce river to reload the
deckload of staves taken off when she went
ashore, and as the Hudson river was reported frozen over in the vicinity of Rondout
she has been laid up at Rockland for the

liam E. Bowen, Jr., sailed from Stockton
Friday for Tampa, Fla., and Havana with
...Sell. Pendleton
8600 sacks of potatoes
Sisters is chartered to carry coal from l’hila'
delphia to Jacksonville at $1.15, and ties

nquest by the municipal officers
ot lire in the building on Main
from Jacksonville to New York at 19 cents.
cod by C. W. Lancaster and oecu....Soli. Augustus 11. Babcock is chartered
: homas Gannon as a grocery store
to carry phosphate rock from Port Tampa
tlie following report: Cause of
to Baltimore at $2.. .The news of the wreck
buildestimated value of the
damage, $2,000; insurance, $2,
rated value of contents $4,500;
It is
■1,200; insurance, $4,000.
n

and abandonment of schooner Charles L.
Mitchell, Capt. N. B. Gray of Castiue, was
telegraphed to Mrs. Gray, llec. 12th. 3 he
crew was picked up by a coastwise steamer
that as soon as the building can
and taken to Baltimore. 3'he schooner was
busil Mr. Gannon will resume
lumber laden, Savannah for Boston, and
was abandoned about 50 miles off Cape
The
was a busy day in town.
Henry_Articles have been opened at the
the
was never better,
temperature office of the U. S. shipping commissioner in
the winter season, and the Christ- Portland for the schooner Evelyn W. Hinckqipers were out in force. All our ley from Portland to Stockton Springs and
have outdone themselves this year thence to one or more ports in Cuba and
quantity, quality and prices of their back to a port of discharge in the United
1,1 1
goods, and the window displays are States... The recent record-breaking trips
ii I. attractive.
Space will not permit of the schooner Auburn recall to the
'■■willing them in detail, but everybody is Nautical Gazette the fast time made in the
to come and see this fine exhibition.
days of the American clipper ship. The
1 u
Will find our business people ready to
distance ever performed from noon
greatest
11"
goods, whether you buy or not. Come to noon by a craft on the ooean was 4331
miles by the dipper ship Flying Cloud in
ChI see us.
her celebrated passage from New York to
'uk s oaks. The Belfast Paint & Paper San Francisoo, which yet stands unequalled
is Jnearly one hundred miles more
distributing among its customers —thatthe best
day’s run of the Atlantic in
'lie very artistic calendars. The picture than
her race for the Kaiser’s cup. The Flying
15 a
rural scene and so good that one lady Cloud was built by Donald McKay of Bosdie shall have hers framed.Col. ton and commanded by Josiah P. Creasey.
F
Another celebrated clipper ship built by
’’d Atwood of
Winterport is sending out McKay and commanded by his brother, L.
little calendar, the illustration show- McKay, was the Sovereign of the Seas.
1,4 ■>
Honoyoung miss at the foot of a stairway This vessel made the passage from
* !il
lulu to New York, with a cargo of oil in
H black and white kitten in her arms.
a passage never equalled.
I he Journal has received from the con- eighty-two days,
On this trip she made 3,300 miles in ten con,'1,t
department of the N. E. Tel. & Tel. secutive- days, and on a later trip to San
Francisco, this same ship made the enorboston, a 1907 calendar with a picture mous
run of 6,245 miles in twenty-two days,
pretty young alady answering the a daily average of 284 miles, the greatest
Phone.
noon to noon run being 419 miles.
■

■
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■
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Open

till after

$

of

what kind of

a

i

Damask

our

store at any

Have their usual well selected stock of

CUTLERY, CAMERAS. FINE LEATHER GOODS.
and would deem it

FRED
Temple.

Masonic

sort

of

particular

Every
Every style

men.

material.

one

or

her

own

of these

recipient

time, and get

a

pair

selection.

The Dtnsmore Store

*

W. M.

;

of nice

Perhaps

Workers.

*

HARK WOOD & SON,

j

PRESENTS

it HU

SEARSPORT

Steam, Furnaces, Stoves and Stove Itepairs^
Tin Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.
BLOCK, SEARSPOKT, MAINE.
Iyr51

We wish to thank tiie Odd Fellows and Kebekahs and all our neighbors and friends for
their kindness and sympathy during the long illness of Mr. Doe and for the beautiful floral ofMrs. Adolphus w. Dor
ferings.
and Family.
lw51*

Any party having a desirable driving
horse, with or without harness, sleigh,
wagon, or robes, that they desire to sell at
a bargain, can find a purchaser for the
horse or whole outfit for cash, by addressing Box 986, Belfast. Maine. Give full and
truthful description and quote lowest price
first time. Will purchase one or two second
hand fur robes of large size, and in good
order, at a bargain price. Don't bother|un~
less you want to sell low for cash.

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

DEPOSITS, DECEMBER 1, 19C6,

SURPLUS,

.....

$1,345,519.07
137,703.64

-»•♦♦♦♦♦♦

ALL ENGRAVING FREE.

fine line of China, Cut Glass, Lamps, Vases,
Bric-a-brac, Silver Ware, Leather and Celluloid Goods,
Dolls, Sleds, Skates, Victor and Edison Phonographs,
3,000 Edison Records in stock. We would be pleased
to have you come in and look the stock over, for the
real decision IS IIP TO YOU. Walk in and look around.

ISOS.

W.'LMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.

Jeweler.

♦

Driving Hiifse Wanted.

HEATING AND PLUMBING.

STAPLES’

Bldg., «►!>!>. Court House, Belfast.

ORGANIZED

AT_

JRI UP TO YOUWe have

j

We make a specialty of duplicate
work.
If you want IURBLE see
Samas before buying elsewhere.
ples of rietal Wreaths, Vases and
Bouquet Holders, always on hand.

can

Belfast, Maine.

Thayer's,The

1888)

We carry the largest assortment of
finished Marble Monuments, Tablets, etc., to be found in the city.

JOHNSON,

■

^-IS

shape. Don't need to know
“his” size either—just guess at it and
we’ll exchange after Xmas.
and

THINK ABOUT IT.

(KSTABLIvSHED

Card of Thanks.

XMAS

inspect

SON,•:€-***[

^MARK WOOD &
Marble

THE PLACE TO BUY

for stout men, slim mea,

ETC.,

STREET, BELFAST.

give

Watches,Clocks and Jewelry
and

favor for you to call and

2W50

25 rtAIN

49c. to $2.50

fussy
SLIPPERS

a

their goods.

|

Hosiery, Neckwear, Underwear,
In that case they get
our line.
and not what you think they want.

A.

WATCHES

/ND JEWELRY, SILVER WARE AND CUT GLASS,

f

they would ether have
or some other aitide in
WHAT THEY WANT,

CHASE & DOAK,#

‘*iMERGHAINDISf: CERTIFICATES.”

our

Towels, make his

to

present

us

present it at

Belfast, Maine.

Certificates

show you how it works: You buy
certificates, say for $1.00 (or more). The
Let

system of

our

-^JEWELERSc- $-

The Advertiser of Facts.

winter_Capt. J. H. Brown succeeds Capt.
H. B. West in command of the U. S. revenue
cutter Woodbury, which has entered upon
her winter’s work aloug the Maine coast.
The other tfficers include First Lieutenant
W. E. W. Hall, Chief Engineer J. B. Coyle,
Second Lieut. Eugene Rideout.There
E. H.
are no vessels wintering at Bangor.
Blake’s steam yacht Aria is hauled out on
the railway in South Brewer.Sell. Wil-

one

explaining

|
j

ipwig ■■■

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
would suggest

DIRECT SUPERVISION OF

UNDER

Masonic Temple,

1

Merchandise

MONEY PLACED IN OUR BANK IS

WALDO TRUST COMPANY,

a

of

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

pleasing
price.

j

banking.

NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
RUFUS PENDLETON, late of Boston, Mass.,
in the County of Suffolk, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demantis against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately to Orriu J. Dickey of Belfast,
Maine, my authorized agent.
\DA M PENDLETON.
Boston, Mass., December 11, 190ti.

few things that

as to

PERFECT SECURITY to

Send for free booklet,

E. S. PITCHER.

and obtained at a

in doubt

HALF A MIL-

No trouble

goods.

to show

reasonable

—

more,

EXEHPT, BY STATE LAW, FROM TAXATION,

MU GOODS.

LADIES,

■

dolla'or

our

customers

assortment

good

A very pleasing Christmas or
New Year’s gift for your gentleman friend
is a box of our
choice cigars neatly packed with
12, 25 or 50 in a box, a meerschaum or briar wood pipe, or a
tobacco jar.

we

one

THE STATE BANK EXAMINER.

building.

door

prepared

Telephone 155, Ring

are

of

on sums

OF OVER

ASSETS

ALL

92 Main St.,

kinds,

A.

If you

4 % INTEREST

AND IS

are

—

an

part of the gift, THE
important consideration. We
a

depositors.

man

A.

guessing

made becomes

RATE RECEIVED is

Howes & Co., and

The

are

LION GUARANTEE

of all

are a

deposits

the

OUR

next

The above

j

As the INTEREST allowed by the bank in which

from a price
ticket to the side of a

are

|

COMPOUNDED TWICE A YEAR.

Anything

■

of
jokes was to announce that
d been found in a church in
and when asked how he was
to reply that the bell tolled on

|

allow

Sign

™

—

one
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of the Francis episode

of making deposits in banks in favor of
and
friends,
presenfi -g them as holiday gifts, has
been generally established.
This plan will enof
thrift
the
habit
and
courage
economy bv offering an
inducement to deposit ad iitional sums from time to time,
thereby providing for the inevitable “rainy day.”

TpHE custom

Clifford

■

ae

NEW YEAR.

6

an

Scott's Emulsion strengthens the
body so that it can better withstand the
danger of cold from changes of temperature.

ALL DRUQGISTSl

THE-

1

spending
building and. then
walking against a biting wind—know the
difficulty of avoiding cold.

It will

Gift

Holiday
-FOR

conductor passing from, the heatfed
of a trolley car to the icy temperature

of the platform—the
hour or so in a heated

are

navigate
iary gasolene power.

A

f

toughest constitution.

canvasser

ern

ship Co.

on

Rapid changes of temperature ay hard

iaAla

iron

Works has contracted to build for the EastSteamship Co. a new steel passenger
steamship which in all practical details will
be a duplicate of the Camden, now under
construction at that yard for the Bangor
and Boston division of the Eastern Steam-

jlf

1 f JL

Steamer Notes.. One hundred and fiftytwo steam vessels were inspected and certificates of inspection were issued to 145 during the past year, according to the report of
the State Steamboat Inspectors filed Deo.
13th. Ninety-three steamers over five tons
measurement paid a fee of five dollars, and
112 masters and pilots and 120 engineers
paid 82 each. Eight new steamers were
added to the fleet. There were no accidents
of any importance to vessels and none to
persons_The Silver Star on the Castine
and Islesboro route began Monday to make
her landings at Lewis’ wharf, and will continue to land and depart from that wharf,
instead of at the Eastern Steamship Co.’s
wharf as heretofore.The Ruth of the
Bangor-Brooksville line is now hauled up

be opened on the first day of January. Contributions from those interested are solicit- quarters for the Emerald black granite*
Mrs. Fred Curtis entertained ed in the line of
books, magazines, furni- Call and see the large stock of finished
it their home on Lineolnville
ture aud pictures. The club has been organ- work on hand_For Christinas presents of
Monday evening, in honor of ized w ith a view to permanancy, is needed, watches, clocks and jewelry call on W. M.
irthday anniversary,
and should receive every encouragement. Thayer, the jeweler. All engraving free...
me
League will meet with Last evening at the city building C. M. Dag- The Waldo Trust Co. makes a seasonable
Howes on Church street this, gett of Waterville, secretary of the Young suggestion concerning a bank deposit as a
iternoon at 2.30 o’clock. fSub- Men’s Christian Association, addressed the holiday gift. They allow 4 per cent, interest
'liiutations from William Dean club on the subject of boys clubs, their ob- on sums of one dollar or more, compounded
jects and what good results may be obtain- twice a year.Fred A. .Johnson, Masonic
certificates
who are interested in experi- ed. There is an unusual interest among Temple, is issuing merchandise
in the from one dollar up, which may be exchanged
leetricity will be glad to see the young men and boys of the city
for any article in his store, and if you are in
movement.
-rven new books on electricity
These books are not all
A Successful Faiu. The annual fair, doubt what kind of a present to give, why
j list.
not call on him? The recipients of these
nrkers.
supper and entertainment by the Ladies’
can get what they want and not
certificates
of
church
Reformed
of
the
Circle
Brackett
Trinity
•eze blew ill from the
think
what
they want.Everybody
you
week, with its Christmasgreet- Fast Belfast were very successfully carried
the sleighing was never better, and
uiess announcements galore,
out in Memorial Hall, Wednesday, Dec. says
now is the time to get a nice new sleigh of
illustrations included many IL’tb, and the attendance by, residents of
E. li. Conner, Front street. He can suit
.I local interest.
both sides of the river was very satisfactory
both in quality and price; and be also
you,
The
interested.
those
most
work,
to
fancy
,-t schools closed last Friday for
carries harnesses, robes and blankets....
well
tables
were
pavacation of three weeks. candy and vegetable
.,,15
Mark Wood *fc Son, marble workers, Hills
tronized aud the fine supper was enjoyed by
rooms were prettily decorated
the court house, Belfast,
drama entitled “The Quiet Fam- building opposite
The
man).
Christmas
red
imas greens and
assortment of finished marble
amusement by the family carry a large
much
caused
ily”
.ere very attractive.
monuments, tablets, etc., and make a specjars and incident confusion and hubbub
KenneDec journal
win, as
ialty of duplicate work. .Samples of metal
uiama was
ine
me reverse ui quietuutr.
roses and bouquet holders always
publish the official report of the
wreaths,
talent
from
the
local
society,
presented by
of the Maine legislature at the
on hand_Write to Santa Claus and tell
w ith the follow ing cast:
him what you want, or call at The Fashion
on, supplemented by all other
Otto Vaughan
Mr. iiarnaby Bibbs,
Mrs. Stephen
erest at the State house.
Emerald Bradman and see for yourselves
Mrs. Barnaby Bibbs,
Bessie Black Estes and William Estes publish a card of
Mrs. Robert Gross, who have Selina Summers,
Will Larry
Mr. Barker
thanks_Don't forget that the clearance
ug an outing at Buttermilk lake,
Mr. Benj. Bibbs,
Llewellyn Strout
&
Claire Vaughan sale in the dry goods department of Carle
w-J home last Friday, bringing two
Mrs. Benj. Bibb,
Roy Black Jones is still going on, and that they are
Monday Fogg <& Brown receiv- Grumpy, a servant,
Stella Black offering bargains of
a servant,
all kinds in the
from II L. Woodcock, who has Snarly,
The interest taken by all our citizens in erockery department
A cup of delicious
of
Bingham.
in
the
vicinity
,ig
the new church building on the East Side hot chocolate, with cream, will be served at
I letters remaining in the Beiencourages those who are striving to dedi- the drug store of Poor & Son, who have a
rtiee for the week ending Dec.
The pro- fine display of Christmas goods.... See advt.
cate the church free from debt.
Marion Bradford, Miss Frances
ceeds amounted to about $00. W. 11. Rich- L»f the Searsport Heating Co., Staples block,
K. M. Coyne, A. G. Camming,
ards has kindly given the use of one of his Searsport
Slippers for everybody at the
\ifred Fletcher, C. £. Lane, II.
All sorts of material,
windows for the special sale next Friday of Dinsnmre Store.
a. V. Touchette.
E. S. Pitcher is now losizes and shapes
all the articles left over at the fair.
cated at Ills new store 92 Main street, where
combs, having completed his
Shipping Items. C. E. Bicknell of Rock- he is
a good assortment of
to
show
prepared
i-er on steamer City of Rockland, a brother of 11. G. Bicknell of this musical goods. No trouble to show goods.
-eason, has taken the position
until
after the holidays.
Mr.
BickOpen every evening
city, is something of a hustler.
_Mrs. Adolphus W. Dow and family pubthe Kasterm Steamship Co.’s
nell dabbles quite extensivelj in shipping
lish a card of thanks-Clifford, the Sign
,-ity, relieving Fred W. i’atte r
affairs, buying old wrecks, which he con- man, is prepared to paint signs of all kinds,
as performed the duties during
verts into substantial vessels, and investing from a price ticket to the side of a building.
aud fall.
in other tonnage when the opportunity ofgoing to the C'ottoleue party?” fers. He is now building in his lumber yard
young man of a Belfast lady. at the rear of the Courier-Gazette office a
>1 a party?” “Why tlieCotto- two-masted bay coaster which will have a
Memoria) Hall.” “Oh, you gross tonnage of about 100 tons, and a carryotillion party.” But the young ing capacity of about 100 on a draft of 3J
I that it was a Cottolene party,
feet. This coaster is especially designed to
heard them talking about it at
shoal waters and will have auxilp;glit.

I

The annual fair of the ladies of the Methodist society, held in Memorial hall last
Friday,was a success as usual. The sale in
the afternoon attracted- many buyers, and
at 6 o’clock a large number sat down to the
fine supper provided. In the evening Miss
Florence Jaynes of Spencer, Mass., a well
known reader, and now instructor at the E.
M. C. Seminary, liucksport, interested the
audience with Breezes from the Southland,
a. negro dialect sketch.

at
ing of the Young Men’s Club of Belfast
mittees were announced as follows: Board
of directors, Chellis Michaels, Ilenry Cunningham, Warren Fahy, Clarence Hall and
Leslie Gardner; social committee, Arthur
Morrison, Fred Condon and Liuwood
Jones; membership committee, Frank
Bramhall, Wilbur Colby and Harold Richards. Twenty new members were received
and it is expected that the club rooms will

tST

The December term of the Law Court in
Augusta adjourned last Tuesday after a
session of one week. Among the entries on
the doeket Tuesday was the following:
Waldo county—Young versus Young,
motion overruled for want of prosecution.

$867.75

Dividend No. 1, December 7, 1868,
Dividend No. 77, December 3,1906,
at the rate of

3 1*2 %>

...

$22,195.83

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO

$1,214,779.68

DEPOSITORS TO DATE,
—»♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦••♦—

a

per

This Bank is paying its 77th semi-annual dividend at the rate of 3 1*2 %
this rate in the future. All
annum, and we confidently expect to maintain

dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and
if uncalled for at the time will draw interest the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
of its present
Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage

depositors, and will
positors within

or

be

pleased

to open new accounts with any

prospective de.

without the State.

Deposits received end placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits

in this Bank are

exempt from taxation.

-»••♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦-

Yours very

Separtment I

truly,

TRUSTEES:

CARLE & JONES

ROBERT F. DUNTON,
ARTHUR I. BROWN,

JAMES H. HOWES,
BEN D. FIELD.

FREDG. WHITE,

Down

on

the Maine Coast

Searsport
Some Notes of a Trip
Stockton Springs.
to

[Presque

and

Isle Star-Herald.]

acThe real business at present, and
the prospeccording to all indication,
at the
tive business to be developed
«x
new seaport terminal of the Bangor
Aroostook Railroad, is at and around
ana
wliat is known as Kidder’s Point
side ot
at Cape Jellison, on the opposite
the harbor. From Searsport to Cape
Jellison there is a long sweep of coast
a distance
line, it being opproximately
the
of eight miles around, following
while
coast from one point to another,
difrom near Searsport on the shore,
it
rectly across the bay to Cape Jellison,
would be but about two miles.
ot
circular sweep of eight or ten miles
finest harsea shore encloses one of the
natural
bors on the Atlantic coast, the
of the
advantages of the configuration
around to
coast line from Cape Jellison
the mainland opposite the outermost
still further
point of the Cape, being
enhanced by what is known as bears
whose bulk closes the harbor to

Island,
comparatively

a

narrow, though deep
way, on the Cape Jelli-

and free passage
son side.
Doubtless for many years the harbor
been
advantages of this locality have
but
casually noted and speculated upon,
its utilization as a seaport for reaching
the markets of the world mine easily

cheaply

and

with

the

products

of

Maine’s great Northern County, was
not dreamed of until the discovery was
made by President Cram of the Bangor
and Aroostook Railroad.
So mai y other things of an industrial
to
sort practically created as adjuncts
the original enterprise of building a
railroad into Aroostook attest by their
Crams
success the soundness of Mr.
the
judgment, and his positive genius in
that those
way of business foresight,
with his record of achieve-

acquainted
mem

liaiuram tuuuuuc

lias very goou reator being, and that it will ultimately vindicate the claims made for it by
those responsible for the enterprise.
(>ne tiling is sure, that down at Stockton there is more evidence of bold courof milage in staking the investment
lions without stint on the chances of
the
way purely
success of a veuture in
in
experimental, than can be found
underother
with
large
connection
any
taking in tlie history of Maine. Many
another man, after the suggestion of
ton

Springs terminal

son

Stockton harhor’s possibilities as related to the commerce of Northern
Maine had been pointed out to him,
might upon reliection have acknowledged the possibilities-even ttie probabilities—in the way of development.
But it is safe to say that not another
man except the author of this large enterprise would have clearly enough apprehended the situation and conditions
to have felt authorized to enlist in the
project, on sucli a scale, the money of
his financial backers.
Everything at the Stockton Springs
terminal in the way of industrial preparation is in a scale of gigantic magnitude. This is true of the great coal
pockets at Mack's Point, true of the
splendid pier at Kidder’s Point, designed to take care ot prospective miscellaneous freight shipments and passenger
traffic, of the building on the wharf in
which the officials who have the management of affairs are housed, and especially true of what has been planned
and carried out on the Cape Jellison
The piers on this side already
side.
represent nearly or quite as much
wharfage room as exists today in the
Over these great
port of Bangor.
w harves is destined to pass for transfer
from rail to vessel
transportation
practically all the lumber output ot the
Maine. This
northern
of
mills
larger
freight is already something immense
in magnitude, perhaps 75 per cent of
the lumber cut which, in past years,
the St. John and
was floated down
Aroostook to a foreign market, now
going through mills erected on the
waterway tapped
by tne uangor AA ru ok to ok in Northern Maine, ami
rinding an outlet by way ot tiie new
terminal. To this vast product is added
the tribute of scores of industries, including the collossal pulp and paper
plant at Millicocket, which have sprung
up along the iine of the new railroad.
If any one will stop for a moment
and take an inventory of this tratlic the
aggregate reached will he likely to convince him that even if all the agricultural products ot Aroostook are leit
out of consideration Stockton Springs
is not likely to he out of a job in the
years to come.
Asa sequence of the opening of tins
new seaport outlet the immense lumber, pulp and kindred industries of
Northern Maine are already being stimulated to larger and more continuous
activity From the immense saw null
at Van Buren down all the various
plants, except, perhaps, the minor ones
which market their output at interior
points all-rail, are now planning to run
continuously, a change due to the acquisition in Stockton Springs of an a!ltlie-year round outlet for their products.
As a further sequence of Stockton the
Great Northern Paper Company is
building two more big mills, supplemented by wharfage room of its own at
the new terminal commensurate with
the demands of its immense freight
Those
traffic outward and inward.
whose attention is absorbed by their
more direct connection with tiie agricultural interest of our County possibly
mav have lost sight of the magnitude
of 'these other industries, created almost wholly by tiie railroad, and multiplied many fold by every new enterprise of expansion it has undertaken.
As the railroad has developed they
have been developed, until Aroostook
now leads all New England in the extent of industries of this sort, and yet
has only begun to realize its possibilities of industrial expansion.
Nothing could he more vital to this
future expansion up to the limit of
possibility than the opening of the new
The launching of
seaport terminal.
this new enterprise merely registers
the point in the industrial history of
Northern Maine when a great and productive section of country, having
.V

J

*1

rlovolrtirmanf

through present means of transportation, breaks through its limitations,
and enters upon a system broader and
This broader system
more adequate.

would never have been created but for
the fact of the H. & A. railroad having
at its head a man big and broad enough,
in both ability and enterprise, to measure up to the full demands of the industrial situation in his field.
The building up of the terminal necessarily suspended for the time being
the policy of expansion which the management of the road had been pursuing

If You Bead This
It will be to learn that the leading medical writers and teachers of all the several
schools of practice recommend, ii# 'he
strongest terms possible, each and every
ingredient entering into the composition
of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
for the cure of weak stomach, dyspepsia,
catarrh of stomach, "liver complaint,”
torpid liver, or biliousness-, chronic bowel
affections, and all catarrhal diseases of
whatever region, name or nature. It is
also a specific remedy for all such chronic
or long standing cases of catarrhal affections and their resultants, as bronchial,
throat and lung disease (except consumption) accompanied with severe coughs. It
is not so good for acute colds and coughs,
but for lingering, or chronic cases it is
especially efficacious in producing perfect cures. It contains Black Cherry bark,
Golden Seal root, Bloodroot, Stone root.
Mandrake root and Queen’s root—all of
which are highly praised as remedies for
all the above mentioned affections by such

minent medical writers and teachers as
Prof. Bartholow, of AJefferson Med. College: Prof. Hare^df the Univ. of Pa.;
Prof. Finley—fittfngwood, M. D., of Bennett Med. tpllege, Chicago; Prof. John
King, M. If,of Cincinnati; Prof. John
M. ScudderfM. D., of Cincinnati; Prof.
Edwin hOHare, M. D., of Hahnemann
Med. CgfTce< Chicago, and scores of
others/ewfally eminent in their several

practice.
schqms-tfl
The "Golden Medical Discovery” Is the
nilt llnTor sale 'through
medicine
pulv
purposes, that has any
ariiggists for like

such

m-tncssimial

endorsement—worth

56 YEARS ON SEA.
Capt. Peterson of South Penobscot in Navy
During War—Perils ot Grand Banks.
More than half a century—56 years—
following the fortunes of the sea, 38
summers amid the fogs and perils of
the Grand Banks of Newfoundland,
three years in the uniou navy during
the Civil War, and the time filled in
with West India and ‘“offshore” voyof
ages, such is the remarkable career
a remarkable man,
Capt. Joseph F.
Peterson of South Penobscot, Me.
This is not an obituary of “Cap'n
Joe,” as all bis friends call him, for he
says that he will not be ready to “haul
up” for some‘time yet. Considering
that he was “high line” of the Bucksport fleet of Grand Banks fishermen
this year, leading the rest of the
squadron home by weeks, and landing
one of the biggest and best fares of
cod ever brought in to the famous old
seaport, there will probably be a good
berth open for him as long as he cares
to go down to the

foggy region.

born in old Castine 67 years ago. When 10 years old
lie was left an orphan, as his father,
mate of a ship, was drowned in the
harbor of New Orleans. When 11 years

Capt. Peterson

was

old he went as cook’s helper on a
Grand Banks fisherman and has been

going to sea ever'since.
than any nnmiieruU ordinary testMost boys of 11 would have had all
nhfflialsl Upen publicity of its formula
they wanted of the sea forever if they
is tne best possible guaranty of its merits.
had ever reached home and mother
A glance at this published formula will
after a long, cold summer in a little old
show that "Golden Medical Discovery”
contains no poisonous, harmful or habitschooner, pitching and tossing day and
formingdrugs and no alcohol—chemically
night, week in and week out, with the
used
being
pure, triple-refined glycerine
plainest kind of “grub” and a continual
instead.
Glycerine is entirely unobjecround of back-breaking and hearttionable and besides is a most useful agent
breaking work—even more heart-breakin the cure of all stomach as well as broning and back-breaking than that of the
chial, throat and lung affections. I hero
is the highest medical authority for "its
boys on the We’re Here, in Kipling’s
is
use in allsuch cases. dThe "Discovery
great
story of the Grand Banks, Capof
native,
a concentrated glyceric extract
tains Courageous, for that book deals
medicinal roots and is safe and reliable.
with
a
time in the Grand Banks history
A booklet of extracts from eminent,
w hen Capt. Petermedical authorities, endorsing its ingre- ! later than the days
ui
me
out
hoc
suu
sun urst saw
dients mailed free on request. Address
ocean on old Quereau Bank.
Dr. K. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.
But the Peterson boy was gritty and
the threads of the work of expansion was bound to escape the stigma of
northward? In this question all North- “one tripper,” down-east shore lore for
the boys who go to the Grand Banks
ern Maine, both in its active and althe
ready developed and its greater poten- once and never again. He followed seatial interests, is very deeply interested. business for several consecutive
Will the road be pushed ahead, seeking sons, soon rising to the dignity of a
“hand” with the privileges of putting
new fields and creating new business,
carrying along with it the great and the new “hoy” through the initiation
ricti county it serves in a constantly of “treading livers,” making a “dingbroadening prosperity, or will it halt, mall” aud the numerous other impossiand by its suspense of the work of ble stunts deemed essential to the comfurther expansion
measurably arrest plete training of a Grand Banker.
For
further industrial development?
Leaving the fishing fleet for a time
he went a number of off shore trips,
an answer to this question one has to
turn to the man whose energy and re- and when 1!) years old was mate of a
sourcefulness are chiefly responsible smart Yankee West Indian for several
for what has already been accomplish- voyages. On his 21st birthday he was
ed. The measure of what may be ex- skipper of a Grand Banks fisherman,
pected in future is very largely the the schooner Diana. He made regular
measure of the vitality and endurance
trips summer after summer, bringing
lie yet has in reserve to expend in in good fares of fish to Castine.
it
is
further effort and labor. If
given
Many were the fearful gales he rode
out in the old Diana. He escaped iceto him to live and work for twelve
the perils of the
years to come as he has done for twelve bergs and dodged all
years past, the probable service tie will deep.
When the Civil Wrar broke out Capt.
render our county in the rounding out
of the great work to which the best Peterson tied up the Diana and, with
in
years of bis life have already been de- the most of his lusty crew, enlisted
voted, will be vastly helpful and fruit- the navy. He was assigned to blockade service and was soon promoted to
ful of good.
Is it anything unreasonable to ask master's mate. He figured in a number
for him in this work the measure of of exciting enisodes, and took part in
public approval and appreciation that the bombardment of Fort Fisher,
he deserves, and that, he may meet which he recalls as one of the many exwith helpful cooperation rather than citing times of his life.
After the war was over Captain Pediscouraging antagonism?
in the course of a following article terson went back to Penobscot Bay
or articles reference will be made to
and resumed the Grand Banks trips
further features of possible public in- He sailed out of Bucksport, then from
terest in connection with the Stockton Lamoine, where a fine vessel was built
terminal, among them, what is being for him.
For the past 11 years Captain Peterdone bearing upon the agricultural interests of Aroostook.
son has sailed from Bucksport as “commodore” of T. M. Nicholson’s fleet ot
hand-linets, all line, large stanch craft
Fashed Examination Successfully.
of the same size and type as the average
James Donahue, New Hritais, Conn.,
Gloucester and Provineelown fisherwrites: “I tried several kidney remedies,
in fact, the most of the Bucksand was treated by our best physicians for men;
from one or
diabetes, but did not improve until I took port fleet were formerly
Foley’s Kidney Cure. After the second the other of these ports.
bottle I showed improvement, and five
Capt. Peterson has seen a great change
bottles cured me completely. I have since in the business.
In the early days a
inlife
for
examination
a
rigid
passed
craft which brought in 500 quintals of
surance.” Foley's Kidney Cure cures backcod after ail summer on the banks was
ache and all forms of kidney and bladder
considered as doing well; a few weeks
trouble.—R. II. Moody.
clgO l.api. 1 cicioun umicu uvn lvj liic
owners a fare nearly six times as large,
Waiting for Christmas.
anil when skipper of the big threemaster, Arthur V. S. Woodruff, has
It/s three days till Christmas!
brought in a fare equal to that of 10 or
What shall we dn!
12 craft of the old fleet. He has seen
It’s three days till Christmas!
the mode of fishing change from the
I can hardly wait—can you ?
vessel’s deck to dory fishing, where the
What shall we do and what shall we sing,
men go miles frc m the vessel.
And tell me what we shall play—
There has been a great change in the
To make the time go faster
Christmas
fishermen’s mode of living. “Pork fat
And hurry
Day?
in
and molasses” was the only “fixin’
Oh, shall we play at “Hide-and-seek,”
the old days. Now canned goods, conAt “catcher” or at ball,
densed milk, and evaporated fruits give
At “visiting” or “doctor?”
a variety far beyond the wildest dreams
I do not care at all!
of the sea chefs of the old days. The
Or “London Bridge” or “Mulberry-bush”
old joke of a skipper putting in to land
Or “Mammy Tipsy-toes?”
1 do not care if only
because the supply of raisins was getThe day slips by and goes.
ting short is something of an exaggeration.
There's all to-day—then, dear me!
“Cap’ll Joe” recently went a trip in
There's all tomorrow, too!
the schooner T. M. Nicholson, one of
I don’t see how we’ll ever wait
the new type of “toothpick” built fishAs long as that, do you ?
Then one day more, and when that’s gone,
ermen, as jaunty as a yacht, with spike
Then one more night, Hooray!
bowsprit, long overhang and everything
And then you wake and rub your eyes
up-to-date.
And there is Christmas Day!
So it is that he can well lay claim to the
distinction of having lived and sailed
It’s still three days till Christmas!
in two almost distinct epochs of Grand
What shall we do?
Banks history, marked by his little old
It’s three days till Christmas!
I can hardly wait—can you ?
Diana and the magnificent Burgess“Loudon Bridge” or “Mulberry-bush,”
modeled fiver of the present day.
Or “Mammy Tipsy-toes.”
Since sailing under the Nicholson flag
I do not not care if only
Captain Peterson has commanded the
The day slips by and goes.
schooners Mattie F., Arthur V. S.
Woodruff, Edgar S. Foster, T. M. NichPublic Speaker Interrupted
olson, and on the first day of June,
in the
Public speakers are frequently interrupt- 190fi, sailed from Bucksport
This would not schooner M. B. Stetson, returning Oct
ed by people coughing.
happen if Foley’s Honey and Tar were 2 with a rousing fare. When the Stettaken, as it cures coughs and colds and son appeared in the river, with colors
prevents pneumonia and consumption. The flying, a salute of 13 guns was fired and
genuine contains no opiates and is in a yelall the populace swarmed to the water
low package.—K. 11. Moody.
front to give “Cap’n Joe” a welcome
home from his 38th trip.
“The Old Blue Bear and the Rabbit.”
Capt. Peterson has a cozy home at
South Penobscot, where he spends his
An unpublished poem by Eugene Field is
winters with his wife, taking sleigh
rides behind a fast stepper. Three sons
a rare literary treat for both old and young.
The wonderful sympathy and love for his and one daughter have grown up and
have homes of their own. But one son,
children shows strongly in these verses
Capt. Solon Peterson, has taken to the
from the poem published in the December
sea, and was “first hand” or mate with
number of the Woman's Home Companion his father this season.
for the first time:
more

big blue Hear came up one day
And to the Rabbit's tua said he:
“I’ve come to take your child away
To roam the fields and woods with me.”
A

Th' ti Rabbit’s mamma said “Oh, no,
You big blue Hear, you shall not take
My little Rabbit wandering so
Unless you’ve lots of jelly-cake.”
The Bear replied, “You need not fear
To let the Rabbit go with me,
For I have lots of goodies here,
As you yourself can plainly see.”
And saying thus, the old blue Bear
Back from his bag the cover threw,
And mamma saw the goodies there—
The jelly-cake and candy, too.

Legislative

Kennebec

Journal.

Every intelligent person in Maine will
keep a close watch upon the proceedings at Augusta this winter. Matters
oI great interest to all are sure to have early
attention at the hands of tue legislators.
In fact, this session gives promise of being
the most important and interesting for many
The subject of taxation alone, which
years.
it is proposed to fully consider and revise,
will be intensely interesting to every taxpayer in the State. The question of resubmission, a uniform insurance law, and
many other important matters will be at
the front the coming winter. The Kenne-

000.
The Stockton

Springs proposition is
now an accomplished fact, though it
must necessarily require time for all

the conditions involved in it in the way
of traffic relations and arrangements to
reach a full and satisfactory adjustment. Is there, the work at Stockton
completed, to be a re-gatbering up of

years been a resident of the New Brunswick metropolis, and during the past season has
been associated with the construction of the big dry dock building at
St. John.

Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and Tar

Cures all Cough*, and expel* Colds from
tbssysuai bygaatly taovlig tbs boursls.

AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE.
the Commissioner of Navigation.
The annual report of Commissioner
of Navigation Chamberlain, just issued, says that on July 30th last the
documented merchant vessels of the
United States numbered 25,000, of 6,674,969 gross tons. The report urges
the enactment of the Merchant Marine
Commission bill, which has passed the

Report of

Senate, including

the

provision

and other matters of interest connected with
the session. All the hearings and notices
are advertised in the Kennebec Journal,
hence if you keep a careful watch in this
paper nothing can escape your notice. The
price is exceedingly low viz: Daily, $1.25
for the session; weekly, 25 cents. Remit
by money order or check, or in postage
sumps if more convenient. Address Ken2w51
nebec Journal, Augusta, Uaine.

Quickly

IK.

Every house has Its
cold room. Abnormal weather
conditions,
inadequate stove or
^A |
in some particular
^B t furnace heat often result
cold
and cheerless. You
house
the
being
^B^ (J part of
cab make home warm and cheerful with the
<
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B
■
B
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not

also with

and
will do all in their power to help us; but
they like to see a man who is willing to
help himself and if we do not show our willingness to back them up we must not kick
if our members of Congress fail in their efforts in our behalf.
I for one am looking for better times for
all carriers; but we must not depend on a
few to do it all; it needs every one to accomplish desired results.
Now, brother
carriers, the annual meeting will be held at
Mnnroe, Jan. 1, 1907; election of officers for
the ensuing year, and semi-annual dues of
seventy-five cents come due from all members in good standing. So brace up, boys,
and let us all be at Monroe; if you can’t
come, send money.
Hoping that every carrier not already enrolled may do so at once
and help the work along,
I am very truly yours,
Frank L. Hatch.
Sec. W’aldo Co. R. L. C. A.
Morrill, Dec. 10,1906.
us

Nominations Confirmed.
The senate toWashington, Dec. 12.
day confirmed the nominations of William
H. Moody of Massachusetts to be an associate justice of the supreme court of the
United States; Charles J. Bonaparte of
Maryland to be attorney general, Victor H.
Metcalf of California to be secretary of the

navy, and Oscar S. Straus of New York to
be secretary of commerce and labor.
Mr. Moody will be sworn in as associate
justice of the supreme court on Dec. 24. The
other cabinet changes consequent upon the
retirement of Mr. Moody from the attorney
generalship will follow immediately, Sec.
Bonaparte becoming attorney general and
Sec. Metcalf assuming the position of secretary of the navy.

I think they’re
best for the

1

AGlenwood
Stove

“L. F.” Medicine eliminates
breaks up colds and fevers,
corrects the digestion.—Buy it now and
take it at once if you are not feeling
well.—35c. at the store.
The

all

true

impurities,

r-_Colored Postal Cards.’S SO subjects.
Write us. rfH Hay Sons, Selling
rrpg.
■ vv*
Agents, Portland, Me.
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New Custom Made

Over 3600 Glenwood ranges are in use in I.os
Angeles, Calf., and vicinity, and they are giving
complete satisfaction all oyer the country.
We

M

2

Insurance Agency,

Economize fuel.

and invite

BELFAST
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Brooks.
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Knox ..'7 54
Thorndike. H 00
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lot of Gleuwoods

inspection.

Warranted first class in^every respect.
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tFlag station.

Limited tickets foi Boston

at our
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Stoves, Ranges,
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A

Repository and

"
1

C.K<1
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President ami <>«•:
F. E. Boothby. Cen’l Pass, ami 1<■

examine
tfl9

them.

Kitchen Furnishing, Etc. ISAAC S.

jterPLUMBING

$5.00 from Belfast and all sta;
Through tickets to all pointswest, via all routes, for sale h>

Stylish, Comfortable and.Durable.

Mitchell & Trussed,

:

TAPLES, Brooks, Me.

|

j

P
PASSENGER TRAIN SERV

Monday, Octobu

In Lffect

PULLMAN 8KKN l«
Parlor car
2.53 p. ill. ami

I have

style

a

fine lot of SLEIGHS.

AUTO

SLEIGHS.

SLEIGH, also

A new

WESTERN

Call and see them.

Repository

near

Windsor Hotel.

H. C. MARDEN.
Belfast, December t>. 1906.—3m:?

FILL ONE BIN WITH

Pea Coal!
We have

just received

cargo of beat

a

ity PEA COAL, which youlcan buy,
as it lasts, for,

quallong

as

THE SWAN & SIBLEY CO.
33, 35, 37 Front St.,

Belfast, Maine

TELEPHONE 8-2.

LIVE
STOCK
Farmers and dealers can save the specula
tors’ profit by sending live stock on commission. Will start a Livestock car from
Belfast every Monday morning and load
stock at all stations on Belfast Branch. Cars
of live stock leave Burnham Junction every
Monday noon. Cattle can be tested for
Tuberculosis by the Tuberculin Test at
home with little trouble and expense. Write
for information.

F. L. LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine.

Telephone, Burnham

Magazines

Never before have I been able to make
attractive clubbing
such wonderfully
arrangements. Prices are so low no one
can afford to lw without at least a few
niaga/.inen. Call, write or telephone,
MAURICE W. LORD, Agent.
Offices—Pho* es 19-2, 19-3.
4w48
Residence 108-2.

NOTICE

$5.50 per ton

1-3.

Notice is hereby given that the following residents of tile county of Waldo intend to organize
a Loan and Building Association, to lie located
in Searsport, in said county, to be known as the
Searsport Loan & Building Association, and request permission of the hanking department of
the State of Maine for file approval of same:
t'harles K. Adams, W. M. Parse, W. A. Winchester, A. M. Ross, K. 1. Pendleton, ,1. II. Montgomery. E. A. Sargent. C. O. Sawyer. .lames P.
Nichols. A. 11. Nichols. B. F. Colcord, .lames N.
Pendleton, Frank 1. Monland, W. H. Ooodeil.
3W50
v

vim

a

1 WILL oLLL

WANT

or

To

THE

REPUBLICAN

JOURNAL.

AVe

want you to take advantage of our combination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S

MAGAZINE. We have already announced
that we offer the two together for $2.10.
Begular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at this
office.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

Belfast, Maine.
■Bf
MTV" n Polite, smart and active
Hf n M I ■■ 11 house to bouse canvassers
WMN I
liberal term”. Am 'v
or the Portland Flavoring Co., 208 Commeclal St.,
m

bU-Very

Pottland.Me,

tils

A U

V

iKh-

Bangor (North Bangor) 3.4op.

1

3.40 p. in., Milo 4.11 p. m., Millin'
Houlton 7.40 p. in., F'ort Kali !L
Presque Isle 9.22 p. in., Caribou

LEAVE—Searsport 3.25 p. ill.. >
for and arriving at No. Bangor
(via North Bangor) 5.20 p. in..
p. in., Milo 0.05 p. m., Dover «>.
7.55 p. m.
\ 1(K1\ AIN

ARRIVE—Stockton 10.15 a. m., s
m.
Leaving Milo 7.30 a. m., tinDover & Foxcroft 7.05 a lit.. S
in., Bangor (via North Bangor■
Bangor 8.55 a. in.
Arrive—Northern Maine .1
in.
Leaving Caribou 7.0ua. to. J
a. in., Fort t*airfield 7 05 a. m.. H
Ashland 7.55 a. m., Milliiioei.,-t
12.35 1*. m., So. La-range l.u5 p.
North Bangor) 12.50 ;> in., N
Arrive—Stockton 8.25 p. in.
1
in
Leaving Caribou 11.-15 am
i). ni., Fort Fairfield ll l5a.ni.. M
a.
Ashland
in..
Fort Kent 10.55
nocket 4.25 p. no, Milo .'..45 p. m
u
P in.. Dov. r & Foxcroft 5.15 p
0.25 p. in., Bangor (via North ''-an.
No. Bangor 7.07 p. m.
W. M. BROWN,

WINTER

F'

REDUCED

"

S

Belfast to Boston

12 useful horses.
W. E. GRIN NELL,
Phoenix House Stable
50

EFFECTIVE TO MARCH 31

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BAM.
The stockholders of this bank are hereby notified that their annual meeting for the election of
directors for the ensuing year and for the transaction ot such othe? business as may legally
come before them, will bo held at their banking
rooms. Searsport, on Tuesday, January 8, 1906, at
two o’clock p. m.
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
4w50

leave Bellas! for Boston

via tan
1
a

Boston.

:;ei iiRMNti

BELFAST, ME.

4w49

"WALDO

Commencing Monday, Deeomh*
ers

land, Mondays and I huisdays
For Searspni t, Buekspoi t and
nesdays and Saturday- at 7 45 a.
rival of steamer from

Odd Fellows’ Building,

SUBSCRIPTION

I

Tel. 7-ii. Belfast.
Tel. 3-13, Searsport.

Counsellor at Law,

YOUR

fit;

Leane Searspert 5 50 a. in., SC
lor and aiming at North Ban mu
gor (via North Bangor) 7.03 a m
8.08 a. m., Dover ai d Foxeroit
ville 10.50 a. in lvineo UK) n. m.
MiMinocket 10.12 a in.. Ashland
Kent 3.40 p, in., llonlton u 30 p.
2.43 p. in., Presque Isle2.22 p. in 1
Leave—Northern Maine Jum
for and arriving at No. Bang*

At less than one-half value, a No. 7 U. S. Cream
Separator, used one year, guaranteed in good
condition; also one portable 6 h. p. steam engine ;
also 10

train leaving N
leaving Caribou m

on

Am T

..! S.

WE

BLOOD
Dear Sirs:— Stonington, Me., June 25, 1904.
I think “L. F.” Bitters are the best to
take for the blood and headache I ever
saw.
In fact I would not be without them
in the house, for they have saved me a
great many doctoi’s bills.
Yours respectfully, Mrs. Ida M. Pert.

97 HIGH

at your dealer’s.

Waldo County R. F. D. Carriers.

are

Expert Refractionist,

Ou and after Dec. 9, 1906,
Burnham and Waterville wi.
for and from Bangor, Waters tl

were
natives, 23,456
naturalized Americans, and the remainder aliens.

pay.
congressmen

re:-;...

at

shipped 37,676

Our

remain,

1

an

S. G. MADDOCK.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

adds:

more

B

Lamp ES3

nearest agency If

^^^k

you tor your past

patronage, I
yours,

a_

in six months in South American trade.
Steam communication under any llag
with South America from our Atlantic
ports is virtually confined to New York,
entries at other ports being generally
incident to a New York voyage. He

To the Rural Carriers of Waldo County:
Having been chosen your secretary for the
year 1906 1 extended to you all a heartygreeting and promised you when elected,
my best offorts for the welfare of the association; but bear in mind that my efforts
will be in vain unless you give me your
hearty support, and the way to give it is for
each and every one to join the association
and put your shoulder to the wheel and help
put the rural carriers in their proper class.
There is not a carrier in Waldo county who
has one excuse for not becoming a member.
If you can’t attend, send fifty cents and
join ;after that, seventy-fi.e cents, Jan. 1
and July 1, which pays all dues and
charges. The post office department has
already expressed a wish that we receive

ing

bright

Argentina, Uruguay, Chili or Peru, and
only thirty-two American barks or
schooners, manned by about three hundred and fifty men, entered or cleared

It is stated on excellent authority
that 75 per cent of the poverty in Great
Britian is due to the liquor habit.
How much of the poverty in our own
country is due to the liquor habit? Certainly half of it. But instead of telling the truth about this important mat
ter, the reformers say the industrious
aud useful men of the couutry are responsible for the poverty of the people,
and that the men who spend their
money for liquor are not to blame.
Would it not be better to place the
blame where it belongs?
Every industrious and useful man in
the country is abused like a thief,
usually without justice, hut the man
who insists on being poor, and a drunkard, in spite of the fact that he might
he prosperous in the greatest country
on ear h, is seldom compelled to look
“I’m not to
the truth in the face.
blame for my poverty,” he says when
work
half drunk.
“I
hard, hut the
trusts rob me.” Wouldn’t the truth do
that sort of a man more good than petting? We think so.
The English people, alarmed over the
fact that 75 per cent of the poverty is
due to liquor drinking, are considering
some new temperance move. The liquor
evil may become so great finally that
every county in the world will agree
on prohibition.
That sort of prohibition would work; we would favor that
sort of a temperance measure.—Atchison, Kansas, Globe.

friends tell your friends,
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Equipped with
you cun buy.
Gives
X
latest improved burner.
\
steady light at lowest cost. Made of brass
Ngfc^&X
for any room
throughout and nickel plated. Suitable
A
/
whether librarv. dining-roonr., parlor or bedroom. Safe
y
and satisfactory, tvery lamp warranted, Write to^^B^^

Brazil,

THE REAL TRUTH.

1

to room. Turn wick high or low—there’s no
Carry it about
to operate
Smokeles device prevents smoke and smell. Easy
danger.
emAll parts easily cleaned. Brass oil fount beautifully
as a lamp
hours. Gives intense
bossed. Holds 4 quarts of oil and burns 9
useful,
reliable.
r=\
beat Two finishes—nickel and japan. Handsome,
I «
If not at your dealer’s write our
Every heater warranted.
nearest agency for descriptive circular.

■

ary I shall be at mv of*', ?
urday of each week onk

1

from room

I

1 wish to notify tlie
pa|t;ijiv
of this office that during
months of December and Ja , ^

^A

with Smokeless Device)

(Equipped

B

Pan-American conference at Rio
Janeiro last August, Commissioner
Chamberlain publishes a list of all the
vessels in trade between the United
States and South America during tiie
An
first six months of this year.
American merchant steamer, he says,

“A square rigged vessel has not been
built in the United States since 1002,
and of our once great fleet of ships,
barks and barkentines, only 276, of 322,000 gross tons, remain. Some of them
will never make another voyage. The
completion of the Tehuantepec Railroad next year will probably deprive
such vessels of employment in moving
the Hawaiian sugar crop.”
The report says that of 126,754 men

^A

OU Heater

■
■

NOTICE!

PERFECTION \

/
f

the

of

>*"

^B

steamship communications adopted by

ports

IMI
//
£/

of our shipyards will be the largest in a
half century and will be close to the
output of 583,000 tons, in 1855, the year
of our greatest construction. During
the year only 12 percent, of the exports
and imports of the United States were
carried in American vessels."
Quoting the resolution in favor of

is never seen in the

jSS
O

To Heat
Cold Rooms

of

American mail lines to South America,
and favors the bill to abolish the discrimination against coasting vessels in
pilotage charges in the States from Virginia to Texas. A summary of the re; port follows:
i “The year’s construction was 1,221
vessels, of 418,745 gross tons. Only
I three ocean steamers were built. On
the great takes 40 steamers, of 232,366
The tonnage
gross tons were built.
built during the current fiscat year, up
to November 19th, aggregated 203,000
and if the present rate of construction
is not checked by strikes or delays in
furnishing structural steel the output

want to

bec Journal is the official State paper, and
regards increased mileage, though
consequently the only paper in Maine which
expansion in the way of improvement
publishes the official stenographic reports
in station yards, sidings and equipment
These reIn a recent issue of the, St. John Tele- of the legislative proceedings.
has been in active evidence, the item of
au elaborate article from
appeared
graph
ports are continuous and complete. In adincrease of rolling stock having, coin- the
pen of Fred W. Holt, C. K., setting forth dition to the stenographers—one in the Sencidently with the period of construction the advantages of St. Johu as a winter port. ate and two in the House—the Journal will
of the seaport extension and terminal Mr. Holt is a graduate of the University of have a full corps of special reporters who
facilities, absorbed more than $2,000,- Maine, but has for a considerable period of will keep a sharp watch on the committees
as

|!

From Boston Tuesdays and Frui
prom Rockland, via Camden, "
Saturdays at anout 5.30 a. m.
From Winterport at 10 a.m., Bn.
Mondays and Thursdays, via way I
All cargo, except live stock, via
of this company, is insured again-!
ine risk
FRED W. POTE. Agent, Belfast
A. H. HANSCOM. G. P. & T.

TRUST COMPANY.

Notice having been given by the owner that
Book No. 721. issued by the Waldo Trust Company, has been lost, and application having been
made for a duplicate book, is advertised accord
ing to law.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Sec’y.
Belfast, Dec. 12,1906—3w50

For The Next

Ninety Days!
All goods steamed and sponged FREE,
where the suits are made by my dressmaker, Mrs. Ella Sprague Pettengill.
M. M. COLSON.
52 and 54 High St.
3w4
Telephone 61-11

v,

WANTED
Women between IS and;«) years of
as attendants in the Medfleld Insaii'
Medfleld Junction, Mass.,‘JO miles
Wages increase with length of ser\i :
tunity to become a trained nurse A
DR. EDWAK1) I'lif

»,

Medl

lyr38

FOR SALE
Second hand hack, top surry. ope"'
jl
sat"
open buggies and harnesses tor

bargain by

the

BELFAST LIVERY

COMP***
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puss; so that travelers by
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niied law here and was adHe hung out
par in 18-27.
Bridgton, hut after a
there and in Bangor, he
rU and, which was afterto the time of his death
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attention,

the Leg20. The
early
nent had then just been

city

a

At various
tine
year.
id lowing twenty years he
the city at Augusta, ServIn the
ian six terms.
took the leading rami as
m 1840 he was chairman
ttce to revise the statutes.
■■;c lie had twice declined
to Congress, but in 1840 he

and handsomely illustrated
Recipe Book sent free

A

new
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:

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd.
DORCHESTER,

Establish'd 1780

MASS.

and
whig, Washington, but none more able Pitt
Ilis more distinguished than William
•■■rm at Washington.
Fessenden. Although the anniversary
i_v and other public quesescaped attention at the time, it is not
is strongly anti-slavery—
salient points of
ml way of putting them too late to review the
of appreciaattracted national atten- iiis career and add a word
of his great public services.—Portpolitical duties iiad so far tion
land Press.__
; interruptions in the purlession. His ability as a
O A. Si “I? OX XX 3C A..
imi given him a national
1il3 Kind Vnu Have Always BougM
ml his argument in a case
Bears the
was

elected

as

a

ational Supreme court in
d Webster to pronounce
ever heard.
-4 that -Mr. Fessenden's
national statesman really
then in the Legislature,
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To Cure

a

Cold

in une

Uay

Take LAXATIVE PROMO Quinine Tablets. Druggists refund money if it fails to
K. W. GROVE’S signature is on each
cure.
box. 25c.

What are “dainty reLittle Brother
elected by a cornbi- freshiiiniits,” Willy? Rigger Brother—The
till you. Puckigs and anti-slavery Demo- kind that fool you hut don't
—

was

beginning

111

1853.

Catarrh of the nose and throat should
lead you to at least ask us fora free trial
box of Dr. Shoop’s Catarrh Cure. Nothing
test
so surely proves merit as a real, actual
—and l)r. Shoop, to prove this, earnestly
I
his
test.
that
desires that we let you make
soothes
creamy, Snow W hite healing balm,
the throat and nostrils, and quickly purines
Call and investia foul or feverish breath.
gate. Sold by .1. II. Montgomery, Searsport,
and R. H. Moody, Belfast.

1 for fifteen years and to
life he was continuously
ill capital, in the senate or
M the cabinet, helping to
.lion through its time of
The rule that
-s and peril.
a
shall preserve a modest
silence for the first year
presence of the assembled
e
nation does not seem
e been in force, for it is reweek after taking his seat
-senden electrified tlie Senspeecb against the Kansas
nil, w hich placed him in the
For the next
I the Senate.
i.f stood as one of the ablest
: the pro-slavery measures,
pis discussions of the Le•stitutiou and bis criticism
pied Scott decision. He also
likable speech on the Clayreaty in 1850.
ssenden’s great service to
was in connection with liCivil war, and those serhe too highly praised. He
■ f the founders of the lie1. v,
and when that party
.Mol of the Senate on the
I the Southern senators,
chairman of the finance
II was a place to which
■

Mrs. Henpeck—I’ll give you apiece of my
mind. Henpeck—My dear, I do not think 1
would be able to match the sample.—Har-

per’s

Bazar.

Laxative Fruit Syrup, the new
Laxative, stimulates, but does not irritate.
or
Orino

Guaranteed
It is the best Laxative.
your money back.—R H. Moody.
Mary—I hear that the duke’s marriage to
the rich Passay has been postponed. JaneYes, I believe his creditors have granted
him a little more time.—Life.

■

■

toothsome candy Tablet—will surely
and quickly cheek an approaching cold or
Lagrippe. When you first catch cold—or feel
it coming on—take Dr. Slioop’s I’reventics,
and the prompt effect will certainly surprise and please you. 1’reventics, surely
supply the proverbial “ouuceof prevention.”
bold in 5 cent and ffo cent boxes by J. H.
Montgomery, bearsport, and K. H. Moody,
Belfast.

—a

“bo your servant girl has left you again,”
“Yes," replied Mrs.
said Mrs. Naybor.
“She
bubnbs. “What was the matter?”
didn’t like the way ldid the work.”— l’hilPress.
adelphia

particularly adapted him,
.■meut of those who placed

wise. As chairman ot j
he prepared and carried I
guaranteed cure for files.
Senate all measures relat
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
and approme. taxation
Plies. Druggists are authorized to refund
money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
he
tf
is the sinews of war,
in (i to 14 days. 50c.
sinews. He opposed the
“And what is your new little brother’s
act as unnecessary and minis opposition was in vain, name?” “They haven’t found out yet.”—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
like a rock for
..

•■

sustaining

Burdock
A lazy liver makes a lazy man.
Blood Bitters is the natural never failing
liver.
remedy for a lazy

credit. Secretary Chase
1364, and by unanimous
■sr-enden was called to the
He took the
treasury.

ugly.

First physician—Has he got an hereditary
trouble? becond physician—Yes. I hope
to hand his case down to my sou.—Harper’s

It was then in the

of the national credit
y had been enormously in
wiper, and gold was at 280,
mi his acceptance, how
: ice of gold fell to 225, such
:ic confidence in his policy,
the issuance of currency
.; peal to the people and pul
et government bonds at 7.S
denominations as low as $50
Tin
success.
was a great
ed to the aid of the govern
-ut forth their savings anc
muds. Subsequently Secre
ien prepared the measures
passed, for the consolida
1.tiding of the government
,ie four and four and a hall
.ids.
resigned tne secrerary''i med
to the Senate, tc
d been the third time elect
"
became again the chairnance committee and the
i leader of the Republicans
appointed chairman oi
vmittee on reconstruction
opacity he wrote the cele
on reconstruction, pro
I the ablest papers eve:
Congress. It vindicatee
Congress over the rebelli
owed their relations t< 1
nt under the constitutioi
i nations, and recommend
itutioiial safeguards rnadi
To tliii 1
> the situation.
more than to any otlie
1 ue tlie reconstruction legis
lbs last public service was ;
o niil
to strengthen the pub
n
which lie advocated tin
t nt the
principal of the publii 1
Knid and opposed the idea tha
he paid in depreciated green
Although he did not live to sei
11 ho
ugh the country had first t<
'"rough a long period of green
!,li
uni free-silverism, his viewi
ir

Bazar.

Ordinary household accidents have no
terrors when there’s a bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in the medicine chest.
InHeals burns, cuts, bruises, sprains.
stant relief.

■

“bir!” exclaimed the pompous individual,
“1 am a self-made man.” “1 accept your
apology,” murmured he of the patrician
countenance.—Philadelphia lieeord.

■

*

!"

■

Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup seems
especially adapted to the needs of the children. Pleasant to take; soothing in its influence; it is the remedy of all remedies for
every form of throat and lung disease.
J11 ».

D1UWUK-1UUSC

character

Doan’s Oint-

Was almost wild.
my lite.
ment cured me quickly and permanently,
after doctors had failed.” 0. F. Cornwell,

Valley Street, Saugerties, X. Y.

j

j

“The first thing Columbus did on landing
in America was to kneel and express his
“Yes,” a n s w ered Miss
gratitude.”
Cayenne, “I suppose he was thankful to
get here under circumstances that did not
bring him into contact with the customs
officers.”—Washington Star.

right thing if you have Nasal
I Catarrh. Get Ely’s Cream Halm at once.
Don't touch the catarrh powders and snuffs,
! for they contain cocaine. Ely’s Cream Halm
i release's the secretions that inflame the na[

l)o the

sal passages and the throat, whereas comiiron “remedies” made with mercury merely
drive them out and leave you no better than
you were. In a word, Ely’s Cream Balm is
All druggists,
a real cure, not a delusion.
50e., or mailed by Ely Bros., 60 Warren
Street, New York.
The candidate he found a stump,
And on this stump jumped he;
The opposition raised him some;
They put him up a tree.
—

Worth

hai

,J

Philadelphia Ledger,

Knowing.
the

That Allcock’s Plasters are
highesl
described as of the highes
result of medical science and skill, and ii
omage, patriotism, integrity ingredients and method have never beer
‘iiterestedness. These qualtiei 1 equaled.
ever more strongly displayet
That they are the original and genuine
'he stand he took against tin s porous piasters upon whose reputation imi
hinent of Andrew Johnson. Bt tators trade.
y

"f not

he prevented tha ;
and though his ac
!
ipon him a terrible storm o
wis
the
his
own
party,
-1,,,from
..mrse was abundantly vin
b Fine, and not long time eithe
iih ci- S() acknowledged by those
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The legislative committee of the
Maine sportsmen's fish and game association met at Hotel North in Augusta
Dec. llth, and discussed the proposed
laws to come before the legislature this
winter.
Hon. Leroy T. Carleton,'
Seldon Connor, Au; Winthrop; Gen.
i gusta; Gen. A. B. Farnham, Bangor;
! Harry Virgin, Portland and D. M.
Parks, Pittston, were the members of
Others in atI the committee present.
tendance were F. A. Barker, Bemis;
Hon. Edgar E. King, Orono; James W.
Brackett, Phillips; Charles C. Wilson
and Robert J. Hodgdon, Lewiston.
The opinion was that the legislature

The Lumber Outlook.

SPEEDY CRAFT.

The cutting season in the Maine
woods is now in full swing. Concerning the conditions, Com’r Edgar E.
Ring of Orono says, “In Aroostook and
the northern part of the State there is
now from one to two feet of snow for
the loggers, but the fact that the snow
came before the swamps were frozen
over makes hard logging on low land at

The Schooner Auburn Wins New Records
Lewiston and Auburn owners of the
new sch. Auburn built and launched
this year by Frank S. Bowker & Son ot
pleased
Phippsburg Center are highly
with the showing the craft has made, so
far as speed performances are concerned, and incidentally it may be said that
from a financial standpoint she has
been very successful. Capt. Thomas J.
Ginn thoroughly understands his craft
and is getting all the satisfaction possible from his new command.
The Auburn sailed from New York
October 29th, bound for Jacksonville,
should increase the appropriation for Fla. The wind on starting was light
feeding fish over the second year; to and ahead, and continued so till theya
took
provide some method by which the reached Cape Henry, where theyThe
dislarger waters can be screened to pre- strong northwesterly breeze.
vent the escape of fish; shorten the tance from Cape Henry to Jacksonville
deer open time from Dec. 1st to Dec. bar is 432 (nautical) miles. The Auburn
15th, only one animal to be taken out made the run from Cape Henry to the
of the State by any one person, al- bar in thirty-six hours. On the way
though still entitled to shoot two, and down the Auburn passed everything in
Four-masters and five-masters
to prohibit the carrying of firearms on sight.
the wild lands in the month of June, were overhauled and put hull down
astern one after another. One big fiveJuly and August.

present.

"The total cut for the State will be
about the same as in previous years.
On the Penobscot the cut will be somewliat smaller, but on the other rivers it
will be about the same. Quite a stock
of logs will be wintered and the supply,
provided the conditions are favorable
and we have an ordinary season,will be
ample for the use of the mills.
“Good help is scarce and this condition will hamper the cut. but it is hoped
that the men will be more available
later in the season.”

Marketing American Tea.

Charleston S. C., Dec. 12. Marketwas begun Wednesday of the first
master of more than three times the crop of American tea grown on a large
Three thousand pounds have
tonnage of the Auburn made a desper- scale.
Open the bowels and get the cold out of ate
attempt to hang on, but was unable been raised on a plantation in Colleton
your system. Kennedy’s Laxative Cough to do
so, and in a few hours was only a county a few miles from Charleston.
Syrup opens the bowels and at the same
Four tramp steamers The out put next year promises to be
time allays the inflammation of the mucous speck astern.
Tar.
bound for Cuban and Gulf ports were very large._
Contains Honey and
membranes.
Drives out the cold and stops the cough. passed,and the big steamship Bio Grand
Con- of the
Absolutely free from any opiates.
Mallory line from New York for Kodol
Cure
forms to the National Pure Food and Drug
Galveston,
Texas, was overhauled, passH.
K.
take.
Sold
to
Pleasant
by
Law.
Digests what you eat.
ed and run nearly out of sight astern.
Moody.
Ou this run the Auburn made an average of twelve knots or nearly fourIf you like Coffee but dare not drink it, teen
geographical miles an hour for
try Dr. Shoop’s Health Coffee. It is true
hours. She realthat real Coffee does disturb the Stomach, thirty-six consecutive
But Dr. Shoop’s
ly did better than this, for when off FerHeart and Kidneys.
Health Coffee has not a grain of true coffee nandina, Fla., it became apparent that
BEST IfS THE T'CKLO
in it.
Being made from parched grains, they would reach Jacksonville bar some
malt, etc., it forms a wholesome, food-like time that night. Capt. Ginn wanted to W.L.Douglas $4 Gilt Edge X\?s/r?
drink, yet having the true flavor of Old approach the bar by daylight so he or- caiinotbesquallejr.isr.ypr.'ca/f
“Made in a
Java and Mocha Coffee.
dered the spanker, all four gaif topsails
To Shoe Heaters:
minute.” Cali at our store for a free samW. i- Douglas' .Taband the outer jib to he taken in to slow
bing House is ttio most
ple. Sold by J. II. Montgomery, Searsport, her
complete in Una country
down. Had he held onto his sail
and K. II. Moody, Belfast.
Send for Catalog
and driven her hard for the bar he *-“Well, well!” exclaimed me nrsi pas- would have arrived at least two hours I
that
a
“isn’t
senger at the ship’s railing,
sooner than he did.
brigantine that’s just coming up ?” “I don’t
When you consider that or me eleven
think so,” replied the seasick man nearby.
a
eateu
brigan“1 don’t remember having
ocean-going,world-famous yachts, all in
tine.”—Philadelphia Press.
perfect racing form, all with picked
crews and ollieers, that raced from
is
at
“There
News-Herald:
Reprint,
Hook to the Needles for the
least one effectual, safe, and reliable Cough Sandy
Kaiser’s Cup, only one, the winning AtCure—Dr. Shoop's—that we regard as suitbor lantic, equalled the time made by the
able, even for the youngest child,
of Auburn, you must concede that the Auyears, Dr. Shoop bitterly opposed the use
opiates or narcotics in medicine, offering $10 j burn is a wonderfully fast boat.
ChloroOn her last northerly trip from Port
p r drop to any one finding Opium,
form, or any other poisonous or narcotic Arthur, Texas, to New York, loaded
And
Cure.
in
Dr.
Shoop’s Cough
ingredient
with lumber to within one plank of her
the challenge is as yet unanswered. Here
a huris one manufacturing physician, who wel- scuppers, after passing through
SHOES FOR £»£&>.EOilY AT ALL PKICES.
des$3
comed with much satisfaction, the new ricane in Yucatan which nearly
Hnu’s Shoes. 85 to Si.r.O. It-yr Shoes.
to
to $1.25. Womu » En> .-. v* '.OCl
Government Pure Food and Drug Law. troyed Pensacola and Mobile, she ar|l.BO.
.vs. S.3.SO to SUM.
<■ :■
■;»■!
Chi;
MiGSvS’&
at
times, rived after a hard struggle, off Jupiter
The public can now protect itself
»■'
•*. Misses ana
Trv W. L,
by insisting on having Dr. Shoop’s, when a Inlet,Fla., without loss or damage of any
Children's shoe-,; /«.-.• a.vie, St and wear
.i-.anes.
cough remedy is needed.” Sold by J. H. kind except loss of sleep and eyes alIII*'V exi-t i
taio my large
Montgomery, Searsport, and R. 11. Moody, most driven into the heads of ollieers
If I could
;
show
Belfast.
and crew by the frightful hurricane. factories at Brocict^ris Hass.,and shoes
V/■> B. Douglas
“There are blessings in defeat as well as Here the wind settled into a strong offyou how carcfr--'fy
“Yes,” shore breeze and they made the run are made, you v.-ouid then understand
in victory,” said the philosopher.
the
their shape, fit better,
answered
disappointed candidate. | from
Jupiter Inlet to New York in live why they her*,
value
“There is nothing like defeat for keeping a
wear longer, and are of greater
is believed to be the record
This
days.
reformer from backsliding.”—Washington j
than any other snake.
run for sailing vessels between those
L
Star.
W.
Wherever you live, you can obtain
two points. They passed many vessels
His name and price is stamped

ing

That Allcock’s Plasters never fail to per
form their remedial work quickly and ef

guilty

I fectually.

That for Weak Back, Rheumatism, Colds
Lung Trouble, Kidney Difficulties, Strain!
and all Local Pains they are invaluable.
That when you buy Allcock’s Plaster!
you obtain the best plasters made.
“The man who bets is a disgrace.’
“Well, the man who doesu’t bet is uo better.”—Philadelphia Press,
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.lames W. Uradbury as
senator had expired the
1 ait tire
Legislature iiad
In 1854
.1 his successor.
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Open

Dyspepsia

Made by a scientific blending of the best Cocoa beans
grown in the tropics—the
result of 126 years of successful endeavor.

soon attracted
was elected to
it, e
age of

Portland adopted

Highest

i

least are frequently reThere should he innu.
worthy memorial in the
itue on one of the public
I some time there will he.
; has not the honor of be;!.place of Fessenden. That
the little river town of
\
II,, where he first saw
Last TuesOct. 10, 1800.
the centenary of his
,.ttating at Bowdoin in 1823,
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For Over Sixty
on tlie way up and when a little south
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy, of Barnegat they sighted a four-mastMrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been j ed schooner that had a familiar look.
used for over sixty years by millions of
overhauled her rapidly and on
mothers for their children while teething, j They
discovered her to be the George
with perfect success. It soothes the child, pass'ing
left Port Arthur ten
softens the Bums, allays all pain, cures I McFadden that
wind colic, and is tile best remedy for Diar- days before the Auburn left and they
is pleasant to the taste. Sold by ! beat tier into New York by live hours.
rlicea.
druggists in every part of the world, j On her last voyage the Auburn made
Twenty-live cents a bottle. Its value is in-1 the round trip from New York to Jackcalculable.
sonville and return,
bringing back
feet of lumber in twenty-four
Jones (to next door neighbor)—I don’t 530,000
In this twenty-four days’ trip
like to mention it, but I fear your daughter | days.
reis taking elocution lessons. Smith (hotly) j the Auburn earned, and her owners
Jones ceived, a dividend of four aud oneWhat of it?
—Certainly site is.
1
1
(hurriedly)—Oh, nothing; only thought
eighth per cent., a record hard to beat.
would break the news as gently as possible,
The Auburn may not be and probin case your were ignorant of the fact.—
ably is not, the fastest vessel in the
Town and Country.
coastwise fleet, but up to now she holds
two records aud has outsailed every
There's a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that’s twice vessel big and little she ever fell in
This wonder is W. L. '■ with.—Bath Enterprise.
as big as last year.
!
Hill, who from a weight of 90 pounds has
i
IN GENERAL.
grown to over 180. He says: “1 suffered
j
with a terrible cough, and doctors gave me
j
1 was reduced
up to die of Consumption.
in
over
Ilearst
elected
was
Dr.
;
| Hughes
to 00 pounds, when I began taking
King’s New Discovery for Consumption, New York State by 57,973; rest of State
Coughs and Colds. Now, after taking 12 ticket Democratic by 5,500 to 14,000.
1
bottles, 1 have more than doubled in weight
Sec. Taft's annual report calls attenand am completely cured.” Only sure Cough ;
and Cold cure. Guaranteed by 11. 11. Moody, tion to increase in desertions from the !
druggist. 50e and $1.00. Trial bottle free, j army and the failure of the recruiting
to supply needs of the army.
Lawyer—You should learn shorthand and system
typewriting, Billy. Office Boy—Aw g’wanl
In the elections in 18 Massachusetts
1 never cared fer flowers an' candy !—Puck. ;
cities outside of Boston six mayors
were defeated for reelection, and three
Outwits the Surgeon.
and NewburyA complication of female troubles, with cities, Chelsea, Salem
column.
catarrh of the stomach and bowels, had re- port shifted to the no-license
duced Mrs. Titos. y. Austin of Leavenworth,
has introduced a
Senator
Gallinger
Xnd„ to such a deplorable condition, that
the postmaster general
her doctor advised an operation; but her bill authorizing
rural
husband fearing fatal resuits, postponed to pay to all regularly appointed
this to try Electric Bitters; and to the free delivery carriers a salary of $900 a
knew
her
this
mediinwho
of
all
a
considerable
amazement
year. This would be
cine completely cured her. Guaranteed cure crease.
for torpid liver, kidney disease, biliousness,
The President’s noble action in devot
debility,
jaundice, chills and fever, generalBest
tonic
nervousness and blood poisoning.
ing the $40,000 Nobel peace prize to es
made. Price 50 cents at R. 11. Moody’s drug tablishing in Washington a permanent
store. Try it.
‘industrial peace committee will em
phasize the truth that peace hath hei
I’m not immodest, as a rule,
victories as well as war.
So this is how I Agger:
I used to be a little fool,
In spite of the enormous extensioi
But nowadays I’m bigger.
—Chicago News. of the rural free delivery service,
which has now something like 40,00(
Long Tennessee Fight.
carriers, the postal deficit last yeai
For twenty years \V. L. Rawls of Bells, was reduced to only a little more thai:
This means that if l
Tenn., fought nasal catarrh. He writes: $10,000,000.
“The swelling and soreness inside my nose proper charge had been made for the
was fearful, till I began applying Bucklen’s
matter carried free for the govern
Arnica Salve to the sore surface: this caused
meat, and only a proper amount paid
the soreness and swelling to disappear, never
mail
service, the posta
Best salve in existence. 2oc at for railway
to return.”
service of the country would have beei
It. II. Moody’s, oruggist.
operated at a profit.
Wiggs—He doesn’t care hdw he spends
his money.
Wagg—I guess that’s right.
NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.
He attended two church fairs last week.—
Philadelphia Record.
Lyman Partridge, Jr., lias been seriousl;
New Cure for Kpilepsy.
ill with appendicitis, but is now gainini
J. |{. Waterman of Watertown, 0., Rural slowly.
free delivery, writes: "My daughter, afMr. James Cunningham has had w'are
flicted for years with epilepsy, was cured
Water Company put in
by Dr. King’s New Life l’ills. She has not from the Stockton
his new house and barn.
to
for
two
llest
attack
over
an
had
years.”
body cleansers and life giving tonic pills on
Emery Calderwood returned last weel
earth. 35c at It. 11. Moody’s drug store.
from a trip to Cleveland, Ohio, in the inter
ests of the Mt. Waldo Granite Co.
In hunting for deer
Take a tip on the side,
Charles Lindsey and Mr. and Mrs. Emer
“Shoot low tor the legs—
Calderwood attended the lecture by Mr
It may be your guide.”
King in Denslow Hall, last week.
Buffalo News.
Mrs. Maud Robbins has been quite i 1
a severe cold.
Stanley Partridge ha 5
Floods the body with warm, glowing vi- with
also been on the sick list for a week.
tality, makes the nerves strong, quickens
Elder Michael Andrews and wife hav
circulation, restores natural vigor, makes
Hollister’s returned from Belfast, where they had beei 1
you feel like one born again.
II.
cents.—R.
doing evangelistic work at the Mission.
Rocky Mountain Tea. 35
Moody.
Mrs. Flora Marden of this place teache
Miss Perkins of Orom :
“Has a reformer any chance in politics?” the Ceuter school,
and Miss Partridge o
“It all depends,” answered the cold-blooded the Roberts school,
Clark
school.
the
Oriand
campaigner, “on whether he is set in his
Richard Heagan has been in Searspor
ways or is willing to be taught.”—Washingfor several weeks working for Henry Me
ton Star.
Caslin. He returned Saturday to attem i
We care not how you suffered, nor what the
Berry-Marden wedding.
failed to cure you, Hollister’s Rocky MounArthur Moore and Clifford Staples, whi
tain Tea makes the puniest, weakest specithe two meat carts from here, both
drive
men of
man or
womanhood strong and
report a large Thanksgiving sale of poultrj
healthy. 33 cents. R. H. Moody.
a
and
steady sale of meat since.
Young Fissiok’s got a shingle out
George Overlook employed carpenter
Proclaiming him M. D.;
last week in finishing the repairs on hi
Rut from A. M. to late P. M.
house. The house has been much improv
His office is M. T.
ed in iooks and is also more convenient.
—Catholic Standard.
Dayton Bickmore of Sandypoint anc
Of course you pay your money,
Benjamin Ames of Prospect are getting ou ;
a large quantity of lumber and having i t
Rut you get your money’s worth,
For what does money mean to you
sawed at the new Boyd & Gray saw mill ii ,
When Rocky Mountain Tea’s on earth? this place.
—R. H. Moody.
The train men report that a deer wa;
killed near the Arthur Heagan crossing
“Was your expedition a success?” “Enrecently. The deer was attracted by th
tirely so,” answered the Arctic explorer. headlight of the gravel train in theevenin »
“Rut you didn’t reach the north pole. “No, and stood on the track until struck by tb
but I reached the editors and the readers.” engine.
—Washington Star.
Miss Bertha Partridge has a new suppl
»
For chapped and cracked hands nothing of photographic souvenir postals in th
is quite as good as an application of De Lawrence fruit store at the village. The; 1
Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve. Put it on before have a new line of dolls and-Christma 5
will interes t
going to bed, use an old pair of gloves and goods at this store also, that
see what a difference the morning will those having little folks who expect a visi t
Santa
Claus.
R.
H.
from
Sold
Moody.
by
bring.

j

Doup’las shoes.
on the botto?;-, which protects you against high
prices an I inferior shoes. Take no substU
Ask vour dealer for W. L. Douglasshoes
tute.
and insist upon having them.
Color
Fast
Eyelets used; they will not wear brassy.
Write for Illustrated Catalog oi Fall Styles.
W. L. DOUGLAS, Brockton, Mask*
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has a fine baking oven which is
praised by its many users; a draw-

|
ls

out Dock Ash Urate and is low in

price.

JOHN B. STICKNEY, Agent,
BELFAST,

MAIN 3.

3* NOYES & NUTTER MFC. CO.,
23, 25,

29 Central St., Bangor, Me

I-

Hutchins Bros.,
tainieiital Workers in Granite?
and
Front

Warble,

Street, SBelfast,

We carry a large stock of FINISHED MARBLE and GRANITE,
including the CHAMPION BLACK t and EMERALD BLACK

GRANITE.

All orders filled

placing

and

promptly

your orders and see

good work guaranteed.
specimens.

A. E. HUTCHINS.

F. S. HUTCHINS.

Always Remember the Full Name

_I

If you eat a
are caused by Indigestion.
little too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
expand swell, and puff up against the
heart. This crowds the heart and interferes with its action, and in the course of
time the heart becomes diseased.

I .axativs Urom©

Quinine

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.
(?>

25c.

ca

—

French Periodical Drops

lyon’s

to accomplish DESIRED
RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy. Price, SI.50 per bottle.

Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless, sure

i

>

|

Please call before

I_

■

KINEO

For

Dyspepsia

AAIITIAU Beware of counterfeits ami imitations. The genuine is pat
UMUIIUIV ton with l'ac-simile signature on side of the bottle, thus:
Send for Circular to WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Sole Agents. Cleveland. Ohio.

digests what you eat, takes the strain off
of the heart, and contributes nourishment.
Strength and health to every organ of the

For Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
body.
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach.

it.

II.

s?

MOODY,

in Maine, New Hampshire, Vi*rn.Massachusetts.
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and the South.
“Strout’s List No. 17” describes hundreds in
•
•
detail; one to i,ooo acres, £6oo to £20,000 ; many
have stock, tools and crops included ; it is the most complete book of real farm
bargains ever issued, with cuts of buildings and traveling instructions to reach property.
Send to-day for free copy to nearest othce.

3AAA
,UlJU Money-making
Farm* Fot*
®

After eating, myfood would distress me by making
my heart palpitate and I would become very weak.
Finally I got a bottle of Kodol and it gave me Immediate relief. After using a few bottles 1 am cured.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS. Penn Yan. N. Y.
I had stomach trouble and was In a bad state as I
bad heart trouble with it. I took Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure tor about four months and it cured me.

BY

SOLD

only in pastoboardCar-

up

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY, “Largest in the World,”
150 Nassau Street, New York.
335 Water Street, Augusta, Maine

88

Broad Street, Boston

Princess Anne, Maryland

D. KAUBLB, Nevada, a

InsuranceTnd

Digests What You Eat FRED AT\\00D,w,~'
I

Boliorss indigestion,
sour stomach, belchlng of gss, etc,_

R. «I Estate

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
5-ire, Lite, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
and Inspection.
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.

insurance

FORECLOSURE NOTICE,
Will J. Magee of Unity, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine,, by
bis mortgage deed,-by him signed, under the
vv. J. Magee, dated the fifth day of
name of
September. A 1). 1893, and recorded in Waldo
325,
County Registry of Deeds, Book 235. Page
a cerconveyed to Crosby Fowler of said inUnity,
said Unity,
tain lot or parcel of land situated
and bounded and described as follows, to w.t:
of land 1 »rBeginning at the non beast corner
meriy owned by .Joseph small; thence westerly
land
to land foron tli- north line of said Small’s
thence
merly in possession of Robert Blanchard;
of
land forcorner
the
somhwest
northerl. to
meiiy owned by Moses W. Fanvell; thence easttnd
erly about one bundled rods to a stake
of beginstones; tli nee southerly to the pla
acres more or less; brtwenty
containing
niug,
was
ing the farm on which said "ill .1 'ingee
then living; and wh reasthe said Crosby Fowler,
4. A. D. 1901.
November
dated
his
assignment,
by
recorded in Book 281, Page 270, of said " aluo
County Registry of Deeds, assigned said mortthen
gage to Dutton T. Fowler (»f said Unity, conliving hilt now deceased; and whereas the
dition of said mortgage lias been broken, now
therefore, by reason ot the breach of the condition thereof, 1, Charles C Fowler, admmistrator of the estate of said Dutton T. Fooler, deceased, in my said capacity, claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated this twelfth day of December, A. 1 > 190i>.
CH \RLKB C. FOWLER,
3w51
Administrator of the estate of Dutton T. Fowler.

Correspondence solicited.

Heal estate

bought and sold.

WHEREAS,

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, Sylvia E. Grant of Winterport, in tile
county of Walilo and State of Maine, by her mol t
ease deed dated the ninth day of December, 1901,
and recorded m Waldo Kegistry of Deeds, Vol.
260 Page 007, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
certain parcel of real estate situate in said Winterport and described as follows:
Beginning oil Main street in Winterport village
on the westerly side at tile center of tne lot deeded by Beni. Thompson and others to Sally Holt,
by deed dated Nov. 25,1816; thence southerly by
road sixty-seven feet, four and one-half inches,
more or less, to land formerly of William Thoropsoin thence westerly by sain William Thompson
land and land formerly of Benj Thompson and
the grave yard and land formerly of Josian FerJosian
nald, about one hundred and four rods toFernald
Fernald land; thence northerly by said
land sixty-seven feet four and one-half inches,
more or less, to center of said sally Holt lot;
thence easterly by land by John Holt deeded to
Julia Holt;, to the road: with the buildings there;
on.
Excepting a lot deeded by John and Tobias
Holt to Wilham Thompson, twenty feet on load
and extending back sixteen rods same width.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof 1 claim a
foreclosure of said moitgage.
Dated this 14th day of December, 1906.
RUTH ti. DILLAWAY.
3W51
By Mayo and Snare, her attorneys.

What is Home

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

without JELLYCOX—tht ^ich Pure Fruit
fOussert—I FI.l.Y< OX is n.t colin a minute.
JELLYCOX needs YOSjjri Jai .< ‘Flavoring
*
requires OXLY 11 -\Yn*i > * package is

Busy Medioine for Basy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A

A specific, for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, :r» cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.

i.

pcl.-nm.-—
v-"*'v*S‘‘ *"■
It is simply Delicic
'•

a*

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

virpe'

—

*»»;

u
ail

it

valued.-*
a

Trial.

Pearl, liaini

II. AIOODV

WATER COLOR PAINTINGS

EOUr.

-AT-r-

Williams’Indian Pile

^Ointment wiil

Blind,
Itching

cure

“Bleeding

SANBORN’S STUDIO.

and
Piles. It absorbs the tumors,

allays the itching at once, acts
■as a poultice, gives instant re-

lief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles and Itching of the private parts. Every box is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on receipt of price. 50 cents and #1.00. WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland. Ohio
1

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.

Dr. E. E. BROWN
OF

Specialist in

BANGOK,

Diseases of the

Nose and

Eye, Ear

i

Pictures in frames or without frames.
Local views for 50c. Visitors welcome.
3w49

CAUTION.
All persons are forbidden from cutting ice on
the Kelley-Fuller Pond, East Belfast, under penalty of prosecution. 1 have never sold the same
and only sold to K. B. Stephenson the upland l
bought of Dunton & Ellis, Vol. 196, Page 457, all
right to lower meadow, so-called, said ice privilege between Benj. Kelley’s and N. S. Piper’s
land. It. B. Stephenson’s deed bounds are given
in rods, meaning to convey the upland, Kook 272,
A. J. STEVENS.
Page 422.
3w49*

Throat,

Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be in Belfast every vionday. Office hours 10
p. ni. to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Hoit, Liberty; Adelbert
Millett. Searsntont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Small
33tf
and S. W. Johnson Belfast.

Se

con

d-

n a

nd

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
lyr6 Corner Cross and Federal Sts.. Belfast.

COTTAGE LOTS.
Any size from a few hundred feet to 175 acres
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
Saturday Cove. Fine view of Day and islands. I
also have a large list of city property and farms
all sizes and prices. Send for book.
F. S. HOLMES'

Real Estate

Agent .Belfast, Me.

TO LET
Upper story of wooden building on High street
next south of Memorial building. A good location for upholsterer, carpenter or paint shop.
waldo trust co.,
Apply to
tf25
Belfast, Maine.

ST0CKI0^SPRIN6S.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
William E. Griunell made
to Ellsworth Monday.

a

business trip

('apt. W. R. Gilkey and son William arrived Monday evening from New York.
The household goods of Alexander P.
Sweetser arrived Thursday from Lynn.
Robert P. Nichols, purser on the steamer
Gov. Cobb, is spending a few days in town.
C. 0. Sawy er & Co. have a fine display of
holiday goods at their store on Main street.
The barge Marion was discharged Saturday of 1505 tons of coal in 9 hours at Mack’s
Point.
Miss Julia Guptili of Gouldsboro is the
guest of Miss Mabel I. Nichols on Water
street.
The electric light poles have all been
placed in position and are ready for the
wire.
R. E. Sargent, who has been visiting in
Troy and Waterviile for several days, arrived home Thursday.

*

The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. H. L. Hopkins.
Work is still progressing on the big barn
which postmaster fl. R. Hichborn is having
built.

Harry Collins of Cape Jellison has a position with Carter & Corey and began his
duties Monday.
The scarcity of eggs and potatoes and the
very high price of eggs, 43 cents per dozen,
is most trying to the housewife.
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Houghton left on the
morning train Monday for the day in Bangor, returning on the evening train.
W. Crawford, station agent at Cape
Jellison, made a business trip to Bangor
last Friday, returning by the evening train.
F.

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Spellman, who have
been at Cape Jellison for some time, have
returned to their Bangor home for the winter.

Mr. Chas. Kneeland had

a

severe

ill turn

B. & A. Trains to Bon into

BOHN.

|

Bangor.

1

baker. In Belfast. December 17, to .Mr. and
Bangor, Me., Dec. 17. As a result of an Mrs.iF. Ellsworth
Baker of New York, a son.
agreement between the Maine Central and
Brackett In Rockland. November 23, to Mr.
into
eutered
Aroostook
railroads,
&
and Mrs. A. H. Brackett, a son.
Bangor
at a conference between committees rep- i Chaples. In Rockland, December I, to Mr.
offices
and Mrs Earl U. Chaples, a son.
in
the
held
resenting those roads and
Clifford. In South Brooksvllle, November
of the Boston & Maine Railroad iu Boston
30.
to «r and Mrs. Percy Clifford, a son.
on Tuesday, Dec. 11, passenger trains of the
Hooper. In Castine, December 2, to Mr. and
inwill
come
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad
Mrs John L. Hooper, a son.
|
December 6, to Mr.
to Bangor from Northern Maine Junction
Knight. In
Mrs. IA>uis A. Knight, a son.
as soon as the arrangements are
December 6, to
of
In
Waldoboro,
l.EVENSALER.
a
free
interchange
and there will be
and Mrs Lewis Levensa'er, a son.
freight between the two roads at Northern Mr.
Waltz. In waldoboro, December 19, to Mr.
Maine Junction.
and Mrs. Alden J. Waltz, a son.

Sorthport,

perfected

The

Supreme

Assignments.

MARRIED.

made Monday by
Chief Justice Lucillius A. Emery of Ellsworth of the assignment of judges for the
law and nisi prius terms during the year
1907. Associate Justice Charles F. Woodard of Bangor, who was appointed to fill
the vacancy caused by the death of Chief
Justice Wiswell, will hold his first term at
Bangor on the first Tuesday of Januai 5.
During the coming year there will be 46
The assignments for
nisi prius terms.
Waldo county are as follows: First luesdnyof January, Justice Whitehouse;third
Tuesday of April, Justice l’eabody; third
Tuesday of September, Justice Woodard.

Announcement

was

SHIP

Mrs. Maria F. Blanchard left Monday for
Boston, accompanied by ber physician, Dr.
C. E. Britto. She will enter a hospital for
surgical treatment and the doctor will remain until the operation is performed.
Mrs. Ralph IL Roekwood has regained
her strength sufficiently to go out driving
The baby girl has been named
for a little.
Dorothy. We understand that Mr. Rockwood will remain at home until after the

Monday.
Mr.
w

ho is

Amand Hiwale of Bombay, India,
student of the Bangor Theological
at the Coug’l church

a

Seminary, preached
last Sunday.

holidays.

Dr. Burton E. Larrabee has given up the
Jackman and will
practice of medicine in left
Jackmau Frilocate here. His goods
for
day
Searsport.

Mr. and Mrs. Albion Goodhue are comrooms in Hopkins’
block. This is very convenient for Mr. G.,
whose business is at the corner of Main and
Sylvan streets—the former store of S. A.
R'endell A Son.

fortably settled in their

Miss Inez s. Dolliver arrived Thursday
from Boston and will spend a two weeks’
vacation with her mother, Mrs. Ella S. Dolliver, on Main street.

A severe accident occurred at the Cape
Jellison dock early last week, the mate of
the steamer Dover falling into the hold.
His injuries were so severe as to require his
being taken to the hospital in Bangor in
charge of Dr. C. E. Britto.

>ch. M. D. Cie.ssey, ( apt. Johnstone, arrived at Mack'* Point Sunday from Newtons of coal consigned
port News with
Sou.
t" C. II. Sprague
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Cote of Waterville
are at Mrs. N C. shute’s on Howard street.
M
Cote i> the electrician for the Searsport
Y -c.tric Light Company.

4

_

Court

bowden-Wescott. In Brooksvllle, November 28. Harold George Bowden and Miss Olive
Adell Wescott, both of Brooksvllle.
Colson-Hahn. In Friendship. December 12.
Fred P. Colson and Miss Mabel F. Hahn, both of

Kockland.

Eldridgk-Stubbs. In Buck’s Mills, Decern
ber 12, Albei t H Eldrldge and Miss Ardelle M.
Stubbs, both of Bucksport.
Johdan-King. In Camden. December 6, William E. Jordan and Miss Georgians King, both of
Camden.
Knowlton-Gkefr. In Belmont, December
5, by W. D Foss, Esq Melville E. Knowlton and
Miss Lenora I. Greer, both ol Belmont.
Shepard-Eaton. In Deer Isle, December 1,
Otis E. Shepard of Deer isle and Miss Cornelia
May Eaton of stoningt' n.
Scott-Low. In Deer Isle, December 5, Arthur
M. Scott and Miss Bessie Lowe, both of Deer Isle.
Webcott-Cain. In Sedgwick. December 2.
Cecil Clinton Wescott of Brooksvllle ana Miss
Helen F. Cain of Sedgwick.
Webster-Langill. In Belfast, December 19,
at the residence of W. F. Langill by Rev. (J. (1.
Winslow, Mr. Louis W ebster Benner and Mrs.
Annie Langill, both of Northport

Capt. Phineas Pendleton and daughter last Friday and was thought to be threatenLucy will leave Thursday for Worcester, ed with a fever, but at last reports he was
Mass., to spend the winter.
improving.
('apt. N. K. Gilkey left Saturday to join
Sunday a large congregation assembled at
at
\\.
the
James
Paul, Jr.,
his schooner
the Universalist church to listen to the fine
Roston from Newport News.
sermon by the newly installed pastor, Rev.
The Searsport Heating Co. are having a II. E. Rouillard.
AMKRICAN PORTS.
sale on parlor stoves at very low rates. See
Misses Lizzie B., Evelyn L. and Ethel
advertisement in another column.
Ar, schs. Northland
Colcord went to Bangor Wednesday, Dec.
New York, Dec. 12.
on a shopping expedition, returning
(new) Stockton; Brina I'. Pendleton, BanF. E. W hitcomb hau a car loan oi potatoes 12th,
A. railroad, the same evening by train.
gor; Jessie Barlow, do; Nellie Eaton, do;
arrive Saturday, on the B.
DIED.
Silver Heels, Rockland; Brigadier, Swans
•from Patten in Penobscot County.
Mrs. Avalina Griffin improved during the
Island; Elsie A. Bayles, Bangor for Jersey
December 17, Mrs.
to
allow
her
In
week
Boynton,j
Belfast,
niece,
sufficiently
past
South
from
Dr. Edwin Porter arrived Friday
ar, schs. Merrill C. Han,
Sarahl M. Boynton, aged 87 years, 2 months and
Airs. Eudavilla Cleaves, to return to her City; 13, for
Thomaston; J. Manchester
Milford, Mass., and is the guest of his home in
Amboy
Searsport Sunday.
Haynes, Brunswick; Hubert H. McCurdy,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Porter
Eleanor Austin, aged 67 years, 9 months, 6
Mr. Ilarry Shute is spending his annual Jacksonville; Edith G. Folwell, Brunswick;
Peter Ward, Nicholas Parse and Chesley
ays.
Metinic, South Amboy tor Hucksport; 14, §aret
Mathews are making a mizzen boom for the vacation with his mother, Mrs. Elden Shute.
In Barre, Vt., December 3,
Gilbertson,
for PortsMr. Shute is employed on the steamer line ar, soh. Daylight, South Amboy
five-masted schooner M. D. Cressey.
Gilbertson, aged 54 years.
mouth ; cld, sch. Lizzie B. \\ iltey, Matauzas; John
fiom Rockland to Bar Harbor.
Grindlk. In North Brooksville, December 4,
15, ar, sehs. Catawamkeag, Stockton ; Mary William Grindle, aged about 74 years.
The barge Robensonia arrived at Mack’s
Our merchants are displaying their re- A. Hall, New Haven; sailed, sch. Merrill C.
Owens.
In Bangor, December 17, John T.
Point Saturday from Philadelphia with 1507
most
wares
in
holidaytempting
spective
Hart, South Amboy for Thomaston; cld, Owens, aged 52 years.
tons of coal for C. II. Sprague & Son.
Kivers. In Cushing, December 6. Clarence, ;
array. J. G. Lambert and W. J. Creamer sch. Lizzie B. Willey, Matauzas; 16, ar, sch.
Misses Mabel Griffin and Harriet Ers- are displaying large varieties in the dry- Etna, Black River, Ja.; sld, schs. Estelle, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Kivers, aged 19 years, j
kine, win. have been visiting friends in Bos- goods line.
Savannah, and Pendleton Sisters, 1 htlareturned to lower bay for harton and vicinity, returned home Saturday.
Miss Marion Kneeland is teaching in the delpbia (both
South Amboy for PortsThe work on the plant of the American Roberts district. She will return to Castiue bor); Daylight,
; 18, sld, sch. Pendleton Sisters, Philamouth
at
is
a member of the class
and
and
Chemical
in
the
Company
spring
Agricultural
Auburn, Jacksonville; Lizzie B.
Mack’s Point has been suspended for the w hich will graduate from the E. S. N. S. delphia;Matauzas.
Willey,
next June.
winter.
Boston, Dec. 14. Ar, schs. Frank Barnet,
Rupert P. Colcord and Charles F. HaveThe pictures and calendars, the work of Brunswick; James Paul, Jr., Newport
school
at
Kent’s
who
are
attending
ner,
Miss Harriet D. Hichborn, nowon display News; 15, ar, schs. Levi S. Andrews, ApaHill, arrived home Friday to spend the holi- and sale at W\ J. Creamer’s store, will re lachicola ; Grace E. Stevens and Freddie \\.
days.
main until the first of January. They are Alton, Bangor; Watchmany Calais via PortsMr. and Mrs. Fred M. Harris arrived Sat- apparently giving much satisfaction.
mouth, N. 11.; 17, sld, sch. l’heoliue, Bruusurday from Boston and are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Adams at the Searsport
House.
Mrs. Frank W. Flanders, who has been
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred VV.
Porter, returned to her home in Rockland

CARLE & JONES’
Clearance Sale of Dry Goods,
I

Philadelphia,

NEWS._

Dec. 13.

Ar, schs. N.

T.

Palmer, Portland; Mary E. Palmer, Bos14, arrived, sch. Edward H. Cole, New
York; 15, ar, schs. Jacob M. Haskell, Portland ; Luther T. Garretson, Salem ; 17, cld,
tug Carlisle, towing barge Eagle Hill, for
Searsport, and two others; ar, sch. Metbebesec, Gonaives; tug Carlisle, towing barges
Bethayres from Hucksport and Knickerpocker from Searsport; 18, cld, sch. Luther
ton ;

T. Garretson, Salem.
Baltimore, Dec. 13. Ar, schs. George \\.
Wells, Portland; Governor I’ow ers, do.;
Mount Hope, do; Alice M. Lawrence, Bath;
Helen J. Seitz, Boston; Kineo, Philadelphia; 14, ar, sch. Harry T. Hayward, Gal1
veston ; 17,sld, sch. D. ft. Rivers,Galveston.
Gulfport, Dec. 10. Sld, sch. Henry Crosby, Havana.
Ilyanuis, Mass., Dec. 13. Ar, tug Neponset, with sch. Menawa in tow, Bangor for
New York, and sailed with seh. Francis
Goodnow, in tow, for Plymouth.
Ar, sch. Alice
Jacksonville, Dec. 13.
Holbrook, Portsmouth.
Newport News, Dec. 14. Sld, sch. Lyman
M. Law, Portland.
Norfolk, Dec. 13. Ar, schs. Sallie I'On,
Philadelphia for Jacksonville; Ralph M.
Hayward, New York for Brunswick.
Pascagoula, Miss., Dec. 13. Ar, sch. Emma S.
Lord, Barbados; 16, ar, seh. Alice
Lord, Key West.
Portland, Me.. Dec. 14. Ar, schs. Isaiah
K. Stetson, St. John for New York;
Florence Lelaml, Stonington for do.; Emily
A.
Staples, Winterport; Maud Seward,
Stonington for Boston; July Fourth, Banfor
Boston; Irene E. Meservey, Bangor
gor

The new firm of Goodhue A Co. are having a very fine run of business and we extend to them most hearty congratulations.
They announce that the store will be closed
hereafter on Friday evenings, other evenapt. Robert Johnstone of sch. M. I>. I ings it w ill be open.
Cn*j»e\ left Moml.ix foi his home in Nova
Mr. Carter of New York of the firm of
>c<am, to remain while his vessel is dis- j
Carter A Corey, returned last Friday- from
charging at Mack s Point.
business trip to Bridgeport, Conn., and left
11. R. Dyer has thoroughly repaired and i the same afternoon for several
days’ stay in
renovated the li. C. Smith store. It has
The big potato business is eviBangor.
b
repainted, papered and new windows j dently a large industry.
and doors have been put in.
Since the weather became milder the poMr. and Mrs Edwin P. Griffin of Malden,
tato business has been rushing night and
Mass have gone to Cuba for the winter.
and the daily shipments of Carter A folk; 17, ar, sch. Medford, Newport News;
day
Mr. Griffin is purchasing agent for a large
Corey have been immense. In the recent sld, sch. Henry W. Cramp, Searsport.
produce house m New York.
Castine, Dec. 13. Ar, sch. Charleston,
recepta- Buck sport; sld, sch. Addie Clement, RockLeioy Littlefield began cutting ice on to transfer the potatoes from one
land
: 14, ar, sch. Maria L. Davis,-.
of
another
without
cle
to
danger
injuring
Opeechee stream Friday and will store
■Stockton, Dee. 14. Sld, schs. Win. E.
about 1,000 tons in his ice house on Pike'- from frost.
Bowen, Jr., Tampa and Havana; Marion
He will cut about 500 tous for
avenue.
Last week the four-master Evelyn VV. Draper, New York ; lti, ar, sch. Charles II.
other parties.
H inckley arrived at the Cape Jellison pier j Wolston, Providence, to load for New York ;
A great many complaints have been made to load potatoes for Cuba; also the threej 17, ar, sch. Evelyn W. Hinckley, Portland,
about kerosene oil the past month on ac- masters Harry Rogers, Chailes 11. Walston, in tow of tug Portland (tug sld for Portcount of smoke, the dullness of the light
William R. Hood, Harold McCarty and land;) sch. Harriet, Belfast, to lay up; 18.
and the short time it takes to exhaust the | Ruth Robinson.
The vessels to sail from ; sld, sch. Normandy, New York.
oil from the lamp.
tne Cape during the past week were the 1
Searsport, Dec. ill. Ar, barge Rob sonia,
four-masted schooner William E. Ho wen, : Philadelphia via Fort Point; 18, ar, sch.
There will be special Christmas services
i
and
with
for
Havana,
8,Jr.,
Tampa, Fla.,
Henry W. Cramp, Portland.
at the Congregational church next Sunday i
Nor- j
Foit Point, Dec. 1(1. J’assed in, tug Len1 600 sacks of potatoes; the three-master
morning and evening, in the evening the
of
; ape, from Philadelphia, towing barges Buck
maudy for New York,carrying 6,000 sacks
cantata “The Prince of Peace” will be I
in
hold
on
the
the
and
laths
deck
:
Ridge and Rutherford (for Mack’s Point);
potatoes
given by the chorus choir. All are invited. three-master Annie Lord loaded with pota- j| sld, tug Lenape towing barges Marion and
the
Mohawk
with
I Shaw mont for Philadelphia via Portsmouth.
1). K. Stuart, timekeeper for the Ameri- toes, and the steamer
same cargo.
!
Mobile, Dec. 17. Ar, brig Havilab, Hacan Agricultural Sc Chemical Company at
vana.
Mack’s Point, will leave Thursday for his ;
of
Jellison
has
Mr.
IL
G.
Cape
Applin
home in Montclair, V .).
Belfast, Ga., Dec. 14. Sld, sch. Helen G.
He will return in
the spring when work is resumed on the completed his new store and sends out his
Moseley, New Bedford.
dealer
in
cards as “wholesale and retail
Port Arthur, Tex., Dec. 5. Ar, sch. S. M.
plant.
meats, groceries, confectionery and cigars, j Bird, Cardenas.
James E. Gilmore arrived Thursday from paints, oils, cordage and general supplies.” j
New Orleans, Dee. 15. Ar, sch. James B.
Smith’s Isiand, Alaska, where he is fore- lie has telephone connection and, we under-; Jordan, Fernandina.
man of the Kntish Columbia salmon canstand, will supply the village wants as well
FOREIGN PORTS.
Mr. Giimore is a former Searspor as those of the Cape, promising a first class
nery.
San Juan, P. K., Nov. 20. Ar, sch. Fred
but
has
been
in
the
canneries
store in all respects. Mr. Applin has a large
boy
employed
of Alaska for several years.
wholesale business in Roston, with a store W. Ayer, Mobile; Dec. 11, ar, sch Augusin Momerville.
In the new store, which is tus 11. Babcock, Philadelphia, H days.
James
K.
Capt.
Parse, formerly command- two stories, is a big cold storage
Montevideo, Oct. 30. Sld, ship Edward
room for
er of the steamers Evelyn and Pathfinder of
and eggs and a cold air box, glass Sewall, Philadelphia for San Francisco.
the Porto Pico S. s. Co., has severed his meats
Dec. lfi. Ar, sch. Isaac T. CampHavana,
for butter, lard, etc. Above are
connection with that company and has ac- covered,
bell, Rockland, Me.
six
two of which Mr. A. w ill reserve
cepted a position as commander of the for rooms,
MARINE MISCELLANY.
his own use and the remaining four will
steamer Hawaiian of 5,000 tons, of the Habe occupied by his manager, who will live
Ilong Kong, Nov. 3. Ship S. P. Hitchcock
waiian-Amej man s. S. Co., w hich w ill run
there with his family.
has been surveyed and is likely to be conbetween Philadelphia and Coatzacoalco-,
demned.
M exico, which is the eastern terminal of
The social and sale under the auspices of
Nassau, N. P., Dec. 13. Sch. Adam W.
the Tehuantepec railroad on the isthmus of
the
Ladies’ Guild last Friday evenSpies, trom Mobile for Ponce, before reTehuantepec. A fleet of steamers of the ing Young
in Hichborn’s hall was a very pleasant
stranded on Gingerbread Ground, is
same line will run from Nan Diego, San
ported
and successful affair, netting about 825. breaking
up and will be a total loss. Crew
Francisco and Honolulu to Port Salinas on
The beautifully dressed doll, tickets for arrived here.
the Pacific side of the isthmus.
which are 10cents, elicited much praise and
Haven, Mass., Dec. 11. Sch.
Vineyard
Friday evening, Dec. 14th, the unlucky she will he on exhibition at \V. J Creamer’s James Paul, Jr., from Newport News for
number of thirteen old married people, store until next Friday evening, when an- Boston, reports Dec. 7, off Barnegat, exmade up of cripples, coffee fiends, others other social —a whist party—will be given
perienced heavy gale from westward, lost
afflicted with asthma and many other in llichborn’s hall, at which time the doll mainsail and forestaysail and broke main
chronic discuses, shook themselves from will be drawn. tlapp> w ill be the heart of gaff; had live feet of water in hold. Stopped
the cares of the world, put on their sport- the little, maiden who is the winner, and here
today for w ater and to laud sick seasorrowful indeed the many others who had mau at marine
ing rigs and on one big team left Searsport
hospital.
Reside being a handsome
for Stockton Springs.
The weather was fond dreams.
Portland,
Me., Dec. 13. Schs. Lillian and
line and the traveling perfect and Hotel doll she is charmingly dressed in white Alice T.
bound from Machias
Boardman,
Stockton wa- reached before there were China silk, the underclothing being all and Calais for Boston, with lumber, were
many comp:.tints of rheumatics, frozen feet hand-made and very elaborate. The color towed into the harbor today by tug Prisand other ailments so common among the scheme in dressing is blue and white or
cilla, having been in collision just before
old and
Landlords Kerry and wbite and blue, a picture hat of blue, comdecreed.
midnight off Boone Island. Damages are
.■* crowd with a hearty welpleting the outfit of this lovely, jointed little slight. The Boardman lost flying jibboom
Doyle g'eete*’
come a
'te^s’„|y did themselves much Miss.
and the Lillian had some planks on the
credi1
'r4foa< v of refreshments and enstern broken.
ne recall oi .Manager it. at. iiougmonio
ter1
W/AfevcU found The hotel very neat
Norfolk, Va., Dec. 13. Sch. Ralph M.
is most deeply regretted by our enBangor
in
the
best
everything
New
from New York for Brunswick,
'//(ill
tire community. When Mr. (\ C. Brown Hayward,
'**/
ashore near Little Island, arrived
"tstries <>i‘r*v <**»j°yable evening decided
recently
President
Pram
felt
leaving,
upon
ubout
o’clock,
11
.-'lie
a .Min
to ie..
leaking a very little; vessel in good conthat Mr. Houghton must return to Bangor
^ b|est wjtb niu.
dition. .'some canvas was carried away by
istriat expaiLj, ctions from some and take the position of General Passenger
Sch. Sallie l’On, from Philadelphia
seas.
could Oe j remember the name) and Traffic Manager, lienee the change.
Ita..
for Jacksonville, put in here to place in the
While we appreciate this tribute to our
were ivnde, ".. v.\\ me midnight air.—Com.
seaman Chapman, who was throw n
townsman—as we had gotten to feel Mr. hospital
the wheel and hurt.
Hoikl Akiuvai.s. The following out-of- Houghton was, so readily did he assimilate by
town guests registered la-<t week at the Sears with the people and interests of our place—
■ >rio
■
Aim
ir inuri
ci
port House: F. !!. Hooper, New York; S. F. we shall feel his loss more keenly than
Coombs, Boston; II. II. Stetson, lloulton; words can express. And Mrs. Houghton
K. F. lVndieon, Stockton; F. S. Holland, and daughter, Miss llazel, have so endeared
Boston; II. A. Piper, M. F. dorganson, Ban- themselves to the old residents that the
gor: K. B. Cook, Portland; W. li. Ennis, social life will have a great wrench and
Boston; 11. A. Cabbage, Dark Harbor; L. sustain a big loss in their departure. We
not Mistake the Cause of your Troubles.
L. Gentner, F. S. Staples, Charles Harding, shall hope to see them often, now that we Do
A Belfast Citizen Shows You How
Belfast; C. N. Staples, A. M. Wilbur, Stock- have a railroad, but cannot feel reconciled
ton; G. il. Davis,. Belfast; T. H. Johnson, to this change, when we had supposed (as
to Cure Them.
Bangor; J. Bennett and wife, Waterville; did they) that this would be their home inWho will be Mr. Houghton’s
A. S. Thorndike, Bangor; J. S. Cooper,
definitely.
Many people never suspect their kidneys.
Boston; Miss C. Collins, New York; H. L. successor has not been decided, we underWhen they have a lame, weak or aching back
Parker, Portland; II. A. Williams, R. A. stand.
K.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Lyman, Bangor;
Hunt,
they think it is only a muscular weakness. When
Hayes, Belfast; E. E. Caswell, Bangor; E. State of Ohio, City of Toledo l s. s
urinary trouble sets in they think it will soon
L. Iddings, Ashton, M. D.; S. R. Stuart,
Lucas County.
i
correct itself. And so it is with all the other
Frank J. Cheney makes oatli that lie is senior
Montclair, N. J.; J. S. Dennison, F. H. Harwhere
is
ris and wife, Boston; H. Petrie, Caribou; partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co., doing symptoms of kidney disease. That just
in the City of Toledo, County and the danger lies. You must cure these troubles
A. K. Russell, Rockland; F. L. McAuliffe, business
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay tne
J. W. Goodman, Victor DeLaw, F. E. Dun- sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each because they are certain to lead to more serious
ton, H. Philbrook, J. F. Frederick, R. T. and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured ills.
Hall, F. R. Magee, Winter port; W. Durell, by the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Doan's Kidney Pills is the remedy to use. It
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Belfast; W. A. Watson, J. B. Bulkley, Boscures all troubles caused by weak or diseased
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my preston; J. E. Gilmore, Vancouver, B. C.; W. ence
this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
kidneys.
H. Lord, Winterport; W. A. Gordon, S. L.
A. W GLEASON,
(Seal.)
W. J. Clifford, bill poster, of 36 Union street,
Harris, A. P. McLeod, Bangor, George W.
Notary Public.
Belfast,
Me., says: Doan’s Kidney Pills which I
Higgins, New York.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces procured at the City Drug Store, is an A No. 1
of the system. Send for tesmonials free.
remedy for the kidneys. 1 have heard more
FREEDOM.
F. J^CHENEY* CO., Toledo, O.
than one member of my family praise them. I
Sold by Druggists, 76c.
There will be a Christmas tree at the
Take Hall’s Family Pills Constipation.
need not go into the particulars of kidney comCongregational church Tuesday evening,
Dec. 25th.Several new pupils entered
plaint, for any one who has had it knows all
about it. How to check the trouble and cure it
Freedom academy at the beginning of the
More than a thousand women in Hancock is more important. Doan’s Kidney Pills can be
winter term, which commenced Tuesday,
Christmas
earn
the
for
their
depended
upon to do this. We are seldom withmoney
county
There is a large quantity of
Dec. 11th
out them in our house.”
lumber at the Freedom saw mill this winter. presents and winter clothing by knitting
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fosnot
are
used
woolen
which
only by ter-Wilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for
nippers,
Dr. Mott Small has been spending a
few days with his brother, Dr. A. M. Small. the home fishermen but also are shipped in the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
Mrs. Abbie Keen has gone to Washing- great quantities to Gloucester and other
Massachusetts coast towns.
other.
ton, D. C., to spend the winter.

December 13th, just in time for the Holu
day trade, we shall put such prices on our entire stock

BEGINNING

will insure the sale of everything by January 1st Cost
will have nothing to do with the prices. It will be simply
a question of finding the figures that will move the goods.
When in the city call at our store and we will make it
worth your while. Don’t forget.
as

McCALL PATTERNS

C

ADI

X

I
I

THAT you

R. G. CORSE I s
all the time

ought to buy a

Maine State Prison

“n I
ithem

Sleigh Like

this!#-

They are strictly A 1 throughout—
Painting, Materials, Workmanship,
and we are enabled to guarantee
in

EVERY

\wiiu
TllCIC 13 U11C vuiug
cure it —Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
It is a regular scalp-medici;.c. a
It quickly destroys the germs
which cause this disease.
The unhealthy scalp becomes
healthy. The dandruff disapA
pears, had to disappear.

RESPECT

vnai

§

1

Bells with every

sleigh.

Perhaps, Though, !
*

For

I

—

Co., Lowell,

Mmb.

|

in Binghamton, X. Y
Sturtevant-Larrabee Co., and are light, e:ifinished and trimmed in good shape, at a nr
If you want something, cheaper still.
are

j

about

our

Harness. I

Department.

Blanket

i

l

made

Western sleighs.
DON’T FOROEi

PILLS.
CHERRY PECTORAL.

r

one

I They

The best kind of a testimonial
“Sold for over sixty years.”
.facturers of

sleigh

you don’t want to put ver
just now. In that case It

-@|OF THESE

healthy scalp means a greatdeal
you—healthy hair, no dandruff,no pimples, no eruptions.
•er

some reason

money in a

you

to

Belfast, Mail

E. R. CONNER,

-.-that in all the financial transactions In the U.
S. but 6% is done with currency, the other 94
% being done by means of checks and bank
drafts? If you do not already keep a checking account start one now ami you will realize

Goods which Bear the Mark

from its convenience and safety why above is
true. If you are not familiar with this system come to us and we will show you. The

give your business, whether large
small, careful attention.
will

or

of Cuitivated Taste.

A CUP

ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM

Prices which

ere

brought down within the reach of

ant p

%

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE

-^OF

LOSS^

These are the two extremes we have endeavored to combine
tion of our Christmas stock this year, and our sales thu* 11
If yo
the belief that our efforts have met with approval.
s
yet had a chance to judge for yourself be sure andd"

DELICIOUS^

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00

Hot
Chocolate
STOCK

next two weeks.

ORGANIZED 1881.

OUR ENTIRE

A PIECE OF NICE 'CHINA OR CUT GLASS is llin.
aeceplable gift. Our assortment is larger than ever before

WITH CREAM,

—OK—

Guns

-&Tastes good while looking

overte-

bine

WE SERVE IT.

w

add

|

BOX PAPERS

t

FROM 25c.

BOOKS | TOILET SETS from $1.00 UP

COST.

and a great variety of fancy articles too numerous to mention
been the leaders in line Holiday goods and we intend

can save

Low Prices for a Limited Time

a

N° household

We are

FINE LEATHER GOODS

Here is an Idea of our
you money
prices: A finely finished single gun, l-'ga., Engfoie-end and grip.
checkered
lish walnut stock,
mm mm
Strongest shooting gun mm RH
M
mm m R
made,
price
Regular
M
Now
*10.50.
We

can be too well supplied
headquarters for these, and in
framing department. Trices from 25c. to $5.00.

PICTURES

;

CHRISTMAS GOODS.

Will be Closed out REGARDLESS of

always
so.

l

only.

F. A. F0LLETT & SON

Come and see for

yourself.

M. P. WOODCOCK &

SON,

Bel Iasi
--

To Introduce Our

POSTOFFICE SQUARE.

High Qualii

Fruit and Confection

RAISINS,
PRUNES,
APRICOTS,
PEACHES,
\l/E aie going to present the lucky customer during
FIGS,
of December with a handsome work basket till
DATES, ETC.
With every 25 cent purr
high grade chocolates.
Vidor Can Goods, very fine. The entitled to a guess on the number of beans in a jar u
best Teas and Coffees. Fancy grocer- in our w indow. The person guessing the exact or n
ies of all kinds at
3xact number of beans in the jar receives the work h
NEW

mjrn

SWIFT & PAUL,
Masonic

Temple.

The above offer includes

cigars but

j®“You may be the lucky

not tobacr

one.

Card of Thanks.
Write

a

letter to SANTA

CLAUS and tell him what

We wish to tliank the High School pupils,
especially the Seniors and Freshmen, and other
friends who have aided us during our recent
trouble and lor the many kind deeds which have
been done in the past few weeks.
MBS. STEPHEN ESTES.
WILLIAM ESTES.

you want or come and see
for

yourselves

at

We also carry

MAINE NEWS ITEMS.
The total expense of the Sturgis liquor enforcement law created by the last legislature
is $37,219.09 up to the present month.

Longfellow day, Feb. 27, will be given a
special observance in the Portland schools
it will be the centennial of the great
poet’s birth.

a

LARGE ASSORTMENT of

ROY
WA rfinCOlclfts
WHUtui*

WHICH SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

Ice Cream

as

—

—

....

IONF^ |

I There can lie no Doubt

1

ii 5

&

|W\KL.Er

all the time.

BELFAST, nAINB.

[Open Evening*]

Maine cotton mill stock made a new record in Boston this week when l’epperell
stock sold for 325 and Tork stock for 1101.
These are the highest figures ever reached
by the stock of these Biddeford mills upon
the present par value.

jmtSee

our window display.

L. S. SHIRO,

Phenix Row,

Bellas'

j

